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A modern day view of the 1936 Landscape stamps

Neville Nelder

I thought that I could not display a strong interest in these stamps without visiting and
photographing the scenes that these stamps portray. So my wife, Audrey,and I spent the month of July
this year driving round a grand tour of eight of the locations, having visited the two in the northwest
of the country in 2003. From looking at back-numbers of 'Helvetia'- March 2001 - (thank you,
Peter), I saw that others have trodden a similar path before me, but no comment was made on what
they found at the various sites depicted on the stamps.
I am not an intrepid explorer, so I did not venture into 'forbidden' territory - i e, private
property - in my quest; neither do I have a powerful long-focus lens for my camera, so there were
limits to the similarities that I was able to achieve. But the principal problem turned out to be tree
growth over the 75 year period between the design of the stamps and the present day. And, of course,
the artist in Bickel the stamp designer, allowed him to interpret the landscape to a degree that is not
possible with the camera. But enough of the excuses.
hi the summer of 2003, we paid a visit to the Rhine Falls at Neuhausen (30c;z207) and Seealp
Lake (40c;z209), south of Appenzell. At Neuhausen, I received my first lesson in tree growth. I could
probably have achieved a 100% match with the stamp if there had been no leaves on the trees. Alas,
that was not so, but it was satisfactory in other respects. The visit to the lake of Seealp, with its
backdrop of Santis, needed a 2 hour hike up the steep surfaced road to reach the lake, but what a
perfect scene of tranquillity when we reached the area — and not too difficult to take the right photo,
given the excellent weather.

And so to 2005. We started our journey near Lake Lucerne, with the 5c Pilatus(z202), the first
location. Here we were hampered by poor weather and by tree growth in front of the watchtower and
at the crucial point for photography on the slopes behind Stansstad. So I regard, this one as my biggest
failure relative to what I could have achieved. I put it down to experience. Even so, we have enough
to create a reasonable likeness using computer-adjusted images, or using Audrey's painting of the
scene. We then moved east to the wild grandeur of the Via Mala Gorge (25c z206) in the Grisons,
where the only problem proved to be the number of tourists who kept getting in the way! Of course,
we did not count ourselves amongst their number. But the rock tunnel to the left of the stamp has long
since been demolished, to make way for grander road access — such is progress.
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Now south-west into the Ticino to look
for Castagnola church in front of Monte
San Salvatore, across Lago Lugano ( 20c z215)
Stamp

Photograph

This needed an energy-sapping ascent in hot conditions from our parking spot by the lake,
only to find that tree growth has been significant — or did Bickel 'eradicate' the trees? — but again a
reasonable parallel was achieved. Next we turned north for a short distance, where we came across
our biggest surprise and stumbling block at the site of the Gotthardbahn near Faido (20c;z205).
Someone has had the temerity not only to grow large numbers of tall trees, but also to build an
autoroute, such that the site is now both difficult to locate and, having found it, made it inaccessible.
Audrey did suggest that if I positioned myself above the mouth of the autoroute tunnel, I could get a
photo but would also cause many phone calls from worried drivers about attempted suicide which the
Swiss police might not appreciate. So I contented myself with views back up the valley to the location
depicted on the stamp, and enjoyed the frequent passage of trains aver the several loops in the track —
to be little used after 2015, when the new 57 km. tunnel should be operational.
Onwards to the Rhone Glacier (15c; z204), where the location is the view from near the head
of the Grimsel Pass. This is quite good and reproducible on film if you are prepared to venture far
enough down the very steep grassy slope, but the big disappointment is the glacier itself - which has
retreated a great deal since the 1930s- and is now but a shadow of its former glory. It is not far now to
Lauterbriumen (3c; z201), where hordes of tourists, mostly of the oriental appearance, are
troublesome, but the site can be located fairly quickly, but again it was difficult to get far enough back
due to tree growth to use my camera to get the best shot. Also, sadly, the Staubbach Falls in summer
are but a feeble stream compared to that shown on the stamp.
Lac Leman was the penultimate port of call; to locate Chateau Chinon, south of Montreux
(10c; z203), where it is quite easy to get the right shot, including the railway line which is eliminated
in most postcard views of the castle. So finally we made the long journey north-west into the Jura to
find Neufalkenstein Castle, near Balsthal (35c;z208). The castle is built in quite imposing setting but,
on a very hot day,! found that some Authority has had the audacity to build, or allow to be built, a
block of flats right in the line of sight of an ordinary camera. Only with a powerful lens could the
view be achieved from across the wide valley.
And so our long and rewarding odyssey came to an end. Bickel has used artist's licence in
some places, but overall the likeness to the engraved scene on the stamp remains, albeit the march of
nature has had a greater general impact than that of man.
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THE GENEVA "BULGES", 1872 to 1888

In the Schweizer BriefMarken Zeitung (SBZ) of August 1990 Andre Fawer, a wellknown collector from Geneva, wrote in French and German the most comprehensive
article on this subject ever. Since then I have found all six of the original cancellers in the GUller record books and tried to find examples of all of them on
cover, without success, as was to be expected.
Fawer could find only four with the original bulge, with PD (Paid to Foreign
Destination), but he did find all six without PD, and he did not know about the
GUller books, and with virtually all in the correct historical order.
However, Charles LaBlonde was motivated, as a Geneva specialist, by Mrs Rawnsley
to investigate the subject, and his article appeared in the Newsletter of May 1981.
All he wrote is worth reading today, although he described only four, with and
without PD. He correctly assumed that the PD crudely included in the Miler cancel
was an experiment to save the labour of two strikes. Following the creation of the
UPU in 1875 the PD instruction was no longer necessary, so the then very costconscious Post Office removed the PD letters and continued to use the cancellers
Until about 1888. (This article also appeared in 'Tell' about the same time.)
This was not the first attempt at combining two functions in one canceller.
Bern tried this in 1845, see figure 1, for Frankobriefe, ie, Paid in advance, for
letters within Switzerland. I could not find this in the 1931 ACE, but it is shown
in Group 122, No.2429, in AV (Abstempelungs —werk = Cancellation 'Bible'). It was
in sporadic use until 1862, 27thMay (Paul Heiniger 2003),
In 1911 the idea was re-Introduced with the excellent PP system for payment in
cash for bulk printed matter, figure 2 shows the handstamp. Figure 3 shows the
first machine cancellation crown. in 1944 a similar experiment was introduced by
Miler for small POs With a block containing the letters 'TV that could be screwed
on the side of the main date canceller and just as easily removed; still in use,
see figure 4. A modern handstamp is shown in figure 5 but is soon to be discarded
by the SF in their preference for computerisation.
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Figure 4
Returning to the 'Bulges'. In the original Stempelwerk of Andres and Emmenegger
of 1931, page 395, Group150, are shown various cancels which did not fit into the
previous categories, among them one with PD and two without. In the eight-volume
update issued in parts from 1969,(if you see one - buy it Ed.), in Group 150 (now
exclusively for 'Geneva bulges') all six are shown with PD, but in the order of
the bulge width, as well as only four without PD. The PTT reference cards had been
used, which show only cancels with PD as manufactured by Miller. It is not known
when they were issued to Geneva Postal HQ, but as Fawer Types 4 & 6 have yet to
be found it is likely that these two cancellers were never issued to the PO, as
they were no longer needed. However, they were all modified by the removal of the
'PD', almost certainly in Geneva, from 1876 onwards.
Table 1 shows the historical order of manufacture by Miler, and gives the
conversion to the AW Group 150 numbers, and more importantly, to the Fawer Type
numbers, which are used in Table 2 over the page.
40411.
Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Table 1
Date of
manufacture
Miller No.

867

868

1149

2194

2195

2196

AW Gr. 150 No.

5

6

4

1

2

3

Fawer Type No.

2

1

3

6

5

4
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from SBZ 8/1990, page 224
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Emploi connu

Texte
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Largeur de
l'anse:

Hauteur
totale:

Hauteur
des lettres:

Nombre de
hachures:

a) avec PD:

Type 1

LET.EXP.

13 mm

26 1/4 mm

2 mm

17

du 31 mars 72
au 23 mars 75

Type 2

LET.EXP.

12 mm

26 3/4 mm

2 mm

18

du 30 janvier 72
au ler octobre 74

Type 3

EXP.LET.

10 3/4 mm

25 1/4 mm

2 mm

19

21 octobre 74

Type 4

EXP.LET.

9 mm

26 mm

23/4 mm

18

pas connu ace jour

du 30 novembre 81 au 23 septembre 87
ler mars 76; 5 mai 77; du 2 janvier 79
au 21 juillet 85; 10 juin 86

Types:

Type 5

EXP.LET.

8 1/4 mm

26 mm

2 3/4 ram

19

2 juil ler 75
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7 ram

26 1/2 mm

2 3/4 mm

20
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Cover with black 'PD' & Geneva
'A' cancel, 28 X 67 1- and red
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Going to Sergy, in France NW of
Geneva, with 'Ain' (the department)
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A 1915 Postcard

It's when postcards like this turn up that you wish they could be reproduced in colour for the Newsletter!
I think this is a lovely card. With a cds of 2nd April 1915 this must be a card issued about that time by
'Verlag K.Essig, Basel'.
The card is No.7 of a series
"Feldgraue Serie' - Uniforme de
Campagne' and entitled `Genie.
Adjudant-sous-officer-Aviateur'
that's the French description,
there is the German equivalent
above.
How magnificent he looks posed
complete with sword in front of
his 'flying machine'.
The message and address side is
magnificently, painstakingly
hand-written and the card sent
from BASEL to the USA.
My only difficulty now is into which section of my postal history do I slot
the card. Does it go into the Airmail or 10c Helvetia with Bust' section?
Two new recordings of ESPERANTO LABELS from the David Jefferies collection.
Stuart MacKenzie sent these items.
1961(?) Design taken from the 1961
Europa issue. Printed in blue but
the format of the stamp different.
Normal stamp size.

be7onds
fo ['natio int9rnotionu Ida

1969 Label for Congress held in
nrich; blue and red printing
on white paper.

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wwvv.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin igstamps.com
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Displays at the Annual General Meeting — 19 th November 2005
Eric Lienhard entertained members attending the AGM with two extremely
interesting displays.
Firstly we were shown a display of the National Exhibitions. The majority was of the
1914 Bern exhibition. Not only did we see the official philatelic material but also a
fine collection of labels and privately produced cards. This is probably the best
collection of this material in the United Kingdom. Eric also showed cards from
forerunner exhibitions in 1883 and 1896— the latter a very early coloured card.
For the 1939 exhibition we had a fine display of the varieties on the issued stamps as
well as another selection of very interesting material.
The second display entitled 'The Cutting Edge of Postmarks' naturally, according to
Eric, referred to the 'razor blade' cancels. There were 47 different examples of this
cancel including some non Swiss Post use. All were admirably illustrated with covers
and cards showing a variety of uses. Also included were some of the other cancels,
which were tried by Swiss Post during the same period but with lesser success.
To a postmark novice like me it was quite an eye opening display — I shall never look
N. W.
at a postcard or cover in quite the same way again!

Northern Group report: It was a pleasure to welcome Neville Nelder to Leeds to give his display on
the small landscape issue of 1936, concentrating in particular on the 10c. Chinon and 20c. Gotthard
and San Salvatore. He began with a map showing the locations of the designs chosen along with a
FDC and a blow-up of a block of 4 of the 5c to show flaws on the first printing! He then showed a
variety of postcards and postal stationery cards illustrating Chinon castle plus a card with a 10c
Chinon postmarked Veytaux- Chillon. This was followed by examples of the usage of the stamp
including TPOs and lake steamer cancellations. Official stamps with perforated cross and overprinted
cross plus League of Nations and International Labour Bureau were included. Two examples of
discount stamps showing Chinon castle and an essay by Harrison and Sons in photogravure c.1932
followed. Various varieties/flaws on the 10c Chalons were then shown. Neville then moved on to
the 20c Gotthard and showed examples of two types of the first printing along with the re-engraved
issue. There were examples of this issue and the 20c San Salvatore used on cover, some censored.
Again various varieties and flaws were shown along with tete-beche, inter-space, official stamps and
international offices overprints. Finally examples of coil stamps were shown with the various
numbers and letters, Neville pointing out that the 20c San Salvatore brown printing is difficult to find
with coil number. Professor Turner gave the vote of thanks for a very fine display which had
D. H.
engendered much discussion during the viewing.
LONDON December 14th
A great throng of 3 enjoyed a convivial meeting for the 'Back of the catalogue' displays. It was not an
evening for the fainthearted — the lift out of order necessitated climbing 6 flights of stairs though the effort
was worth it. The Hon. Librarian Derrick Slate led with a comprehensive range of Telegraph stamps, proofs
and documents for the 1881-1886 period followed by Frank stamps ending with Railway stamps with a
bounty of Proofs and misprints. The Vice Chairman Eric Lienhard managed to find material literally from
the latter pages of the catalogue. Zurich fiscal documents with embossed and ink value indicators (Gainon)
and similarly a selection of Private Commemorative postal stationery for 1909, 1927 and 1929 (Zumstein)
and a good selection of Franco labels and markings of the district offices. The third member of the
triumvirate Douglas Houtris proposed a warm vote of thanks.
E . L.
It was sad that so many of our friends were unable to attend.

FORTHCOMING MEETING - Saturday 25th February 10am to 4pm in Salisbury, usual place.
Subject - 'Back of the Book' material, all members, bring whatever you choose!
Enquiries to Fred Hoadley, tel: 01 403 71 19 87 or email: fred.hoadley@btinternet.com

- that it has been decided that on the 1st of April 2006 the Swiss Post will have
its last monopoly, for letters, reduced to 100g. This would mean that all letters
of greater weight would automatically be subject to VAT of 7.6%. for everybody.
The price controller has refused permission to the SF to raise the postage rates
accordingly. The date is fixed, the rest is subject to discussion, as the SF made
a record profit last year.
- that also from this date the Insured Lettcrs (LSA) will be combined with the
Recorded Delivery (LSI) letters, for the same price of CHF 5.- (or 6.- if heavier
than 500g), but with a reduced repayment on loss of only CHF 500.-, instead of
the previous maximum of CHF 5000.-. At present LSA letters cost CHF 8.-. For LSI
letters there was no compensation on loss.
- that the 2005 Day of the Stamp was celebrated in Meyrin (the suburb of Geneva
with the CERN physics laboratory. Also the birthplace of the Internet, Ed.), on
the 4th of December. It is the commune with the highest percentage of foreigners
in Switzerland, about 50%. Figure 1 shows the cancel used on the special postcard.
I missed the show, too far away and a bit cold.
- that among the never-ending stream of new labels appearing two are shown in
figures 2 & 3. Firstly '99' at the start of the long itet number indicates Parcel
Post (letters up to 1000g only, the T 40' indicates a private sender. In figure 2
'BZ' is for Brief-Zentrum, and International is for foreign parcels, which have
to have a Swiss compatible coded number, instead of their original number. The'PRI'
means Priority, ie, A-post (1st class in GB). This can also be a separate label,
as could also be for the 'SI' (= signature required) of figure 3. Here 'Vinolog'
indicates a crate of wine bottles, with a special packing (none of the 12 were
broken!).
- that the typical Post Coach warning three-note horn signal is taken from the
Andante to Rossini's 'William Tell' overture and is composed of the notes C sharpE-A in the key of A maior, and not the other way as some wags have suggested.
- that this year the yellow Postal Coaches celebrate their centenary. In 1906
their first route was Bern-Detligen; in 1919 the first mountain pass over the
Simplon. Now there arc 100 million passengers in 2000 coaches travelling over
10 363 km per year (three times the length of the SBB/CFF network). And they have
jusy won their third foreign contract - the area in France adjacent to Geneva,
but the yellow has been dropped. It was only in 1959 that all Swiss coaches were
painted a uniform yellow.
-that another important centenary is to be celebrated this year, that of the very
successful Postal Giro system, now fully computerised, with six centres, instead
of the old system with 25. Amazing statistics will no doubt be issued soon.
-that don't forget you can send international greetings from Switzerland by the
electronic SwissPostCard system; take a look at www.swisspost.com/swisspostcard
not difficult, even I can do it, and it is not expensive.
r
lournee du timbre-poste 2005 Meyrin
Meyrin — cite des 5 continents
Tag der Brief marke 2005 Meyrin
Multikulturelles Meyrin
Giomata del francobollo 2005 Meyrin
Meyrin — crocevia di culture
Stamp Day 2005 Meyrin
Multicultural Meyrin
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Stuart MacKenzie

OHMS MAIL POSTAGE PAID

Reference Bob Medland'i 1967 OHMS cover to Bern shown in the August 2005 Newsletter
on page 57 is certainly unusual. I am sure that Official Mail was not sent outside
the UK. The Durham datestamp gives a clue in that Durham was an Income Tax Centre
and this looks as if an employee at this office was using the system - and the 'BY
AIR MAIL' label added is very dodgy. The Swiss postal clerk would be unable to calculate any Surcharge and I feel this 1fr stamp is a handling charge! As it is,the
Foreign Section in London should have picked this one up.
Something similar is a letter from a POW in Jamaica which has been sent to Switzerland. Dated 5 Jan 1942 from 'Internment & P of W Camp/ Jamaica'(violet cachet b/s)
has various endorsements shown - 'German', name of writer on back, 'By Airmail/T.A.'
(Trans Atlantic), POW mail was free, hence the 'Postage Paid. It has also passed
the 'Postal Censor/Jamaica/Passed (38)the censor clerk. The Swiss postal clerk has
ignored the Postage Paid and somehow calculated a charge in manuscript of 60c.
Two 30c postage dues affixed and accepted at ae_inwil am.See
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WHO PAID AND WHY?

Peter Vonwiller

The cover illustrated, franked with a 10c definitive (the Inland Letter rate), clearly received a
October
machine slogan cancellation in St. Gallen between the hours of 9.00 and 10.00 p.m.on
1934. Subsequently the fact that the address, Friedrichshafen in Germany, rendered the letter liable
to a postal charge of 20c. (special letter rate for Frontier Mail) must have been noticed and the
encircled "T" strike applied. One would have expected the Swiss Postal Authorities to have then
passed the item on to their German counterparts, who would have made arrangements to collect the
Postage Due from the recipient. However it appears that someone (it must have been in the St.
Gallen Post Office) added a further 10c. stamp to rectify the deficit, cancelling it (and the "T"
strike) with a cds timed at 11.00 p.m. Questions arise - who was prepared to make up the shortfall
paying for the additional postage stamp and why?

2'

Your Honorary Secretary having purchased this cover would appreciate any ideas that members
may have. Once again we are reminded that the most "innocent" looking postal item can give rise
to all sorts of questions.
Possibly not clear from the reproduction, but viewing the original, the postage stamp to the left
(with the cds) was definitely applied after the stamp to the right had been cancelled, since the
slogan machine cancel disappears under it.
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The Cantonal coaft ot Nanis
by Brian Thurlow

The Three Original Cantons
On the night of August 1st 1291 Walter Furst
of Uri, Werner Stauffacher of Schwyz, and
Arnold von Melchtal of Unterwalden together
with a small band of followers met secretly
on the Ruth, a meadow on the shores of Lake
Luzern, and there they pledged themselves to
fight for freedom from the tyranny of Austria.
This pledge is known as the 'Flutli-aschwur'
the 'Oath of the Ruth'. In the sequence of
the adherence of the various Cantons of the
'Ewiges Bund - 'The Everlasting Alliance' lies
the history of the country's development, so
we will commence with the Three Founder
Members. The 1941 10c. Pro Patria stamps
depicted the location of the three Cantons
together with their Coats of Arms.

URI (1291)
Arms: Or, a bull's head caboshed sable,
tongued gules, in his nostrils an annulet of
the last. The origin of these arms is lost in
the mist of time, but traditionally said to be
derived from 'Taurici' or people of Uri. The
early inhabitants of the region, in turn
derived from the 'Aurochs' or 'Urochs' a type
of buffalo, denizens of the area aeons ago,
suggested a Canton name. It is also said that
originally the field was red and the bull's
head white (silver) and that by papal
concession the field was changed to gold. In
earlier times the ring through the bull's nose
was sometimes shown broken to symbolise
the breaking of the Austrian yoke, but this
form is no longer used. The arms first
appeared on the early seals of the 13th
century and, together with that of
Unterwalden, can be seen today on the
Charter of 1291 in the Archive House in
Schwyz. Since Uri figures so largely in the
story of William Tell, which is - or should be
- so well known that it does not need to be
told here.

SCHWYZ (1291)
Arms: Gules, in sinister chief point a cross
couped argent. The Canton can be called the
birthplace of Switzerland, since it is from this
Canton, originally 'Sweicz' that the term for
'Schweiz' the German name for Switzerland
is derived. Also it was because this Canton
supplied so many soldiers to foreign armies
that they became known as the 'Schwytzers'.
The banner of the Schwyz was originally
plain red, without any modification, and
although one theory is that the white cross
was added because the Oath of Ruth i was
taken under the banner bearing a Crucifix,

the more logical explanation is that it was a
concession granted by the Emperor Rudolf of
Hapsburg after the battle of Bescancon in
1289, when 1500 volunteers from Schwyz
decided the issue in a hand-to-hand fight
and impressed the Emperor with their fighting
qualities.
The use of the cross, in diminutive form
passed into use as part of the arms some
centuries later, the precise date being
unknown. Sometimes the cross was to be
found in the dexter corner and sometimes in
the sinister, it was not until the 19th century
that its position was fixed, contrary to
heraldic rule, in the sinister position,
although when borne as a banner it is placed
in the corner nearest the pole.

UNTERWALDEN ( 1291)
Although generally referred to by this name it
actually consists of two half Cantons. The
separation took place around 1300.
'Obwalden and Nidwalden' are presumably
derived from 'Oder and Nieder - the upper
and lower forests.

OBWALDEN
Arms: Per fesse gules and argent, a key in
pale wards turned to dexter, all counter
charged.
The ancient banner of Unterwalden was red
and white: this has now become the arms of
Obwalden and to it a key was added in the
13th century and its use confirmed in 1816.
The Canton is under the protection of St.
Peter and the church in Stans, the old
capital, is consecrated to this apostle, the
reason for the symbol of the key. The key is
sometimes depicted with the wards facing
sinister, and can be seen thus on the
doorway of the Town Hall in Sarnen. On the
seal, however, it is turned to the dexter and
is so shown in the window of the Federal
Palace.

NIDWALDEN
Arms: Gules, a key argent with double wards.
The red field is charged with two keys of St.
Peter, joined to make one double warded
key, while the seal shows the image of the
Saint. The border of the stamp bears witness
to the fighting qualities of the people, with
'Morgensternen' or 'Morning Stars'. History
tells us that this was a gnarled root of a
hardwood tree into which iron spikes were
driven, then attached to a chain and whirled
like a mace, a handy weapon at close
quarters.
to be continued
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Clipper Flights in the PACIFIC

In 1934 the Pan American Airline (Pan Am) president, Juan Tripp, advanced the idea of the importance
of the "Pacific Rim" in terms of trading links. The airline had the Sikorsky's S-40 and S-42 flying boats
available but with restricted range these could fly as far as Honolulu. These flying boats were referred
to as 'Clippers' because of their travel over the oceans just like the boats of that name.
Pan Am planned a transpacific route to the Philippines using a route: San Francisco-Honolulu-Midway
Island-Wake Island-Guam-Manila, the five stage lengths being, 2,410, 1,380 1,260 1,450 and 1,550
miles respectively. To do this it needed an aircraft with a non-stop range of 2,500 miles carrying 12
passengers, hardly an economic payload even in the mid-1930s.
So in 1935 Pan Am introduced the Martin M-130
long-range flying boats with a range of 3500 miles
flying at 150 mph. The only three aircraft built,
were named 'China Clipper', 'Philippine Clipper'
and 'Hawaii Clipper'. To the public, China Clipper
became a generic name and originally was applied
to all three of the Martin M-130's in Pan Am's fleet
and, later, even to the Boeing B-314 flying boats
used on the North Atlantic routes - the 'By Clipper'
often found on 1940s covers.
In 1935 Pan Am won the Foreign Air Mail Route 42
(FANI42) for the Philippines and began transpacific
flights to Hong Kong with a mail stop-off at Manila
However the full regular transpacific Pan Am service opened on October 21,1936, the flight spanning
five days and occupying a total of 60 hours actual flying to Manila. Since the long distance payload was
only 12 passengers altogether, one can appreciate one American observer saying that passengers
'rattled around' in. the vast expanse of hull in a degree of comfort never known before Despite a aura of
luxury passengers endured long hours of thundering engines in the thin, dry air of an unpressurized
cabin flying around 8,000 feet The trip from San Francisco to Hawaii took 18 to 20 hours, after which
passengers had a day's rest at Waikiki. Beyond Honolulu passenger way stations were developed on
Midway, Wake, and Guam. These names evoke memories of the War in the Pacific as they were
'stepping stones' in that conflict. The 'Battle of Midway' was a pivotal event.

The cancellations on the front and reverse of the card describe its complete journey.
Posted

Returned

BASEL 2,
NEW YORK REG.DIV
SA1V FRANCISCO REG.SEC.
SAN FRANCISCO MAIN OFFICE
GUAM,GUAM REGISTERED
MACAO
REGISTERED GPO HONG KING
BASEL 2

cds
ds
cds
ads
cds
ds
cds
cds

9
16
19
21
26
15
17
21

April
April
April
April
April
May
May
June
(continued overleaf)
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The postal rate of 1.80f looks odd.
In 1937 the foreign postcard rate was
20c. The registration fee was 30c.
Zumstein quotes the airmail rate to
GUAM through NEW YORK as 1.30f.
Adding these comes to the 1.80f worth
of stamps on the card!

Footnote:
'Hawaii Clipper' disappeared in July of 1938 on a flight from Guam to Manila. 'Philippine Clipper'
managed to survive the Japanese attack on Wake Island just after Pearl Harbour, but in 1943 she hit a
mountainside coming in to San Francisco.
'China Clipper' survived longest. After a spell of Navy service, Pan Am assigned her to its South Atlantic
service between Miami and Leopoldville in the Belgian Congo (Zaire); uranium ore for the Manhattan
Project was one of the clipper's most important cargos After she had flown more than three million
miles it was destroyed when it struck an unlit boat during a night landing off Trinidad in 1945.

APS CHAMPION OF CHAMPION EXIIIBIT TO BE SHOWN AT
COLLECTORS CLUB (NYC)
The Collectors Club has announced a special showing of Switzerland 1862-1883: The
Perforated Sitting Helvetia -- the APS Champion of Champions winner for 2005.
Voted "Champion of Champions" (U.S. philately's highest award), at the annual
STAMP SHOW of the American Philatelic Society in Grand Rapids last Summer, this
important exhibit was formed by Mr. Harlan F. Stone of New York City. It is the most
comprehensive exhibit ever assembled of the perforated Sitting Helvetia, and is widely
acknowledged as a landmark philatelic study.
th
The special showing will take place from 1:00 to 5:00 PM on Saturday, February 18 , at
the Collectors Club headquarters in New York. The Clubhouse is located at 22 East 35th
Street, between Madison and Park Avenues. There will be no admission charge for this
event.

Mr. Stone, who has been recognized with numerous philatelic awards and honors, is one
of only two Americans currently invited to membership in the prestigious Consilium
Philateliae Helveticae. He will be at the Collectors Club for this showing, and will
conduct a narrated tour through the exhibit at 2:00 PM.
Take advantage of this unique opportunity to view one of the most important exhibits
ever formed of Classic Swiss Philately. The Collectors Club provides a relaxed
environment for its viewing, so come and enjoy a great philatelic day at the premier
address for stamp collectors worldwide.
Contact: Harvey Mirsky
Cathedral Station
P.O. Box 891
New York, NY 10025
E-mail: HarveyMirsky@aol.com

A PLEA FOR HELP by Fred Hoadley on page 5 in January 2005 has partly answered his
own question about the 'LT' mark of 1811. First a correction: the letter from St.
Gallen was addressed to Florence, not Vicenza (Firenze, earlier Firenza) in the
Tuscany region. Since posing the question a similar one, in red, has come to light
on a letter from Firenze to Wohlen, dated 1840. Duting this period, leading up to
Italian unification mail passing through Lombardy-Venetia had marks of this type
applied at the Milan office; 'LT indicating Lettera Transito - letter in transit.

!

Now an entire of 1819 has Fred puzzled. Posted in Geneva to Belgium it has the s/1
cancel 'Gen6ve', manuscript 'par Ferney Voltaire', French exchange office mark
'Suisse/par/Ferney'. However;
what I've never seen before
is the 'T.F' mark. Could
this be a French mark applied
to mail en route to other
countries? If so, then
might it translate as
'Transit Frangaise'?
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Northern Group report: 'Why I like Luzern' was the theme of Tony Hoyle's display to start off the

New Year. He said there were five reasons why: 1. the lake and scenery were stunning; 2. it was a
place of history and legend; 3. the town of Luzern itself; 4. the transport system and 5. there is lots of
philatelic material to illustrate the other four points. Tony began by taking us on a trip round the lake
calling at the RUth, Schillerstein, Seedorf, Fltielen, Tellskapelle, Brunnen, Federal Archives at
Schwyz, Astrid Kapelle and Seeburg. Included here were postcards, Bundesfeier cancellations and
cards, various other cancellations and photographs taken by Tony himself. Next came a section on
Lake steamers again with postcards showing the ships, the steamer cancellations along with personal
photographs. Tony then moved into the mountains with a visit to the Stanserhom, Pilatus and Rigi.
Once again all this was illustrated with postcards, postal cancellations, station cancellations, tickets
and photographs. Next came a section on the Chapel Bridge in Luzern with postal stationery, stamps,
postmarks, max cards and clippings showing scenes of the fire in 1993. The display ended with a
series of photos on the S-Balm and a detailed study of the Luzem-Engelburg railway again with
postcards, TPO and station cancellations and items related to Titlis, Joch Pass and Engstlenalp lake.
This was a marvellous display, well-written up with a wealth of material to enjoy. Tony was thanked
by the chairman for getting us off to such a great start to the new year.
D.H.

_THE HONORARY PACKET SECRETARY has completed his removal (or nearly unpacked) and
can be contacted at: "Belmont" Church Lane, Stoke Bruerne, Towcester NN12 7SG or
at 01 604 86 33 28. Packets will be circulating again - await a call!
NEW MEMBER - The Society is pleased to welcome Mr Robert Holland in north Yorkshire.
DON'T FORGET that there is a meeting in Salisbury on Saturday 25th February from
10am in the Clovelly Hotel right next to the railway station carpark. Bring your
material from the "Back of the Bea" to show to all the others who turn up!

A bygone age, being the recollections of a few years back, from a past member of the Society.

-

... and at the London meetings were the Chairman, wearing plus fours, and the then Secretary
together with......

1. G.STAMPS

SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://www.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1
England

E Mail adminigstamps.com

1SL,
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M Rutherfoord

- that as a result of increased pilfering from the yellow post boxes the SF had some
new boxes designed, which have been tried out in various places (I did not see one),
and now production of 18 000 new boxes has started. These will replace the 13 different
types now in service. One hopes that they will not follow our neighbour to the north
and reduce the number available to the public by say 60-70% (see DYK 2005/87).
- that this year the Day of the Stamp will be celebrated in Olten, and seven suggestions have been made public so that, for the seventh time, everyone can cast his vote
for the best stamp design. The railways are shown on all, but none show that it was
George Stevenson the English locomotive engineer who laid out the basic Swiss railway
system, and he picked Olten to be the crossing point of the N - S and the E - W axes.
To vote try www.post.ch/vernissage
- that an important marriage has taken place, the 26-year old Postgeschichte has been
joined up with the Bulletin of the Swiss Postal History Society (SVPg), as the readership is practically the same, and with rising costs this is an efficient solution.
The present Editor of the latter, JUrg Roth, will take over. Hans Schwarzenbach will
then concentrate on his popular auctions.
- that on the 31st of January 2005 red franks were prohibited, unless the owner could
prove that his ordered machine with high-tech blue IFS impressions had not yet been
delivered. Not all firms are happy as in future they will have to pay in advance
(just as the rest of the world), and with the majority of the new machines each of
the impressions carries a number, from this a competitor can estimate the volume
4
of his neighbour s business!
- that figure 1 shows the new FDC cancel for Liechtenstein, one of the strangest I
have ever seen, but attractive. On this subject figure 2 shows the Swiss-style IFS
as used in the Principality, which is tied into the Swiss postal rates (and monetary)
system. Figure 3 shows the same logo, as used in a slogan for machine cancellations.
- that the first PP letter with a simulated stamp and a data-matrix block, which I
have seen, is shown in figure 4. This is the new SF standard.
- that once again G Honegger has produced his annual Alt-Schweiz Catalogue for 2006,
with a wonderful selection of 1485 items in full colour, including many covers. Ask
for your copy at info@ghonegger.ch The ten pages in German are full of interesting
historical details.
- that quite by accident I found another textile 'stamp' issued on 13.5.03 by that
well-known philatelic country The Gambia, where hardly any of the unfortunate,
poverty-stricken inhabitants of that war-torn country have ever seen a stamp, let
alone used one. However, they are one of the world leaders in Quantity printed. See
figure 5 for the brown, fashionable Teddy Bear, maker unknown to me. Tragic.
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from Edward Quinten

GUARDED TRAIN MAIL

This past year I have added several items to various parts of my collection, some
of which I have very little information about. Of particular interest are some covers
and labels I first heard of over 30 years ago from the late W/Cdr. Frank Bulstrode the guarded train mail of the 1919-1921 period. These trains went from Switzerland
to eastern Europe with materials and goods that were in short supply, and returned
with supplies needed in Switzerland.
Misunderstanding, I thought there were only three trains, one to Poland and two
to Romania. In fact that was the number of labels ('stamps') for use by the guards,
the fifth Polish train and the tenth and twelth Romanian trains; there were approximately 30 guarded trains.
Apart from two brief references in displays given to the Society by W/CMd. Bulstrode
and Mr Sheldrake, and two further short items in our Newsletter, the only other
article is in The Swiss Philatelist Nos 76-78 of 1979 (published by The Amateur
Collector Ltd). Details of the trains are listed and the conditions under which they
operated. Also described are the known (at that time) cancellations with some illustrations. A short follow-up article appeared in the next issue, Nos.79-81 Of 1980
when some more information was given and also requested. Mention was made of trains
carrying emigrants, and a Red Cross train, to and from where?
know
anything else about all these trains? I would be interested to
Does anybody
read anything that you may send to the Editor. (So would the Editor!)
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Missed the Boat!

www.swiss-stamns.orzuk

John Cordingley

I'm always on the look out for odd
Luft
items to add to my collection and
Par avion -Via
this slightly battered cover came
my way recently.
Perhaps rather unusually in the
circumstances there is no
sender's address on the back of
the envelope. Only the 20c
National Exhibition stamp has a
Swiss cancellation - a cds
BAHNPOST AMBULANT dated
August_11 1939 with a train
number 1365. Has any member
information on this route?
The envelope has been posted
EXPRESS and Airmail to a
passenger on the 'SS Stratheden'
c/o of the P&G Office in London.
It has 3 x 30c German language
National Exhibition stamps plus a French language 20c. This is the correct postage foreign letter rate 30c, EXPRESS fee of 60c and Airmail fee of 20c.
Under the large packet EXPRESS label is a hand-written request - "Please arrange for
this letter to catch the boat at Southampton or Tilbury before sails" and added in a
different hand "port of departure not known".
The letter arrived in London where the red boxed cachet 'EXPRESS FEE PAID' was
applied. It was redirected to the P&O agents in Lyall Street who noted on the back
`recd too late' and on 14 August the letter went through the LONDON SW1 machine
canceller on its way to PIRAEUS (port for Athens). On the back the cover has an
indecipherable wavy line cancellation of Greek origin and a black 14 sorting mark in a
circle. An odd item and it does have National Exhibition stamps used for non
philatelic purposes!
Historical Note
The Peninsular & Orient Steam Navigation Co.`Stratheden' - 23500 tons - was built by Vickers Armstrong in Barrow-in-Furness and delivered in December 1937. During August 1939 she was
cruising in the Mediterranean before resuming her regular passenger service to Australia 'SS' is
hardly an adequate title for the boat and 'HMS' would be better. A postcard I have seen describes her
as `RMS' (Royal Mail Ship) 'Carrying First-class and Tourist-class Passengers (on the) India and
Australia Mail Services'
She was requisitioned in 1940, saw service as a troop ship and returned to P850 to resume services to
Australia after a refit. She was sold out of P&O service and was broken up in Italy during 1969/ 70.

I HELV
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WZERN (1332)
Arms: Per pale azure and argent. The arms
date from the 14th century, there being
apparently no specific reason for the choice
of 'colours, although it is a good heraldic
design. One theory is that the blue represents
the lake, silver the snowy mountains. It is
however probable that being a Catholic
stronghold the blue may have some
association with the Madonna.
Whatever the origin it is certain that the use
of these colours appear as early as the Battle
of Sennpach in 1386 and also on the seal of
the same date. Luzern freed itself from
Austrian domination in 1332 and joined the
Confederation, thus becoming the fourth
Canton. The border of the stamp of 1922
shows little sailing ships, indicating the
pleasures to be found on the lake, and these
are encircled with rosaries, a reminder that it
is an important centre of Catholicism.
ZURICH (1351)
Arms: Par bend azure and argent. This Canton
has also a simple coat of arms; the blue and
silver colours diagonally are said to be
indicative of the lake lying from north to
south and appeared as far back as 1389,
prior to this the emblem of the city was the
three Saints Felix, Regula and Expuranthus.
Obviously in an age when heraldry became
i mportant this would not have been easily
distinguishable. Zurich is the largest city in
Switzerland, being the centre of commerce,
and industry and therefore it is not surprising
to find the border of the stamp of 1920
composed of cog wheels.
GLARUS (1352)
Arms: Gules a Pilgrim proper (St. Fridolin)
habited sable, in his left hand a book or
bundle of corded or, in his right a staff. The
arms show the figure of St. Fridolin, first
missionary in the area, who came from
Ireland with St. Gall and St. Colunn. He
travelled so extensively that he became
known as The Pilgrim', preaching
Christianity, founding churches and monasteries. He died about 540 AD and was buried
at Sackingen. Sometimes the staff is shown
as a cross, but this is an error as Fridolin
never achieved bishop's rank, nor does he
bear the usual symbol of a pilgrim, the
cockle shells. As in the 12th and 14th
centuries almost all of Glarus belonged to the
Count of Sackingen, St. Fridolin became the
patron saint. There are two explanations for
the border design of the 1923 stamp. One
asserts that the edelweiss ornament is a
reminder that Glarus is a mountain region,
the other that it is famed for its printed
fabric.

4
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Air,m/s Part two

ZUG (1352)
Arms: Argent a fesse azure. Zug is the
smallest of all the Cantons. The arms have
been in use since the 14th century and are
said to be a variation of the arms of Austria
which is 'Argent a fesse Gules' and may have
been adopted to mark the freedom of the
area from Austria. The old part of the town
of Zug is an almost perfect example of a
medieval city, with its arcaded buildings,
frescoed walls and picturesque fountains.
The border of the stamp of 1922 shows
fishes, these are known as 'Zugerroteli' and
are found only in the lake. In 1952 the 5c.
National Fete stamp commemorates the 600th
anniversary of the entry of both Zug and
Glarus into the Confederation, and yet again
a heraldic error was made, for St. Fridolin on
the Glarus shield is shown as facing the
wrong way, an error that should have been
easily avoided had the two shields been
reversed.
BERN (1353)
Arms: Gules, on a bend or a bear passant
sable, armed and langued of the first.
Of all the Swiss arms these of the capital
Canton are probably the best known. Legend
has it that Berchtold of Zahringen, searching
for a name for the new town he had founded
organised a hunt and vowed to call it after
the first quarry he slew. It was said this was
a hart, but Berchtold did not consider it a
sufficiently noble animal and the hunt
continued until a bear was killed, and thus
the city acquired its name. Bern became a
Free City in 1218 and by 1244 the bear
appeared on the town seal. Until 1289 the
black bear was shown on a silver field
( Zahringen colours), the change to red with
a silver bend followed the Battle of
Schlosshalde, when the white banner was
dyed by blood of the standard bearer, Vaale
de Greiferz. In recognition the field was
changed to red with the bear on a bend of
silver. Later on, at a time not exactly
known, the bend was changed to gold,
perhaps as a result of the Imperial
concession. For a while the bear also bore
an Imperial Eagle on his back, but for
centuries has stood alone. The bear is well
beloved, and is used in every way and on
every occasion, from chocolates and cakes
to bears in stone, bronze, and wood along
the streets and round the beautiful fountains.
Live bears have always been kept in the bear
pit, except for a short time during the
Napoleonic wars, when Napoleon had them
removed to Paris. The heads of wheat in the
border of the 1921 stamp call attention to
the cultivation of wheat in the Canton,
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commonly called the 'Bread Basket' of
Switzerland. The same heraldic error was
made on the 1953 National Fate stamp
marking the 600th anniversary of Bern as
was made for Zurich, inasmuch as the shield
is shown facing both ways, again that on the
right being correct. Another stamp that is
appropriate is the 1941 commemorative for
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the 750th anniversary of the foundation of
Bern, which also prominently displays the
shield. The admission of Bern brought the
ancient Confederation up to eight Cantons
and there it remained for 130 years without
further addition.
to be continued

THE FOUNDING AND EARLY YEARS OF THE SOCIETY.
In 1971, on the occasion of the Helvetia Philatelic Society's Silver Jubilee, its founder
Edward H. Spiro was invited by "Stamp Collecting" to record his reminiscences of the Society's
foundation and its early years. These jottings are, in the main, based on the article that appeared
thirty-five years ago and it is to be hoped that within our current membership there will be those
able and willing, via further articles, to add to our knowledge of the Society's history.
Our Founder's professional life was devoted to journalism (print and radio). He also worked
in Allied Intelligence prior to and during the Second World War and experienced pre-war more
than one spell as a "guest" in the then newly-formed Concentration camps. His experiences lead to
him, post-war, having at least fifteen books published under the name of E. H. Cookridge. The
majority of these books, including titles such as "The Third Man" and "George Blake — Double
Agent", relate to spying. A totally different subject is his "History Of The Orient Express".
Like most youngsters Edward H. Spiro (EH. Cookridge) collected anything and everything
and it was whilst accredited to the Secretariat of the League of Nations in Geneva between 1936
and 1938 that he turned his attention to Swiss issues. During that time he was fortunate to meet
philatelic giants such as Baron de Reuterskiold, Dr. G. Fulpius and Arthur Hertsch. Over thirty
years later a few pre-adhesive letters given him by Reuterskitild by way of "encouraging a young
man to become a serious collector" remained treasured items in his collection.
Upon his return to peacetime England Mr. Spiro, on resuming _his hobby, collected his
albums from the bank safe where they had avoided the destruction of his house in an air raid. He
was a co-founder of the Wimbledon Philatelic Society which included two or three members
interested in Swiss material. This handful of enthusiasts, gathering round Spiro's dining table, saw
the birth of our Society, originally named the Helvetia Stamp Club. Shortly after this, the
embryonic Society staged a public display at the Stagg & Russell Exhibition Gallery in London's
Leicester Square. This site subsequently gave rise to the now much lamented defunct Swiss Centre.
The display proved a totally unexpected and overwhelming success and scores of members were
recruited. The first properly elected committee of the HPS came into existence at a meeting held at
the Bonnington Hotel in October 1948.
Our founder was subsequently to hold office as Secretary and Chairman. Among the early
committee members was Mrs. Edyth Rawnsley, the first lady member, who for many, many years
remained as the firm pillar of the Society combining the roles of Secretary and Newsletter Editor. It
was during her stewardship that she founded our Library that, outside Switzerland, contains one of
the best philatelic literature collections of related material. Mr. A. J. Harding, (at the time the only
Englishman on the management team of the Swiss Tourist Office in London) took on the post of
Treasurer and was still similarly employed at the time of the Society's Silver Jubilee! Mr. Phil
Stratton, a survivor of Dunkirk, was our first "Packet Superintendent". Among our early members
were such well-known philatelists and Fellows of the Royal as Professor Landau, Dr. K. Strauss
and Mr Lawrence Moore M.B.E. The latter, particularly knowledgeable in Swiss postal history,
later formed our Northern Group and was subsequently President of the Society. Other early
holders of this office included Miss Winifred Penn-Gaskell F.R.P.S.L., R.D.P. and Colonel H. de
Watteville C. B . , F.R. P. S. L.
Twenty-five years after he founded the HPS, Edward Spiro saw the Newsletter as his most
i mportant service to the Society. It had received numerous diplomas and medals at philatelic
exhibitions, but his satisfaction lay in the fact that its articles over those early years had assisted so
many lovers of Swiss philately with information relating to postal history, printing, postmarks,
varieties etc. Collectors from beginners through to mature students were, he felt, its beneficiaries.
Peter Vonwiller.
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London Meeting Wednesday 8 th February 2006 — Mail Between Switzerland and Abroad
Great concern is being expressed at the continuing poor attendance at the London meetings. Only six
members attended this last meeting. While the displays are usually by members, it has been pointed
out on several occasions and again at the February meeting that material shown was of a high
standard, often providing new information for those present and deserving a much wider audience.

The Chairman had been informed that John Mitchell was in hospital with a bad leg infection. All
present asked for their best wishes for a speedy recovery to be conveyed to him.
A very wide selection of overseas destinations on Swiss mail was shown by four members.
Fred Pickard produced the highest number of foreign addresses. England, Scotland, Guernsey and
Ireland represented the United Kingdom and the more interesting foreign countries included Aden,
Bermuda, the Belgian Congo (a 1938 air mail cover), Bosnia (an undelivered letter posted during the
recent conflict which was probably philatelic as the return address was to a dealer in Geneva), the
Central African Republic, China (a 1929 letter, franked with meter stamps, sent overland by train, the
cheapest method and quicker at that period than carriage by ship or plane!), Dutch East Indies,
Ecuador, Gold Coast, Hungary (guarded train mail during the period of the First World War), Iceland,
India, Japan, Kenya, Mozambique, Palestine, Romania, Senegal, Serbia, Turkey and Zanzibar.. Most
of the items shown were non-philatelic general mail.
The Vice-Chairman, Eric Lienhard, showed an assortment of mail from various European countries
and the USA on which postage due had been levied in Switzerland. Most of the frankings were made
with the 1960 Architectural Monuments issue with several different "T" marks. Examples of Swiss
letters with foreign postage due stamps and of mail detained in France during the German occupation
were also shown.
Early material to France, Germany and various UK destinations with a wide variety of cancellations,
including some waybills, was shown by Derrick Slate. A particularly interesting item was a 19th
century envelope sent from India which had the place name omitted from the address. The
cancellations on the back of the envelope showed it took some ten days for the Swiss Post Office to
identify the destination as Vevey where 75c worth of the blue postage dues of the 1878 issue were
applied on 7th February 1879. The last sheet of the display had two letters with incorrectly applied
"T" marks, one of which had unusually been cancelled with the cork "killer" imprint used by some
Swiss post offices.
The Chairman concluded the evening's displays with material dating between 1936 and 1946
featuring letters carried by air and war time censored mail as he believed that this was a particularly
interesting period with the development of long distance air travel and the interruption of postal
services by the Second World War. Items of particular interest included envelopes from Switzerland
and Liechtenstein carried on the 1 st North American flight of the German airship "Hindenburg" in
1936, Pan American Clipper flying boat flights of 1939, two envelopes sent by Swiss soldiers to
England and the USA in the 1939/1940 period franked with military cancellations on Pro Juventute
stamps, war time flights to Argentina, India, Singapore and South Africa, a 1944 cover front with a
mixed franking of two German military Luftfeldpost labels with Swiss Pro Juventute stamps addressed
to a soldier in Germany and a Swiss franking on a 1946 KLM flight from Holland to South Africa.
In proposing the vote of thanks, Derek Dowling said that he was intrigued by the survival of the
commercial covers that had been shown. He paid tribute to the wealth of material shown at society
meetings and regretted that more members had not seen the interesting-items that had been shown that
CPM
evening.
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from the Honorary Secretary

This year, as many of you will be aware, the Society celebrates its Diamond Anniversary. Quite an
achievement, and due to the efforts of so many people during six changing decades. It is anticipated
that celebrations will centre this summer on a daylong meeting incorporating a buffet lunch. Details
of this event, to which Partners will be welcome, will be circulated in a month or twos time.
Meanwhile this note is to ask all members who have any particular memories of Society events
going back over the years to share them with the current membership via the Newsletter. Please
either write direct to the Editor Peter Hobbs or contact the Honorary Secretary. (Details of
addresses and telephone numbers will, as usual, be found on page one of this Newsletter.) Please
don't leave it to someone else to respond — everyone's memories will be different and it would be
extremely interesting if, as this year unfolds, the Newsletter could retell the story of the Society via
its members. So please, cast your minds back, and share the highs, the lows, the serious and the
amusing happenings with your friends, our fellow members. Also if there is anyone who has
momentoes relating to the Society (apart from those relating to the Northern group there are
unbelievably no records going back more than five years) these could perhaps be put on display this
summer
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Annual Competitions
The 2006 entries will be judged at the next London Meeting in Room B326,
Macmillan House, Paddington Station, London W2 on Wednesday 8 March 2006
at 6.30pm.

It is a considerable time since the rules were last published. Although it is a late
reminder for 2006, they are set out below for members' information. They will be republished early next year ahead of the 2007 competitions. Entries are judged by the
popular vote of members present at the meeting, working to the criteria set out below
For both competitions, entries can be accepted from a minimum of 12 sheets
to a maximum of 16 sheets.

Helvetia Silver Cup
Entries can be of any postage stamps, charity issues, air mails, specials, postage dues,
officials, miniature sheets, flown covers, or anything except postal history. Thematic entries
are also accepted in this category. The judging criteria are philatelic knowledge & study,
importance and special features, condition & rarity and presentation. The Cup is awarded
annually, to be returned by Competition Night the following year.

Moore Trophy
Entries on any aspect of postal history are accepted. The judging criteria are knowledge &
study of the subject, originality & importance, condition & rarity and presentation. The Trophy
is awarded annually, to be returned by Competition Night the following year.
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This season the Northern Grow finds itself in the unusual position of having a new secretary who

also just happens to be the current chairman. Therefore when it came to the presentation of the
Chairman's Display, David Hope kindly called me out of retirement to undertake the writing of the
report on the said display. At the close of the previous meeting he had promised that we should
see something different to what had gone before and we were not to be disappointed with what
followed. However, before commencing his presentation, David offered a very warm welcome to
Robert Holland, the new member mentioned in the February issue and who hails from a village on
the edge of the Yorkshire Dales - "God's Own Country!".
Then to the display itself which was built entirely around the six stamps of the 1941 Historical
Designs issue and the variations that followed. In his introduction David explained how these
higher denomination stamps were an extension to the pre-war I andscape issue, the designs of
these new stamps having been selected from many submitted through an open competition. Black
and white representations of some of the designs submitted formed the opening sheets of this
display. The larger size of the stamps was necessary to accommodate the symbolic figures of the
three lower denominations and the notable characters from Switzerland's past history that are
found on the higher values. There followed many sheets of stamps, both singles and blocks of
four, illustrating the range of shades of colour to be found in each value as well as a sheet depicting
the reverse of the stamps to illustrate the variations of paper colours. Overprinted examples of this
issue, "Officiel", rourrier de la Societe des Nations" and others were given a prominent place. The
controversial matter of "Verge" paper was touched upon with our chairman explaining what his
research had brought to light. The bulk of the display however was devoted to the usage of each
value of this issue on some 150 sheets of covers, commencing with inland mail stretching to their
world-wide use mainly of censored items owing to the restricted wartime conditions, then into the
immediate post-war era. As those who are interested in postal history are aware, determining the
correct postage rate can be a rather complex affair with the various "extras" for airmail, express
and registration charges having to be added to the normal franking according to weight. This, of
course, often led to mixed franking. Yet with every one of these covers was a detailed breakdown
of how the postage had been arrived at, showing the meticulous research that had been undertaken
by the presenter. This applied to other postal documents displayed such as customs declaration
labels, "Nachnahme" covers and various receipts. But, as David explained, it was often difficult to
understand how some frankings had been arrived at whichever way one looked at it. In his vote of
thanks when presenting the chairman with a certificate of appreciation, Prof. David Colman
commented that the display had certainly lived up to the promise of something different, a
D.C.
sentiment endorsed by a very appreciative audience.

SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site: http://www.igstamps.com
I. G. STAMPS

•
•
•
•
•

Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me. I will send you a
printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL, England

E Mail adminajcistamps.com
Figures for the DYK column
continued from the facing page.
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M Rutherfoord

- that it must have been an ex-guardsman of the Swiss Papal Guard who spotted the
error on two of the four sheetlets and on one of the two maximum cards. Graciously
there was an apology in the next Focus on stamps, 1/2006; the special painting for
the event (by Rudolf Mirer, an ex-guardsman himself) had been inadvertently 'mirrorimaged'. Note the sword on the wrong side and the tilt of the beret. Full details
in the issues of 4/2005 and 1/2006.
- that the SBZ and the Philatelic Bureau cannot agree on a vital question of publicity,
the result is the Philanews will no longer be carried in the SBZ. The useful information on cancellations etc. can now be obtained by calling every month at one of
the six remaining Philatelic Counters, or from www.post.ch also free!
- that one of the highlights of the recent R811i auction in Luzern was when two FDCs
went for, what I think must be, the highest price ever achieved for non-classic
FDCs, lots 3488 & 3489. Both were plain covers addressed to members of the Bundesfeier Committee, each with only one stamp, the 1940 National Fete 20c with redrawn
plinth, cancelled 4.4.40. This date had not been announced, and is the earliest known,
of which I believe are only seven known. The catalogue price is 10 750.-, lot 3488
was offered at 6000, and achieved 17 000, 3489 started at 10 000 and went for 20 500!
The former was addressed to the Secretary, but the latter was to the President and
20% more (see figures 1&2). I once went to the original Memorial to the battle of
the Calven in Chur to check on the actual plinth used and remember that neither was
really correct. The battle was fought in 1499 just across the border to Austria
down the valley from Mustair.

- that one of the souvenirs available for 100 years of Swiss Postal Coaches is an
official 20fr silver coin, available at any bank for 20fr, and always valid, though
they warn you that buying ice creams for the family might cause an argument with
the shopkeeper if you used it.
- that in the June 2005 DYK I showed an enlargement of the new R label for foreign
letters. Figure 3 here shows the correct size of 75 x 25mm. Here I could see that
the next self-stick label on the sheet of seven had a peculiar No. "158" in the
middle, all the other numbers being the same (san-serif). This system I have seen
in another small PO. Perhaps the quite different style of number shown in the June
DYK is for large POs? Has anyone seen anything else?
- that I have found a four-page illustrated article in Italian on 'The Postal Service
to Campione 1943-1952' which I will gladly send to whoever would translate it for
the Newsletter (via the Editor).
- that if you are interested in Chemistry as a Thematic Collection, I have a wonderful book in English "A Philatelic Ramble through Chemistry" by E Heilbronner & FA
Miller (Swiss & USA), 1998, 270 pages, hundreds of stamps all in colour, specific
lists, and full background information.
- that some recent machine slogans are shown in figures 4, 5 & 6. If you remember
the old Swiss Postal Museum used to be in the same building in Bern as the Swiss
Alpine Museum, which has recently been extended and rejuvenated. Well worth a visit,
and many models of glaciers showing them as they once were before the rapid melting
set in. However, due to lack of rain the Lake of Constance has never been so low
and, as I write, one can walk nearly the whole way across the Rheinfall. The electricty
production is seriously down.
-that perhaps you remember in the DYK of February 2005, p13, an exciting find by
a Razor-Blade expert in Hawaii, Roger Heath, of a strange de Coppet-style Hotel
publicity cacriet as cds in blue. Various members sent in their finds and some have
been mentioned in March 2005 and December 2005. Now I have made a very careful check
through the Miller Record Books, Vol 1&2, and lo and behold I have found the Hotel
Schweizerhof, Luzern, the original one discovered by Roger! GUller No. 7374, p141
(see figure 7). The Grand Hotel, Baden (Suisse), No. 5982, p114, mentioned in AW
Group 160/1 as well. It is time I got down to set out a comprehensive list of all
these finds, especially as there are others which seem to have de Coppet-style
decorations similar to these.
Figures 1 & 2

Figures 3 to
are on the
facing page
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The Society has been able to purchase at auction a quantity of TPO material, with
cancels on cards, straight-lines and numbered cds. A list of the material will be
offered to members for sale by postal auction; look out for it with the April or
May issue of the Newsletter.
STAMPEX - Members will be sorry to hear that after 51 years The Amateur Collector
Ltd. will not be taking part. You can still send your Wants Lists to them in London
and a discount of 10% is offered on orders up to March 15th.
THE EARLY YEARS OF THE SOCIETY on page 19 was taken from the original article in
Stamp Collecting of 1971. An item about the Newsletter read:"... one of the first
philatelic broadsheets to carry illustrations. It was hard slogging to fill its
columns with articles and reports which had to keep a balance between assisting
students of postal history, printing, postmarks, varieties etc., and enlightening
beginners, guiding their first steps in philately". (I still try, Ed.)
HARDLY A GADGET but something you may find useful. Ask your optician for the leaflet
from the Eschenbach Optical Company which has details of an illuminated magnifier
that can be connected to a television set; it displays pictures, books or other
printed matter on the screen at magnifications from 9x to 17.5x. Also other items.
KESSILOCH 1914-1915 - In the October 1999 Newsletter there was a query about a postcard sent from Grelligen on 13.XII.17. The picture side showed a rock face with some
coats of arms painted on it and soldiers. This is still there as it was seen from a
train last year between Grelligen and Zwingen. Has it some connection with Soldier
Stamp collecting? If you are driving south from Basel to Delmont this year can you
look out for a picnic place on the left by a RH bend and report back here, please.
ASK THE LIBRARIAN FIRST as he may have just the answer to your query. Then when you
have tried that avenue you can ask members for further information through your
Newsletter. It worked for Edward Quinten last month with his query on the Guarded
Train Mail. There are many useful books amd magazines in the Society Library.
NEXT TIME YOU TRAVEL ON A TRAIN in Switzerland then look out for the waste bins on
the platforms. The SBB/CFF are playing on words to get you to use them; among the
signs seen are 'gare de -ft-d i T einfach/retour"End station"chemin de faire' and
'En passant' on blue plaques with an arrow. There are still luggage lockers too.
THE ITEM FROM Fred Hoadley on p13 last month has produced some information from
several members. Gordon Catto has four covers from the same correspondance in his
collection and agrees that TF means Transit France. His first cover of 30/9/1813
does not have TF as Francomont was in the 'Department Conqis' at the time, nor the
second of 11/4/1817 despite the fact it was then in Belgium. The third of 17/12/1820
has the mark in red and manuscript 14 (decimes to pay) and a Belgian entry mark of
'Frankryk OverDinant'; also on 30/12/1820 a cover with TF in black, 8g weight and
22 decimes to pay. He also has a cover into France from Sardinia with 'T.S.'. Edward
Quinten has an entire of 1839 Basel to Verviers in Belgium via Belfort with a red TF,
but another of 1840 Luzern to Ulverstone (GB) via Belfort does not have the mark:

Value Declared Items

John Cordingley

I've just taken delivery of an auction item, from Israel this time! Bought because it
had a if Helvetia with Sword stamp and a 10c 1934 issue Chillon Castle to make a
postal rate of 1.10f. On coming to write up the cover there occurred the difficulty of
the postal rate.
Sent from BASEL to LUZERN the envelope is clearly marked as weighing 24 g so with
a posting date of 1936 the internal letter rate is 20c. The EXPRESS fee at the time
was 60c, and with a Value Declared of 70f an additional 20c should be charged for
this. Total postage rate of if!
So something doesn't work out right. After a second check on postal rates it suddenly
dawned on me that this might not have been rated as a letter but as a packet. Why
packet? Not because of the weight but because of the envelope size. It certainly
makes some sort of sense as the packet rate was 30c rather than the 20c letter rate
and this would explain the 1.10f postage
So, is this the answer, and if it is, what were/ are the size differentials between letter
and packet?
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Frank Buchman, an American Lutheran preacher first started a 'First Century
Christian Fellowship' in the 1920s. Coming to England his teaching influenced some
students at Oxford University. The teachings were based on his ideals of the 'Four
Absolutes' - honesty, purity, unselfishness and love. When a group visited South
Africa to spread these ideas, the Press of the time referred to them as the 'Oxford
Group' and the name became synonymous with the whole movement. Support
increased across western Europe and meetings were held internationally. In 1938
the emphasis of the Group
changed to involve political
Rassemblement national
and social issues. The result
des groupes d Oxford
was that Buchman
Lausanne
reconstituted the group as a
'ET A
campaign for moral
rearmament the MRA. The
movement existed through
WW2 and came into greater
prominence for its
anticommunist orientation
during the Cold War period.

The picture side of the card
shows the Oxford Group in 1937
posed outside the Comptoir
ORO -UPI D'OXFORD
RASSENBLEMENT NATIONAL
Suisse building in Lausanne.
NATIONALE TAGUNG
Under magnification Frank
Buchman can be identified
standing in the centre at the
bottom of the steps.
Posted at the meeting the card
has the violet Oxford Group
meeting cachet and the red
Lausanne, Place de Beaulieu
cachet applied in the mobile post office (MP01). Appropriately for the region the MPO
French language canceller showing the April 18 date was used on both the card and
the stamp. With an internal postcard rate of 10c and an Airmail fee of 20c the
correct postal rate was 30c, paid with a not inappropriate 1932 Disarmament
Conference stamp - the 1936 30c overprint of the 90c (Zu F23).
I HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL 59th year No.4 pp 25-32 London Apr 2006 ISSN 0951-0001 I
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MISSED THE BOAT No.2 - a front only, Switzerland to Bombay, from Ken Reeves
The SS 'Corfu' was owned by the P&O
Shipping Company. It had a gross registered tonnage of 14 170, length 540ft, beam
71ft. It was built by Alex Stephen & Sons
of Glasgow for the Far East service in 1931.
GRAND HOTEL
It could accommodate 181 First and 212
second class passengers; it was broken up
1710
in Osaka (Japan) in 1961.
It probably sailed in early or mid
December from Singapore via Colombo,
Bombay, Aden and the Suez Canal to the UK
(Southampton or Tilbury). The letter was
to Captain W Gracie, probably in the Army
and not the Master. It probably arrived
too late and was readdressed(in red) c/o
The English Coaling Co. Ltd, Port Said,
the P&O agents. It missed the ship at
Suez mhere it got the red cachet and sent on to PO in the UK where it was forwarded
on to LLoyds Bank, Pall Mall. If you have the back you could help Ken by ringing
him on 01 792 363309. He would also appreciate any comments you may have.
The cover could have gone by Swissair DC3 to Chiasso to transfer to Imperial
Airways to Bombay. This could have been a flying boat from Lake Como onwards.
THE HISTORICAL NOTE on the SS Stratheden last month - Les Stiles sent this:
There were three 'Strath' boats - the Stratheden, the Strathmore and (I think) the
Strathaird. I have a recollection of seeing a photo of the three of them tied up
in line astern in Tilbury Docks before the war. I went to India in the Strathmore
in May 1944 and the Stratheden was the Commodore's ship in our convoy, centre of
the front row. And it took 28 days to reach Bombay from Glasgow.
GUARDED TRAIN MAIL - Edward,Quintan sends thanks to all the members, especially
our Librarian, who sent articles about the Guarded Train Mail and the trains
themselves. It seems the 'Red Cross' train brought back Swiss Nationals who had
been interned abroad during the war. He had also received an article from 'Linns
Stamp News' which will be forwarded to our Library shortly.
REGISTRATION MARKS - D R Brinkley says that he had always
assumed that they were handstamps from their lack of orientation on covers. As the "R" on the lh side is red and the
PO number and name are black how did they get the two
separate colours? Did it have two swivelling parts and two
internal inkpads? Or what?

50 ST. MORITZ
14

11

9

NEW MEMBER - The Society is pleased to welcome Mr John Hodges of Worcester.
WE HAVE HAD A REQUEST from the 'Youth Group' of the AHPS's partner-organisation
in Austria. They are seeking Used Aerograms, from and to anywhere in the world.
This is for their planned exhibit 'Aerogramme aus aller Welt' at OVEBRIA (Mozartausstellung) in Salzburg in June this year. If you can help please send to 'Jugendgruppe' The Stampers, c/o Dorothea Hauslauer, Schopperstr.13, 5020 Salzburg, Austria.

I. G. STAMPS

SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site: http://vvww.igstamps.com
•
•
•
•
•

Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me. I will send you a
printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL, England

E Mail adminaigstamps.com
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The Can tonal cockt4 o A'Lmo Part three
FRIBOURG (1481)
Arms: Per fesse sable and argent. Owes its
origin to two distinct types of arms, those of
its banner and those of its seal. The banner
is black and silver, the Zahringen colours of
the three towns founded by that family:
Fribourg (founded 1178), Berthoud and Bern
(original arms). The border of the 1922
stamp has mitres and rosaries, drawing
attention to the fact that the city of Fribourg
is the see of the Bishop of Fribourg,
Lausanne and Geneva. The seal shows a
castle with three crenellated towers,
representing the fortress built by the Duke of
Zahringen, which gave the name to the town
of 'Freie Burg' of the two shields, the military
one: 'Per fesse sable and argent' has always
figured in the paintings and on monuments as
representative of the Canton.
SOLOTHURN (1481)
Arms: Per fesse gules and argent. The town
of Solothurn is under the patronage of St.
Urs, martyred on the site of the cathedral,
and the earliest seals depict St. Urs carrying
the banner of the Theban Legion. In 1318,
however, the Austrian Duke Leopold instituted
the use of the red and silver banner (a
reminder of the Austrian rule) and these
became the Cantonal _arms The_ little
banners in the border of the 1924 stamp are
a reminder of St. Urs and the mitres
represent the Bishop of Basel who had a
residence in Solothurn.
BASEL (1501)
A Canton, was governed by the church until
1501 when it joined the Confederation, which
led to the revolt in 1833 in which the
townsfolk were defeated. By decree of the
Diet there followed separation into two half
Cantons thus dividing cantonal rule between
the townsfolk and the country people.
BASEL STADT
Town - Arms: Argent, the head of the crozier
sable facing dexter. The arms of the city of
Basel are derived from those of its Prince
bishop who bore 'Argent, a crozier gules
facing sinister' which first appeared on a seal
of 1385. As a difference the town adopted a
black crozier and turned it to the dexter. The
little croziers forming the border of the 1923
stamp are a reminder of the connections with
the Church.
BASEL-LAND
Country - Arms: Argent, the head of a crozier
with seven crockets gules, facing sinister.
The red crozier was adopted following the
separation, it is said to be based on the arms
The seven
of Liestal, the chief town.

crockets are also said to form the half
Canton. On the stamp of 1926 the border is
composed of ribbons, one of the principal
industries of the region. The joint arms per
pale are frequently used on a combined
shield which is also sometimes seen with a
single supporter, a wyvern - a type of dragon
known as a basilisk - which is a punning
reference to the name, the origin of which
however, came from the Roman fort or
'basilica' built around AD 158.
SCHAFFHAUSEN (1501)
Arms: Or, a ram salient sable, langued gules,
armed and crowned of the first. The
Cantonal arms are a simplified form of the
arms of the city of Schaffhausen, but are of
ancient origin, being used in this form on
banners at the battle of Sempach in 1386.
The grapes in the border of the 1924 stamp
refer to the vineyards of Hallau, from which
come famous wines. There is some
controversy as to the origin of the name
'Schaffhausen'. One theory is that it was
derived from the name of a noble house the 'House of the Ram' - the other that it is
derived from the 'Schiffhauser', warehouses
from which it got its wealth. The former
explanation is more likely to be correct, for
in those early days the emblems used
heraldically had very specific meanings and
were more likely to be from a family name
than from trade a much later development of
the 18th century when the art of pure
heraldry fell into decline. The ram appears
on the ancient seals as far back as the 12th
century.
APPENZELL (1513)
Appenzell is the last of the thirteen Cantons
of the Ancient League, it is completely
enclosed within that of the Canton of St.
Gallen, and following religious disputes in the
16th century was dividedin 1597 into two half
Cantons, the Inner-Rhoden being Catholic
and the Ausser-Rhoden Protestant.
INNER-RHODEN
Arms: Argent, a bear salient sable armed and
langued gules.
AUSSER-RHODEN
Arms: Argent, a bear salient sable armed and
langued gules, between the letters 'V' and 'R'
of the second. The arms are virtually the
same as those of the Abbey of St. Gallen and
the town of that name, and of other towns in
the neighbourhood, all of which at one time
came under the jurisdiction of the Abbey.
The bear is from the legend of St. Gall who
brought Christianity to the countryside.
1=:.n
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The saint, having built a cell by the waters of
the Steinbach, was one day confronted by a
bear; he ordered it to look for wood, the bear
obeyed and was rewarded with some bread.
It thus became the emblem of St. Gallen and
on some of the ancient Abbey seals appear
the figure of St. Gall accompanied by the
bear holding the wood and the bread, but in
the arms of the commune the bear is always
shown alone. The two half Cantons of
Appenzell have kept the same arms,
differentiated only by the letters 'V and 'R'
on either side of the bear in one case. 'V'
being the ancient way of indicating 'U' (for
Usser). The arms of the two half Cantons are
never shown jointly on a shield, as are those
of Unterwalden and Basel, thus conforming to
the Heraldic law of not repeating the same
device on each half of the shield. The border
of the Inner-Rhoden stamp of 1924 shows
cow bells referring to the vast herds of
cattle that graze on the rich pastures, while
the Ausser-Rhoden stamp of 1925 shows
embroidery motifs, for which the area is
famed. The Thirteen Cantons dealt with so
far, from 1291 - 1513 were known as the
'Thirteen Ancient Places', and, together with
a number of subject or adherent areas,
constituted the Old Confederation, although it
was not yet referred to as such.
Following the French Revolution Napoleon
and his armies swept over Europe and tiny
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though she was Switzerland did not escape
the notice of the Conqueror, resulting in a
period of French occupation and control.
Under the vast administrative schemes set up
many changes took place. Some areas were
annexed to France, others were combined,
while new names and Cantons were instituted
during the Helvetic Republic.
The territories annexed by France, chiefly the
Bishopric of Basel, the Swiss Jura and the
area around Geneva, form a separate subject
outside the scope of this article. The Helvetic
Republic collapsed and a further unsettled
period followed. Eventually Napoleon, was
overthrown and during the Peace Congress in
Vienna in 1815 - the 'Dancing Congress' as it
was called because of the gaiety and the
magnificent balls amidst which it was held,
when much of the territory was divided up.
The original Cantons were changed to their
former status, while a number of areas were
placed under Swiss administration, some
merely as a result of politics, some by
secession from Italy and France. These new
Cantons made up 22 which remained
unchanged until 1978 when parts of the
Canton Bern became Canton Jura. Heraldry
as an art deteriorated greatly during the 18th
century but, unfortunately, the later Swiss
arms, possibly because of their older
traditions, avoided the major pitfalls,
although a few errors did occur. to be continued

REGIONAL MEETING on Saturday 13th May, 2.00 to 4.00 pm. In conjunction with WORPEX

at Oldbury Park Primary School, Oldbury Road, St. Johns, Worcester. There will be
a presentation by David Hope of "The 1941 Historical Issue". Members attending are
invited to bring along a few sheets to entertain their fellow members and guests.
There will be over 30 dealers in attendance and large free car parking. IXtensive
directions for reaching the school are to be found on www.worpex.com The theme
of the Worpex displays this year is Thematics with no competitive entries. Do come.

London Group Meeting Wednesday 8 March 2006 — Annual Competitions
Again, not many members were present but there were three entries in each of the two
categories and it was hard work for the members judging them because of their excellence.
The Helvetia Silver Cup was awarded to Fred Pickard for a very well written up display of
Revenue Stamps on Document. The documents were from Cantons Basel Stadt, Bern,
Geneva (Effets de Commerce) plus some for Swiss Frontier Control in all three languages
with one bearing a scarce Basel Frontier Stamp. The winner of the runner-up stock book was
Douglas Houtris with a beautifully presented display of the Sitting Helvetia issue from 1862 to
1868 with each value fine used on cover (the 3c was on a cutting of the "Gazette Ticinese")
and a good variety of shades The third entry on Perfins was also of a high standard but just
failed to gain the marks for an award.
Vice-Chairman Eric Lienhard repeated his previous success by again winning the Moore
Postal History Bowl with a highly original display "Stamp on Other Side Markings". There was
a good variety of covers and cards between 1905 and 1944 with various styles of the usual
two-line imprint plus the more unusual French text Au Verso strikes for the period 1907
to 1932 as well as several individual marks. The Runner-up was Derek Doling with a display
of Air Mail Covers, mainly between 1913 and 1927, including a pictorial card of the pioneer
airline pilot, Walter Mittelhozer, amongst others with additionally, the 1932 Gordon Bennett
Balloon and the 1938 Aarau Exhibition Flights. The third entry was Censored Mail from
Switzerland in the period 1940 to 1945.
Before closing the meeting, the Chairman reported on the recent Committee Meeting during
which the poor attendance at the London meetings had been discussed. A questionnaire
was to be sent to all London area members. Possible subjects for the next season's
meetings were reviewed but it was agreed that it would be desirable for a final decision to
await the questionnaire results.
C PM
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TF marking from page 13 in February and page 24 last month. From a member who exhibits
material from this period,the following warning has been received: " This cover
appears to have the destination that the Belgian authorities have been very aggressive about in the last few years. A museum in Belgium had quite a number of stampless
pieces addressed to Francomont. Over a number of years a patron of the museum had
access to these pieces, due to research he was doing. At the same time he was taking
pieces out of the museum one or two at a time and selling them on the open market.
The museum has a pretty good inventory listing of what they had. The Belgian authorities have "raided" a number of stamp shows in Europe, confiscating stampless
cover exhibits and dealer stocks, looking to recover their material. Needless to
say this was getting ugly, as dealers and exhibitors of this type of material kept
it at home. I am only going on memory, but it should be told to the member who
owns it so he is aware. I too have a piece IcEth the same addressee." BE WARNED!
ONCE IN A BLUE MOON - in every collectors life good fortune strikes!
"There have been a number of occasions when members have written in to say that
they have made amazing discoveries and had spectacular finds. It always makes one
envious but now it has happened to me, right out of the blue.
Last week my wife and I visited a local philatelic society to show our collection.
It was a good evening with an amazing turn out of members, a really strong club
which made it a pleasure to talk to them.
During the interval when everyone was looking more closely at the stamps, a member
came up to me and said he had five blocks similar to some of my stamps; he had not
known what they were. He had purchased them at an auction as a job lot because no
one else had bid for them and he liked their colourful appearance. My wife and I
managed to buy these stamps, part-exchanging them with some airmail swops from our
collections.
The Hotel Post blocks could be in better condition, but with careful attention
and proper mounting they will be fine. There is a complete block of the 1880
Maderanertal No5; two small blocks of n j ne of Rigi Kaltbad No.3; a block of Rigi
Kulti 10c No.4; an incomplete block of the 1880 Rigi Scheideck Pigeon design in
shades of rose (can anyone tell me the size of a complete block?); finally from
-Kuort Stoos a block of the Horn design, blue and perforated, missing one stamp!"
Any information members may have should be sent to the Hon. Editor who will pass
it to the member concerned.
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LAKE OF CONSTANCE (BODENSEE) SHIP POST.
Peter Vonwiller
Courtesy of our President Tony Hoyle I recently came into possession of
two most
informative articles on this subject. They appear to have been published between the mid fifties and
mid sixties. Both contain detailed information, including illustrations, of the various marks applied
by the several Postal administrations responsible, until 31 st April 1961, for the maintenan
ce of
postal services aboard the steamers sailing these particular waters. The two articles I have are (a)
one published in the German Philatelic Review in March 1956 and (b) one that appeared originally
in Stamp Collecting in October 1963. Maybe there has been further work published in the last forty
years? Having only relatively recently started to collect Bodensee Ship Mail and related material I
am naturally anxious to obtain as much information as possible. I would be extremely grateful
therefore if any member who can assist with copies of articles etc. relating to this fascinating
subject would get in touch with me.
e-mail peter.vonwilier@btintem

etcom
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THE WINTER MEETING OF THE WESSEX GROUP was held on Saturday the 25th of February at
our usual venue when 14 members and four guests attended for a very interesting day.
Fred Hoadley, our new convenor, opened the meeting with news of the Society's 60th
Anniversary Celebrations to be held on the 3rd of June 2006 at the Clovelly Hotel in
Salisbury. We in the Wessex Group look forward to seeing many of you when we have a
good programme lined up and hope that you can join us for an important milestone in
the history of the Society.
The subject of this meeting was "end of the book" which left it open for a diverse
range of material with members wondering what could or should be shown. Peter Hobbs
got it just right with a very mixed bag on two frames to whet anybody's appetite.
Martin Mansell brought a mix of Postage Dues and was followed by Neville Nelder and
more unusual items from his display of the 1936 Landscapes definitives.
Fred Hoadley put up a 1920 Bundesfier card he had purchased on e-bay fo 99 cents
and followed it with a selection of miniature sheets. The morning session was closed
by our Chairman Claude Mistely with his 'Lemanex' miniature sheets and associated
envelopes with publicity labels in four languages along with an item from the Philatelic Cruise during the exhibition.
After the lunch break Alan Payne displayed a collection of postcards and covers
from the Bernese Oberland including a Trolleybus cancellation from Beatenbuch dated
17th March 1984, and many railways from that region. Don Symonds was next up with a
series of pre-stamped envelopes from the 1870/80s with three covers having the Geneva
sorting office cancels 1-3 in red. This was followed by cancellations on postcards
to show that the stamps were on the reverse side. Richard Donithorne had a display
of stamps and other material issued by countries showing Switzerland through their
eyes. Ray Harris showed Railway stamps and a collection of Perfins and Revenues.
Last but not least our Honorary Secretary showed us Official Stamps, Frank Stamps
and Stickers (labels used by the PTT & SP) and a Permit for a holiday in Jons (St.Gall)
issued by the Swiss Delegation in Berlin on 21st June 1956. This brought us to the
end of a very interesting day with some items new to all who made the effort to
journey the Salisbury. (Come again on the 3rd of June for another good day out.) DS

Northern Group report: A warm welcome was extended to Society Chairman, Claude Mistely, on

his visit to us. His subject was 'The Swiss Army to the 1920s'. Claude outlined the history of the
Swiss army from 1291 using, among other items, the Elzingre cards (issued 1914-18) depicting Swiss
soldiers at various times. This took us through the expansion of the Confederation, the defeat of
Marignano, the mercenary period, Treaty of Westphalia 1648, French Revolution and the Treaty of
Vicnna 1815, the Sonderbund War 1847 and the 1871 mobilisation during the Franco-Prussian War.
Claude explained that with the internment of large numbers of French troops it was necessary to
organise a Fieldpost service. He showed an example of the Gratis label and fieldpost envelopes.
Claude explained that the Swiss Army is a militia with an obligation to serve. He pointed out that rifle
clubs developed as a way of maintaining skills. Cards were shown illustrating this aspect. Moving on
to the First World War mobilisation he showed various military postcards and Fieldpost cards as well
as the first Soldier Stamps. Again he showed National Fête cards without imprinted stamps for use by
the soldiers also Pro Juventute cards with military themes. The first part ended with the three stamps
produced for the Soldiers' Charity Festival at the Tonhalle in Ziirich in 1916. These were shown mint
and used on cards. For the second half Claude showed examples of the Soldier stamps produced.
These came in singles, blocks and sheets with varieties showing the wide variety of subjects chosen.
Also included here were Charity cards used as lottery cards and two examples of the labels used on
the Swiss Trains taking aid to eastern Europe at the end of the war. Claude was thanked for a most
interesting and informative display which added much to our knowledge and showed a lot of material
not seen by many of us before.
D.H.
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M Rutherfoord

- that the "LSI" is dead, long live the "R". Back we go again. The LSI system was
"Recorded Delivery only" ie, no compensation on loss (except for the value of the
stamp) and because of high outside insurance against loss the Valeur letters (LAS)
had to be dropped, so they have been combined in the old "Registration", with a
maximum of CHF 500 compensation, at the same rate of 5fr for the standard letters.
See the new rates and labels, valid from 1st April 20 06.
- that one can hardly believe it. Army recruits have been competing to see how many
parcels they could get in one day at the Free Military rate, the winner got 1000
(repeat 1000) in 1 day, sent to him free by his 'friends', but with empty PostPac
boxes at CHF 2.- each. This was in the newspaper, and my daughter can vouch for it
as she knows the family. The boy had to clear up the unexpected mess before he could
go home on leave! The Army has now stepped in and any soldier is allowed only five
parcels and five letters per day.
- that the Swiss PO used tohave 'Briefpost' (letter post) and 'Paketpost' (parcel
post), or even earlier it was called 'Fahrpost'. Now they have become 'PostMail'
and 'PostLogistics'. As the latter is to be split from the rest as a separate
company there is at the moment much union opposition. A further difficulty is that
'Mail' is now used for 'e-mail'.
- that the two railway and three motor-coach stamps issued on the 7th of March 2006
have been well received by collectors. However, I find the Ibex is most interesting,
and the articles in the 1/2006 issue of 'Focus on stamps' worth reading.
- that I am sure that the Ibex is the most common animal shown on Swiss stamps, this
is the sixth, and one from Liechtenstein. See figures 1 to 6 for those previously
issued. Note the Z number below each, and the old form of the Cantonal Arms of
Graubunden in figure 5 and the new style of figure 3. I have read an additional
story about the Ibex and why it was eradicated from the whole Alpine and Apennine
mountain ranges. It had been considered to possess extraordinary medicinal properties,
and every bit of it was used by the local witch-doctors to cure many ailments during
hundreds, if not thousands, of years, especially for those demanding aphrodisiacs.
- that another clutch of self-stick labels have appeared; figure 7 for a dated
"Registered Economy Large letter" to a European country (Zone 1) showing the 2D
Matrix (thanks to Eric Lienhard), figure8 for a privately-printed "LSI" label (dated
1.12.05 on the letter), figure 9 for a new-style parcel label with prominent number,
figure 10 for a combined "Priority" and "Signature" parcel label. Why the latter
was X-rayed (Gertlntgt, in red) I don't know. The size in millimetres is below each
label. What have other members come across? • RO 11_IVENTUTE 1967
_
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ANSWERS TO "WHO PAID AND WHY" on page 9 of the February Newsletter from our Hon. Sec.
Michael Rutherfoord wrote "Nice cover. Reduced rate (from 30c) for letters going
less than 30km across a border in a straight line was 20c as given. I think the
clerk doing the night shift at the "Dringend" counter knew the sender, and put the
second 10c stamp on as a friendly gesture, perhaps collected the next day.
The UPU early on decided that to simplify the international transfer of moneys
paid for "Postage Due" need not be transferred, as in the end it should balance out
between countries. The Swiss then paid attention to this, and still do, in that
they will if possible stop an underpaid letter crossing over into another country.
This is possible only if the name of the sender is on the cover.
The letter is then stamped "Taxe Percue" and is not held up. No "Postage Due"
can then be claimed from the recipient in the foreign country; see the figures for
some typical examples of these 'tax paid' rubber stamps. It seems that every PO in
the country has ordered their own, and they are practically all different!
The sender would then get a postcard asking him to put the missing amount on it
in stamps, and return it to his local PO. The system is not very bureaucratic, only
for bigger amounts does one get a reminder to be honest. I put on the required
stamp, and send a photocopy back."
Briefversand
CH-4000 Basel 2
taxe percue
Fehleride Taxe nachbezogen
CH-5000 Aafau 1
Taxe erhoben
Tams perdue
ots.

C20

Taxe percue

t
04-195:0S
or
PaxoP itue

•
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• ATALE OF TWO TEES

Stuart MacKenzie
A 1962 (7th Apr) Commercial reply postcard from Goldach which
should have been franked, has been noted for postage due by
a mss 20c. On arrival at Herisau a 15c brown (1960 definitive)
is affixed and struck with the large type T (why only 15c ?)
The card is redirected to Rorschach and Ungliltig struck. The
card is again redirected back to Goldach where a 20c value of
the 1 949 Landsacpe issue has been neatly placed over previous
franking and cancelled with circular T type.
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SEVERAL AIRMAIL QUERIES where help is needed by Bob Kerr, who writes to say:
"I have fairly recently extended my collecting interests to include Swiss airmail
covers. In spite of having borrowed and studied the Luftposthandbuch from the Society
Library, and acquired the 1997 reference work by Roland Kohl, I am still experiencing the frustration of not understanding certain of these covers as well as I would
hope to. I was wondering whether anyone with much greater knowledge of this field
than me might be able to help me out.
My first question concerns a postcard to Czechoslovakia, see below. Am I interpreting it correctly in concluding that it was sent overland from Luzern to airich
and that it received the airmail cancellation there before being dispatched to Basel,
where a second airmail cancellation was applied l If so, why would the card have been
routed this way given that during the period in question I read that there was a
flight operating the following route: Basel-airich--Mtinchen-Prag ...?
E. BliF011
E A CH 19515
LUZERN

(scHw.6.14 •

2. Concerning an airmail cover sent from Triengen(LU) to Algeciras, Spain in August
1932, and with the instruction Mit der Luftpost Genf-Barcelona, would this have been
sent on by road and/or rail after arrival in Barcelona (and would the flight have
stopped at Marseille on the way)?
3. My third query has to do with an airmail envelope of July 1943 from ZUrich to
Porto, Portugal. The envelope stipulates 'via Rome', but how would it have reached
Rome at this time?
4 • Finally, how precisely would an airmail letter of 1926 from ZUrich 11 to Casablanca, also bearing a "Geneve Poste Aerienne Suisse" cancellation, have got from
ZUrich to Geneva and then from Geneva to Toulouse?
I
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John Cordingley

Any Offers?

Clearing out to make room for additions to my accumulation of material I came across
a collection of 40 postcards. Dated between 1890 and 1919 they are all addressed to
a pharmacy in Romont. All are 5c printed cards but do have a variety of village
postmarks from the Romont district. They have been in a drawer for a good 10 years
and it seemed a pity to put them back if there is a Society member who could make
use of them. So make me a sensible offer, pay the postage, and they can be yours.
Tel: 01654 710020
Re April HNL page 29: an e(conomy)-mail received from our Hon Librarian Derrick Slate!
Maderanerthal Nos. 1 to 5, 7 & 8 printed in sheets of 42 (6X7).
Maderanerthal Nos. 6 Printed in sheets of 20 (5X4).
Rigi-Kaltbad Nos. 1 to 3 printed in sheets of 100 ( 10X 10)
Rigi-Kulm No. 1 printedinsheelsof30(6)(5)
Rigi-KulmNos.2to5 printedinshedsof20(4)(5)
Rigi-Kulm No. I printed in sheetsof80
Rigi-Kulm No. II printedinsheelsof100(10)(10)
Rigi-ScheideckNo Ito 3a Letter design Printed in sheets
of 50 (10X5)
Rigi-ScheideckNo Ito 11a Pigeon design Printed in sheetsof36 (4X9)
Stoos, Horn design is very interesting because actually, there were 3 different size sheets.
The 1877 Thin papertypewereoriginally printed in sheets of 96 (8X 12).
In 1879/1880thesamethin papersheetswere printed in 100 ( 10X 10).
In 1887theThickPapersheetswere printed in 20 (4X5).
(Donlknowthesizeforthe188M895Edelweissdesign).
Recent additions to the Library:
f
German / English Philatelic Dictionary, Published by the German Philatelic Society - This rep aces the 1979
1
edition and comprises of 298 pages.
The Postal History of World War II Mail between New Zealand and Switzerland, Published by Robin M.
Startup, FRPSL, FRPSNZ and Charles J. LaBlonde, CPhH.
Very kindly donated by Charles J. LaBlonde.
ANSWER TO QUERY from D R Brinkley p26 of the April Newsletter - M Rutherfoord
There are many sizes of these stamping devices, office numerators which advance the
number by one stroke at every stroke. Those made for the PTT from the early 1970s
have two inking pads, red on the left and black on the right which have to be separately inked. Any number of colour combinations can be found, especially from the
Ticino, but have no postal or philatelic significance. The clue is the gap, top and
bottom, between the red and black frame lines. They were used at all main POs, for
(say) ten or more registered letters at a time. Then all banks and other large customers used them as well, instead of little sticky labels which had to be torn off
a pad of 1000. With the takeover of the PTT by the SP in January 1998 the use dropped
off until finally the LSI system was introduced.
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WHO WAS Dr FAUCHERPE - p61 August 2005 Newsletter an answer from Michael Rutherfoord
Dr H Faucherre is a very well-known name in postmark circles, he always wrote in
the top left corner of each cover the name or place of the event and the date. This
postcard was for the 1940 celebration of the Penny Black, held in Luzern. Due to
the tense wartime situation (France was invaded 5 days later) not many collectors
attended, making these cards somewhat rare. The insert shows the back of another
cover and the arrival date at the event concerned.
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I c) a ci — news from the internet

Bob Medland hirundo dsl.pipex.com

• The recent articles about mail intended for passengers on the P &O steamers Stratheden and
Corfu (HNL 06:17 & 26) prompted me to do a little research on these splendid ships using the
internet. Use of the web makes the rather more sedate times of those ships seem like light-years
away. In fact there were five sister ships in the P&O fleet with similar names as follows:
Strathaird, Strathnaver, Strathmore , Stratheden and Strathallan. The Strathallan was torpedoed in
the Mediterranean by a German submarine in VVVV2. The sister 'Orient' fleet of the same era
comprised the SS Arcadia, Chusan, Himalaya, Iberia, Orcades, Oronsay, Orontes, Orsova and
Ranchi. The following website contains a vast amount of information and photographs:
www.ozhoo.netaut — strathsisters The information has been/was collated by a man who travelled
as a child on the Stratheden in 1957 — like many families, they were emigrating to Australia.
Judging from the photographs, the Stratheden was probably the most elegant.
ANOTHER MEMBER, Dennis Cairns, writes to say that he was being repatriated on the
"Strathaird" following the destruction of the vessel on which he was serving, the
s.s. "Fort Stikine", when it caught fire and blew up in Bombay on the 14th April,
1944. On our way back to the UK the convoy, of which the "Strathaird" was commodore
vessel and while going through the Mediterranean, passed an outward bound convoy of
which both the "Stratheden" and "Strathmore" were a part. Had I known that Les Stiles
was on one of them I would have waved to him!
LONGEST SERVING MEMBERS of the Society, in view of the above, and in alphabetical
order are: Aird W M, Harding C D, Hersch M, Hoyle A R, Johnson R S, Lienhard E,
Mitchell H E, Slate D M, Stiles L E, Thompson N A. (Compiled by our Hon. Treasurer).

NEW MEMBER - The Society is pleased to welcome Mr Geoffrey Birch of Bexley.
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AN INVENTIVE BUT, IN THIS INSTANCE, SEEMINGLY UNSUCCESFUL METHOD OF
SOLICITING REPEAT ADVERTISING!
Peter Vonwiller.
Well known to collectors are Reply Paid double postcards issued, over the course of many years by
the Swiss Post Office, to provide the originator of the correspondence with the means of pre-paying
the addressee's reply. Perhaps not so well known is the fact that the Postal Authorities seemingly
accepted privately produced versions of such cards provided that postage was paid on the
"outgoing" half of the card. The card, of which both sides are reproduced, was sent on 15 th May
1928 by a St. Gallen based newspaper publisher to an existing advertiser in Schaffhausen soliciting
further advertising. To facilitate a reply, a copy of an existing advertisement was pasted onto the
self addressed but unpaid reply half of the card. Since however this is still attached and unused it
would appear that in this instance this ploy was unsuccessful — unless of course the addressee
responded by letter! Interestingly the total missive appears to have been accepted by the Post Office
at the Printed-matter rate applicable at that time. This is the first time that the Writer has come
across such an item but possibly he has been looking in the wrong places and other members may
have examples of this type of postal stationery. If so your Editor would be delighted to hear from
you!

MORSE CODE experts try this; it starts

tT

Cher Fernand" was 'he a. telegraphist?

41111

CARTE POSTALE

TOMBOL-A

OFFir

710
VaA m„
PRIME TRANSMISSIBLE. One ascension en 6c//on //bre
parSerie de 6000cartes L'ascension sera faite
par/es soins et reglements de la Section roman de de /*lien, - Club Suisse. — A viser /e president
avant le 31 aodt 1911 sous peine de peremption.
-

c.)

N°2
•

U FM E5
LAUSAN NOISE5
D'AVI AT ION
1911 •

–
.1r-eget
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Martin Mantell brought
this to the Salisbury
meeting (enlarged to
help you, we hope!)
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ALPHABET SOUP from Michael Rutherfoord
From time to time I will present an item which contains some inexplicable letters
in an otherwise harmless cancellation. Figure 1 shows the first of probably a long
series, as I hope you will send in examples which have been giving you sleepless
nights for years. For the present I will leave out the much more difficult task of
interpreting the letter combinations on many Swiss stamps.
The letters in this railway-station type rubber cancellation of CH-3003 BERN,
29 AUG.1989 are: OZD = Ober-Zoll-Direktion, DGD = Direction-Generale-Douane.
In English: General Direction of Customs; Postablage is a small postal agency.
The next one DPF I once knew because I wrote to Bern about it, but now cannot
find their kind answer. I suppose after all this time one can print the whole cover.
I guess the father was writing to the son stuck in Iraq, via the Swiss Consul, 1973.

.13-ioc
111014
Herrn
Georges Galey
c/o Schweiz. Botschaft
Bagdad

/ Irak

- Exp. _Pier re-Galey-

Ha sel holzweg 20
3098 Schliern/Koniz

Cover Condition

John Cordingley

A cover attracts you at either auction or when visiting a stall at a Stamp Show.
At first glance it doesn't seem particularly old - 1909. A thought goes through
your mind - it's 95 years old! Where has it been all this time? And another
thought. Those stamps that you consider as relatively new issues and you bought
when you were first collecting are actually 50 years old. And you realise that the
1940s cover that the dealer has described as an 'old Swiss cover' perhaps isn't
misdescribed after all! I'm beginning to feel even older!
So just what can you expect of an old cover? An old commercial cover that has
85c postage? A rough grey cover sent from Winterthur to Heilbronn in Germany?
85c postage? Out come the Zumstein and Zach postage rate tables. 1909, foreign
letter rate 25c for first 20g, 15c for each successive 20g: now that puts the item
into the 80g to 100g weight band. Quite some content, and quite a wodge of
paper for a cheap envelope.
No wonder the cover shows the outline of the contents! No wonder the cover is a
bit creased and worn round the edges - it's showing its usage. Perhaps after all if
it didn't show this I should be suspicious. What I also have to take into account
is the often poor quality of paper used for envelopes. I find this particularly
noticeable with commercial envelopes used through WW1 and into the 1930s some fading of the colour is nearly inevitable - the cover is showing its age!
So I think I will make an offer on that cover. It did have Zu119 plus 2 x Zul 07!
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LONDON MEETING April 12th. The last meeting of the season produced a wide range of
material adding greatly to members' knowledge. Vice-chairman Eric Lienhard fascinated us by showing several sheets of the Basel Police stamps, they having been used
by the late Frank Bulstrode for his research paper on these stamps. Eric followed
up his study into the use of 'stamps and markings on the other side' by showing its
use outside Switzerland with items from Austria, France, Hungary, Denmark, Italy,
Czechoslovakia and the USA. He ended with items related to the Ibex.
Derrick Slate raised excitement by putting up his Classics! They were of course
his forgery collection, which proved highly instructive; produced by known and unknown persons. A little gem was an envelope offering 25 Fine Facsimiles at fr1.50cts
an offer not to be passed up. Derrick ended by showing a variety of postcards illustrating various gems from the PTT ftseum in Bern.
Fred Pickard produced revenue stamps recently purchased from a Swiss auction house
which he said would fill a number of empty spaces in his collection. The new 85c
picture postcards produced for the Centenary of the Postbus Switzerland were seen
with the self-adhesive stamps using the same design as the card. An item offering
a challenge to solve was a cover bearing a block of 25 stamps, Z.132, the 2c Tellboy surcharged 1c; how does one value the stamps - as a complete block, in strips
F H
of five, or in blocks of four? Does anyone have a suggestion?

Northern Group report: The season was brought to a close with the AGM and Competitions. The
Chairman, David Hope, said that it had been another successful season with a wide range of displays
and in particular two excellent displays by visitors Neville Nelder and Claude Mistely. Members
displays showed once again the depth of their collections, in particular the meeting on labels and
instructional marks produced a wealth of material. The chairman next season will be David Colman.
Preparation of the programme is in hand with the first meeting taking place on 9 September when
Fred Hoadley will visit us.
After the formal business the competitions took place. Preliminary judging took place in the philatelic,
postal history, aerophilatelic and thematic sections with the winners going forward to the final round
joined by the postal stationery entry. After due deliberation the Highsted Cup was awarded to David
Hope for his exhibit 'International Arrangements for Postage Due', while the Moore Bowl went to
Philip Vaughan for his entry 'Minor Private Railway Companies of Switzerland'.
We wish all members an enjoyable summer and extend a warm welcome to any who would like to
join us at next season's meetings.
D.H.

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wvvvv.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England
E Mail adminicistamps.com
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DID
YOU KNOW?
-

M Rutherfoord
that the official rumour says that the B-Post for letters is "under review", in
that this service would be restricted to business customers only! Private customers
would have to pay the high "A" rate, always. When the rates changed on the 1st April
the bulk rates for "B" Standard letters only was not given. Still to be investigated,
with the usual "Need to know" off-putting answers.

- that the new "R" for registration labels have now appeared, to replace the "LSI"
system (see last month's DYK). If they are the same all over the country I do not
yet know; see figure 1, note the "R Suisse" top right. Self stick, computer-produced
at the counter, 73 x 43 mm, black text on shiny white paper to which the postmark
ink does not adhere; see figure 1 on p87 of the Newsletter, 11/2005, for previous
"LSI" of the same type with new 2D matrix. Please keep looking for other examples.
- that figure 2 shows a removable label, green text on light green (127 x 74 mm)
which was on one of the recent registered covers I had sent in to be returned. Note
the printing date "7.91" and old PTT logo. They were rare then, now unknown to the
modern SF as far as I know, but a friendly clerk last week used one to protect my
cover from being "Biroed" with a "Call by date" (Frist his ...) by the postman should
he try to deliver the letter with no one at home. However, my wife was at home and
the slip was left on, in error, as today's postman had no idea what it meant. History!
- that PostLogistics (DYK p31) is now apparently going to include SwissExpress,
which had been separated from the Post some years ago for "higher efficiency". The
Unions are, however, against. We will soon see.
- that the new trio of Jungfrau Massif stamps is very attractive, but don't get excited about the FDC with the 10.- fr coin, though it will never lose face value;
see Focus on stamps 2/2006 p20-22. Designed by top graphic artist Bernadette Baltis
who is well known for her PJ stamps and other work.
- that I was pleased to read some further details on the Kloster Wettingen in the
same issue of "Focus". In 1608 Thomas Coryate (a fervent Protestant) on his walk
back to Somerset (G3) from Venice spent a night across the Limmat river looking at
"Maria Stella" as it was then called. The Coat of Arms of Wettingen is shown in
figure 3, a golden six-pointed star on a red field above silver and blue alternating
waves (of the river Limmat, flowing down from ZUrich). Very nice. Note that the
miniature sheet is printed in Beijing.
- that the SF are selling special "Private" WebStamp promotion covers (computerproduced at home, if you can afford them). The ordering method is not very clear to
me, at 15-CHF a pair of sets, or what? Perhaps the ZUrich Philatelic Counter will
he able to help on the day. We will see.
- that the "Foundation for Furthering Philately" is once again organizing the popular
"one-frame" competition using only post-1960 material, 12 sheets per entry, during
the next "Day of the Stamp", 8-12 December 2006 in Olten, "Olphila". The objects can
be of the Open class, ie, photographs and other items, but all must be on show for
the first time. Entries only from CH or FL, for Customs reasons.
pTT

10.04.06 1615
CO -8102
Oberengstnngen
0,g09 kg

agx

8328

Ft_
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., na, 119 1 111101181
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philatelistische Sendung
Achtung:
Attention: envoi philatelique
Attenzione: invio filatelico

Bitte Fristvernierke find andere Bernerkungen out cliesern Zettel anbringen
bzw. Friststreifen hier aufkleben.
Veuillez noter les indications relatives au (Mai et let autrs remarques ou
roller les autocollants pour delais directement our la presente etiquette.
Notare II termirte e le altre osservazioni o appore gli autoadesivi mond'
della data clirettamente su questo cartellino.
Frist big
Delei jus(lu'au
Termine fine a
Prf 222.13 (126794) 7.91 22 000 25 PH

Michael Rutherfoord
Hurdackerstrasse 40
CH-8049 Zurich
Figure 1
WEMNGEN
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John Cordingley

Writing-upl - some thoughts - part 1!

Over the past few months I have accumulated a number of covers and items of postal
interest. For some reason or other these have just stacked up on my desk so over the
holiday period I decided that the time had come to mount and write up. Knowing that
there was a talk I was going to give at the end of the month it seemed to be a good idea
to bear this in mind as I went through the material.
It was at this time that I began to wonder just what I was doing. Was I going to write
up the covers for my own benefit and pleasure with notes at the side, or, was I going
to do it with the thought that the sheets would be displayed? And, the audience I had
in mind was not our own Society members but those with a much wider collecting
interest. This brought to mind the visit I made to STAMM( last year. A visit I had
made quite specifically to look at the displays produced for competition purpose. The
visit had been something of a disappointment because few displays had 'grabbed' my
attention to take a closer look. Indeed several seemed to consist of pages taken out of
albums and storage boxes - several had a 'formula' look with everything on every page
in the same place - some had so little on a page that they were mostly 'white' space.
Indeed some exhibits were no more than glorified illustrated catalogues.
So there is a basic question to be answered - for what purpose are we mounting and
writing-up our collection? lam sure that members can give a number of answers.
However, at one Society meeting I was struck when our Secretary told those present
that he considered himself to be 'the custodian' of the material he had. This seems to
me to be a valuable point of view. If we accept it then we must look after our
collections as best we can. We are careful over the paper quality of the 'album' leaves
we use. We use good mounts. We use 'album' leaf protectors. We don't overfill our •
'albums' and squash them onto bookshelves. Indeed if we did we might be invalidating
our insurance policies. We do insure our collections - don't we? But in my mind being
a custodian is more than just storing the material. It involves the knowledge and
information surrounding the material - the background to that cover, what makes it
important and significant.
So back to my writing-up. I have a Swiss airmail card that went on the first PanAm
regular mail flight to Hong Kong. The cancellations tell only part of the story. That the
card was part of the consignment that got left by accident in Guam and continued its
journey by sea, is another part. The struggles to establish the route, the facilities in
Guam add to the story. All this is additional knowledge
and information that add to the significance of the card.
As custodian I should be retaining this and putting it in
written form with the card. At present my solution is to
mount the card, with reduced photocopy of the
cancellations and a picture of the aircraft concerned on
the 'front' of the album page.
On the reverse I have pasted a sheet of 'additional'
background information. This means that most of what I
have about this card is all in one place. Of course as
'custodian' I have the expectation that at some time this
item will be passed onto another collector. I can only
hope that some enthusiastic relative or dealer doesn't
separate cover from write-up. If this happens the careful
and time-consuming research will gave gone and the new
,
collector will have to start again. I think I have done what
I
with.
pleased
quite
am
I
page
'album'
I can. I have an
have a page I can display at the local Society, and I have
the background information on hand to give a commentary with the display.
A FINAL REMINDER OF THE REGIONAL MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY
Saturday 13th May in Worcester with details on page 28 last month Or www.worpex.com
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FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE RIGI SCHEIDECK HOTEL BLOCK from p20 in April
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Our member writes that Derrick
Slate gave the block size as 36
(4x9) which he believes is incorrect. He has the book by Marcel
Kottelat who is in doubt as to
the block sizes. Dr Leemann had a
block of 36 (4x9); the Post Museum
has a block of 30 (3x10); another
specialist, Erik F Hunt thinks
blocks are 100 (10x10) but in two
halves of 50 (5x10). My block is
35 (5x7). Dr Leemann had plated
each stamp with the '& 1 sign
between Hauser & Stierlin faulty.
His block has the same fault in
the same places as that of Dr
Leemann, as shown in the diagram
and on the (reduced) photocopy.
Has our member got something
quite rare or a decent forgery?
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Does anyone out there know any more about
this issue? Another point is the line
perforating as there are two missing pins.
This shows up clearly in the rows of horizontal perfs but tot in the same way on the
vertical perfs; is this another way to plate
individual stamps, or give a clue to the
way the stamps were laid down on the stone?
X shows the position of
the broken '&' sign on
this block and that of
Dr Leemann.
For security reasons please send information
to the Hon. Editor, who will want to publish
it in the Newsletter anyway!
HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL
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Michael Rutherfoord

A TESSINER VALEUR LETTER

neither place did I
When I first came across this creased letter I just thought,
First check was in
know anything about, were they both in the Tessin (or Ticino)?
alphabetical and
the invaluable Gebert Chronic, and then in the Postcode List,
on the front the value
numerical, revealing that both were in the Ticinot. Note that t
. The two stamps have
of the contents is given as 'Fr.50.-', and also Raccomandato
of 1921), and a 30c
a combined face value of 35c: a 5c (orange Tell boy, Z no. 152
s 1&2 for front and
(brown-green Helvetia with sword, Z No. 110 of 1907). See figure
rear views of the cover and cancels.
day in Vergeletto.
The letter was sent from Auressio on 25.11.22, arriving the same
t
that there 12 family names 'Zenone but only one in
In the telephone book I found
t
Depopulation of
Auressio, and 53 i Buzzini , but only three in Vergeletto still.
figure 3 is a cutin
shown
map
The
m.
proble
uing
the scattered villages is a contin
nown places of Ascona
out from the Postcode Map giving the relationship to the well-k
and Vergeletto is
and Locarno (height asl 205m). Auressio is 10km from Locarno,
about 8km further.
with a straight-line
Auressio: Height asl 605m. Opened as a depot on 1st July 1853,
made by Miller,
canceller. Received a cds on 1st September 1895, see figure 1,
2.1.1996. Degraded
on
6661
to
d
change
6611;
with
No. 10862. In 1964 postcoded (PLZ)
28.2.2002.
to a Postal Acceptance Station on 1st January 1994. Closed on
straight-line cancel,
a
with
1872,
March
1st
on
Opened
Vergeletto: Height asl 911m.
No. 7298. Postcoded
On 1st January 1888 received a cds, see figure 2, made by Miler,
ler, K 1189 (pity
6611 in 1964. On the 8th August 1988 received a Pictorial cancel
and for all
6664,
to
d
change
was
de
postco
the
the PO opened at 9am). On 2.1.1996
5.
figure
1189a,
K
became
then
which
el,
hand-cancellers, including the K-canc
3 shows
Figure
d?
change
be
to
have
valley
remote
Notes: Why did the postcode in this
posttive
collec
the
ally
origin
given
been
had
many of the 24 villages which
•"'","
code number of 6611.
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There were similar groups of small villages with a common PLZ in the Ticino and
elsewhere. In 1995 electronic sorting had reached such a peak of development that
each postman in each village, town or city had his own walk, with all its house
owners and occupants, stored in the central computer in Bern. This meant that most
villages had to have . their own postcode, except the tiniest, so that in time 6611
was reduced to three villages only. The number of Postcodes increased by about 30%.
Was the rate of 35c correct? Here the orange 'Valeur' label with No. 554 is the
key, which is a combined parcel and Registration label. All letters involving money
were delivered only by the 'Fahrpost', ie, the Parcel Post, as they could handle
the weight and the cash. All parcels carried a number, and were thereby Registered.
The handwritten 'Raccomandato' was not necessary. The rate (1.1.21 to 30.6.25) is
clearly given in the Zumstein Special of 2000, and in Zack Yo1.1, 30c for the packet
(to 500g) and 5c additional for the insurance of the 'Declared Value' (for each
Fr.300), total 35c.
For the adventurous there is a Postbus connection to Vergeletto four times daily.
Check your map.

BYWAYS OF SWISS POSTAL HISTORY From Ray Harris, of the Wessex Group

There are many byways of Swiss Postal History, and information often turns up in the
most unexpected places.
I am indebted to my old friend, Jeremy Martin, FRPSL, of the Salisbury and District
Philatelic Society, and several other specialist societies, for the following information.
th

From the 26 to 28 th August 2005, The Aland Stamp Collectors Society arranged an
exhibition entitled "Mare Balticum '05", at Mariehamn, in the Aland Islands, off the
coast of Finland. Jeremy attended the exhibition, with some friends from the
Scandinavia Philatelic Society. Amongst the exhibits, one display which impressed
him was "Correspondence of the Polish Soldiers Interned in Switzzerland (sic),
1940-1945", by a Polish collector, Mr. Andrzej Radomski. He met Mr. Radomski,
who spoke excellent English, and with me in mind, asked him if he would be willing
to agree publication of the explanatory folder giving details of the exhibit. Mr.
Radomski readily agreed , and here is the information, together with an extract from
Alandsposten Filateli, giving details of the exhibition.
I always find it very heartening when collectors are willing to share information in
this way. Jeremy is a specialist in West Africa, but appreciates postal history from
any country.

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http:ll

.igstamps.com

Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England
E Mail adminigstamps.com
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CORRESPONDENCE OF THE POLISH SOLDIERS INTERNED IN SWITZERLAND 1940-1945
Prepared by Andrzej Radomski
On 19-20 June 1940, under pressure of the German offensive in France, part of the
French army as well as the Polish 2nd Division of the Shooters Infantry under the
command of General Prugar-Ketling crossed the Swiss border. In compliance with the
Hague Convention of 1907 the Swiss government interned all the soldiers in special
camps. The Federal Commissary for Interning and Hospitalisation (FCIH) was established for custody over the interned. There were 12 943 Polish interned soldiers
allocated in 77 camps in two regions: 'Seeland' and 'Napf' (The first interning
period was June 1940 to January 1941), after which came the second interning period
(January 1941 to May 1945); soldiers were allocated in the regions of Argovie, Thun,
Seeland, Reus, RhOne, Grisons, Tessin, Winterthur. There were over 350 camps grouping
between 30 and 100 of the interned. The soldiers were very much needed in the poor
Swiss economy; new work places were generated in industry, mining, agriculture and
forestry.
In order to facilitate the soldiers' correspondence (between each other, foreign
and for contacts with their families back in the country) Swiss authorities issued
many regulations. After crossing the border in June 1940, director of the Swiss
Field Post passed the military post cards to the interned so they could inform their
families or friends about their stay in Switzerland. Separate Field Post for the
Interned Soldiers was established and worked for the whole period of interning, ie,
from June 1940 until the end of the interning. "Postal Order" by the Field Post
director Lieutenant-Colonel Frutiger, in September 1941 introduced detailed
arrangements in this matter. On such basis the interned soldiers in Switzerland were
granted the free of charge allowance in respect of the postal fees while sending or
receiving the following: Letter and regular postages, valuable letters to the country
and abroad, postal transfers and parcels up to 5kg.
The interned person was allowed to send two letters and four cards a month. All of
the correspondence was subject to the military censorship. They were to be inserted
unsealed into the special box in the camp. It was strictly forbidden to use the civil
post. There were two kinds of the military censorship labels (the first one was in
use from autumn 1940 to the end of 1943, the second one from the autumn of 1943 until
the end of interning). The censorship labels had texts in three languages: Italian,
German and French. A censor used a three-digit number (seal) of 10 x 5mm printed in
purple ink. Design of the stamps, postcards, envelopes (prepared just for the interned
Polish) were selected by a contest resolved in November 1940 through the "Goniec
Obozowy" ( Camp Courier) journal. Stamps were printed in the form of a four-stamp
or sixteen-stamp vignette. Postal materials printed for the Poles included symbols
of the national tradition - flag, Religious motifs, and for official use - with the
national emblem eased only by the commander: General Prugar-Keting), There were
various kinds of cards and envelopes in use.
The polish used:
a) cards of the Swiss post marked with the inscription "BRB.10.39" issued just and
exclusively for the interned. b) envelopes of the Swiss army. c) envelopes of the
Young Mens Christian Association (YMCA) for all of the interned. d) illustrated
envelopes of the Red Cross. e) envelopes of the Swiss Association of Help for the
Tnterned, f) envelopes and letter paper issued especially for the Polish interned
soldiers by the Swiss Association of the Catholic Youth. g) envelopes of the University
of Commerce in Herisau.
Apart from the above-mentioned ones, cards were also donated by various institutions
and private persons. Polish soldiers most frequently used three types of the military
cards and forms: 1st type of cards (white cardboard) with dimensions of 149 x 115mm,
inscription in French. 2nd type of cards (white cardboard) with dimensions of 149 x
115mm, inscription in French and Polish. 3rd type of cards (cream grey cardboard) with
dimensions of 148 x 115mm, inscription in Polish and French.
1st type of forms (white cardboard) with dimensions of 149 x 115mm, inscription in
German, Italian and French. 2nd type of forms (light cream cardboard) with dimensions
of 148 x 115mm, inscription "Postkarte Feldpost",
Moreover, special cards were in use on the occasions of name days, birthdays, hOlidays (designed and manufactured by the soldiers themselves).
On the postages that were allowed free of charge no date or place mark were used.
Until the end of 1940 a double ringed circular stamp was in use with the outer dimension of 31mm and inner one of 20mm. Starting from 1941 new stamps were used (28 and
18mm respectively.
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SEVERAL AIRMAIL QUERIES, p33 May 2006 - information from Henry Towers
Query NO. 3 - the following might... or might not be helpful! LMC Dutton wrote,
in his admirable survey of World War II Censor Mails (Newsl.July 1975 et al.) p49,
(Part IX) " In contrast to Commonwealth mail, that to neutral countries (both Switzerland & Portugal were neutral) reached Lisbon much quicker via DLH Berlin-Stuttgart-Lisbon flights or the Ala Littoria Rome-Lisbon flights."
(Newsl.July 1976) p53, (Part XV) "There was a weekly flight from Rome to Barcelona
by Ala Littoria; thence by daily flight from Barcelona by Iberian flight to Lisbon
or by LAT I Rome-Barcelona Lisbon. (Sept. 1976) p68 (Part XVIII) "Cpal'e: Surface
mail via Genoa leaves Basle every Monday."
Presumably trains were still running, with some normality, between ZUrich and
Milan and then Rome via Chiasso, or perhaps via Bern to Brig - Simplon - to Milan
and Rome. As to the war, the Germans were anxious to use routes from Germany to
Italy and the Brenner Pass route couldn't take everything. Dutton notes that
Mussolini was arrested on 25.7.43 and a new Italian government was formed; that
General Badoglio obtained armistice terms from the allies, now invading the toe
of Italy on 15th August 1943, and it was only on the 10th September that the
Germans disarmed the Italians and established a German regime in northern Italy.

A POSTAGE DUE WITH A DIFFERENCE?
from Stuart Mackenzie
Mr Brinkley's article, August
2005. I am sure this is not
a postage due use - no
surcharge has been endorsed.
I think this is an 'emergency'
use of the T mark. This 1966
PJ FDC sent Express and registered has all the values
of the set; the pair of 10c
missed the special cancel
(How? Ed.) and the T mark
was used to cancel the stamps.
Again no surcharge has been
marked on the cover.

TELL BOY LABEL - query from Stuart MacKenzie
A satirical perforated label printed in pale green showing Tell
Boy gathering 'apples'. Do any members know what it was issued
for, date of issue, and was it printed in any other colours?

from Bob Medland

"WHO PAID AND WHY?" - see February newsletter (HNL 06:9). This is Peter Vonwiller's

interesting under-franked 1934 cover to Germany, endorsed with a T-circle handstamp and
an additional stamp was added subsequently and cancelled at the receiving post office (St
Gallen). Who provided the additional stamp? Michael Rutherfoord wrote in the April
Newsletter (HNL 06:32) suggesting that it had been provided unofficially by the receiving
PO - quite possibly. This cover bears some similarity to the cover that I posted with
inadequate franking at Ebnat-Kappel some 65 years later (see HNL 00:76). On that occasion it
was doubtless the local post office that somehow made up the shortfall but even so it unclear
as to whether this was done officially or simply that the post office staff used a spare,
unaccounted stamp. Whilst I have no solution to this further query, possibly the answer is of
a much less official background than anything relating to Swiss postal regulations.
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REGIONAL MEETING — WORCESTER 13 TH MAY

June 2006
Peter Vonwiller

All that was lacking on this Saturday afternoon were members — and what a treat they missed! The
few, plus two wives, that did attend were entertained by informative and innovative displays.
David Hope, currently Chairman and Secretary of the Society's Northern Group, had chosen to
display a painstakingly assembled collection based on the 1941 Definitives referred to as the
"Historical Series". Relating the background to this issue, attention was drawn to the designs,
which gave out the clear message that Switzerland, at this critical time in European history, was
prepared to defend its neutrality. Copies of numerous submitted designs were followed by the
stamps themselves including the various overprints for use by Government Departments and
International Offices. Used examples followed of the usages to which the various nine values (plus
four changes of coloured paper issued in 1958/59) had been put. These included the payment of
Inland Express, Nachnahme and Registered fees and the prepayment of postage to countries
worldwide. One cover addressed to Israel, apparently containing watch parts, had been returned for
lack of an Import Licence! With some overseas rates applicable for relatively short periods of time
apparently common covers are far from that! And those of us, for whom Verge paper had always
been a mystery, came away, enlightened
John Cordingley can always be guaranteed to show something a little unusual presented in a
pleasing and informative manner — and again we were not disappointed. Prior to his actual display
John distributed copies of an attractive coloured brochure (yet another fine example of what can be
produced on a PC) which set out the background to his interest in "Tie-ons". This translates into
labels (tags) used for parcel and package post. The subsequent display showed where individual
items had originated, the date, the destination, the weight and the postage paid (represented by
postage stamps). Considerable attention had been paid in checking that the correct fees had in fact
been paid. No mean feat considering items included those subject to fees applicable for Express
Delivery, Nachnahme, Value Declared, Factage Paye, etc. The variety of stamps used on the
various "Tie-ons", all of course having been genuinely commercially used, added to a colourful
display of material of which John described himself as the custodian. Members particularly
interested in this aspect of Swiss Philately and who would like a copy of the brochure can contact
John Cordingley via the Editor.
Bob Medland rounded off the afternoon displaying examples of Straight-Line marks originating
from Non Accountable Postal Depots and Postal Acceptance Stations. In both cases these "Offices"
were not empowered to cancel postage stamps and their marks were meant to serve only as an
indication as to where an item entered the postal system. Actual cancellation of the stamps by
means of a cds took place at the nearest Post Office proper. That these rules were frequently
misinterpreted was evidenced by items showing stamps bearing Straight-Line marks.
In the unavoidable absence of the Chairman, The Honorary Secretary proposed a vote of thanks to
those who had provided an incredibly varied and interesting range of material. One suspects that all
departed Worcester (in monsoon conditions) having added considerably to their philatelic
knowledge and enjoyed the company of like minded fellow members.

June 2006
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Did you know.

M Rutherfoord

- that the SP will not be allowed to amalgamate the PostPac, PostExpress and another
similar service in a new separate organization, PostLogistics, outside the parent,
as this would not guarantee the legal 'Public Service'. Now a new solution is proposed, transform the whole SP into a 'plc', with no reserved limit on letter weight
(at present 100g), complete privatisation. Massive reductions of present Post
Offices, and staff, are rumoured.
- that the winner of the Day of the Stamp public competition is shown in figure 1,
the sweetest. However, the symbol in the lower right is there, as is still to be
seen on Olten station, commemorating George Stephenson's proposed layout of the
Swiss Railways in the 1850s, with the N-S and E-W axes crossing in Olten, at zero
kilometre for the network. As railways need a strict time schedule the basis soon
became that of Bern, displacing ZUrich Time, as had been used on the isolated run
to Baden and return, way back in 1847. Ultimately the mismatches between, say,
Paris Time and Berlin Time, resulted in CET, Central European Time, in 1892-93,
but later introduced in Switzerland on 1st June 1894.
- that although the longitude of Bern lies within the Greenwich Time Zone, Switzerland always kept with Italy, Germany and Austria. France was with GB, In the socalled Western European Time Zone (WET). In 1923, (in an article on the CalaisKandersteg direct sleeper connection for winter holiday-makers), in Delle just
before the Swiss border, was the customs check, and here British and French passengers changed their watches from WET to MET, ie, to Middle European Time. Does
anyone know when France changed from WET to MET?
- that I was too lazy (sorry, otherwise engaged) to find a PO nearby which opened
before 7 am, so I have missed a very special cancel date - 04.05.06-07 or -4.-5.06-7.
There is one of these curious dates which I find useful to remember - -9.-8.76,
which was the first day of the Frama ATMs at four test positions in Switzerland,
ZUrich 23 Al, Bern 1 A2, Grindelwald A3, Geneve 1 A4. Do you have them all?
- that outside tourist haunts it is becoming difficult to find picture postcards
at the usual kiosks. Why? Well SMS and MMS messages are a lot cheaper and quicker,
and that is the future. (In that case then the Editor is a dinosaur. Ed.)
- that this year there are a number of interesting centenaries, for Post Buses,
for the Simplon Tunnel, and for the renovated paddle-steamer 'Schiller', see
figures 2 & 3. I spent a very enjoyable and unique day with a Scottish enthusiast
on the Lake of Lucerne with the five 'paddlers' there. The largest fleet in the
world of lake paddle-steamers.
- that a new edition of the Zumstein-Pen Catalogue of Swiss Special Cancellations
should come out in June. Fully illustrated and up-to-date; the price will be CHF 85.-,
loose-leaf A4, with an introduction in four languages.
- that I have received an express packet with the new layout of address and other
items, to me something rare, figure 4. The cost of the 'Moon' service is CHF17.80
for a packet up to 2kg, plus 1.50 for recorded delivery (SI), if handed in before
closing time (for the listed places) it will be delivered before 9am the next day.
This one came well before 8!
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Fakes and forgeries are often to be seen advertised for sale on Ebay, the on-line auction
website. The dealers presentation of these items can be as interesting as they are varied. Some
openly declare that the stamp is a forgery and solely for interest, which is all well and fine.
Others half-heartedly advise "sold as is" or similar wording whilst others are clearly naughty in
trying to pass off obvious — and not so obvious — fakes as the real thing. Ebay provides a
'Feedback Forum' where you can comment on each of your transactions so it is possible to
warn others of rogue dealers but there is limited scope for redress if you find that you've been
sold a dud. So buying on-line remains, as ever, a matter of caveat emptor.
• An interesting forgery was advertised on Ebay recently: supposedly an example of z53, the 2c
Cross & Numeral issue on white paper. On this occasion the dealer described the stamp as a
forgery, in that someone had "whitened the silk threads" in the paper — both front and back —
in order to try and pass it off as the white paper issue. It must have been fairly painstaking work
and yet the forgery stood up to only minimal scrutiny. One wonders, "Why bother?"
• Bidding through the internet does enable you to contact other bidders who are collectors or
dealers with similar interests. I have developed some interesting correspondence with
collectors in Switzerland and USA with whom otherwise I would never have come in contact.
See a separate article regarding problem cancellations
• My apologies for those who have been unable to access the Society's website recently. There
have been 'technical problems' but 1 hope to have these resolved shortly.
• I have just brought the HNL index up to date with all 2005 articles included. It will be possible
to download this from the website shortly but, in the meantime if anybody would like me to email it please let me know, stating whether you want it in Excel or MS Works format
• The HNL index work ensures that 1 re-read the Newsletter and it is always a worthwhile and
absorbing exercise. On re-reading the April issue I was reminded of Roger Heath's `Razorblade'
and de Coppet cancellers display (HNL 05:31). The entire, spectacular display of 128 pages can
be seen in colour at his website. Note the correct website address
www.ilhawaiimed — rheathirazorexhibit/frame I .html - it is well worth a look

•

Books for sale:
1.

Handbuch Werbedatumstempel Schweiz (K-stempel) 1942-77 ASCEP Loose-leaf in binder; v.ftne condition

2.

Verzeichnis der Maschinenstempel u. Ortswerbeststempel 1911-74 PTT Loose-leaf in folder; v.fme.

3.

Rehm: Postgeschicte u. ldassische Philatelie des ICantons Schaffenhausen. (1987) 312pp hardback; mint.

4.

Verzeichnis der Postleitzahlen & Ortswerzeichnis

(2 items)

5.

Dokumente aus dem alien Zurich 1790-1873

26pp booklet

6.

Gees: Schweiz UPU 1900 (1976) 56pp specialised handbook

7.

Valko: Ober den Druckprozess u. die Abarten der ‘Stehenden Helvetia' 1882-1907. (1978)

8.

Stocker: Stehende Helvetia (1967)

9.

Saber: Die Soldatenmarken der Schweiz 1914-18 & 1939-45 (1977,2 vols)

10.

Locher & Forestier: Die Schweizerischen Soldatenmarken 1939-42 (188pp specialised cat.)

11.

Zumstein: Ganzsachen Schweiz (1965)

12.

Zumstein: specialised catalogue (2 copies — 1978 & 1982)

PTT

(1971)

Reasonable offers (plus postage) accepted. Paul Watkins (01335) 370472 or me1moth23a,hotmail.com
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The Society's Sixtieth Anniversary Celebrations - Salisbury, June 2006
There is no record as to the weather when the Society's first meeting was convened sixty years ago
but, as the first of our members converged on Salisbury on Friday, 2 1' June 2006 the sun came out for
almost the first time this year. Thus it was possible for a small group of members and their wives to
dine al fresco that evening. Thereafter the sun shone for the Society's anniversary celebrations in more
ways than one!
With nearly fifty members and wives attending at the CloveIly Hotel on the Saturday morning, the
Society recorded its highest ever attendance at this delightful venue. Werner Gattiker's Sales Table
attracted many of the early arrivals, and there was plenty of time for members to meet and chat before
the programme of events commenced. It was a pleasure to see so many of our friends from various
parts of the country together with many visiting Salisbury for the first time.

An_official welcome from out President Tony Hoyle was followed by "Society Reminiscences"; with_
Peter Vonwiller and Eric Lienhard looking back over the early days of the Society. Peter mentioned
that regrettably no early records of the Society appear to exist, other than those relating to the Northern
Group who possess records dating back to their beginnings. Tony had brought books and other
documents containing information on meetings, membership, and displays from 1950 onwards. These
were eagerly perused during the interval - of note was a report of a display in 1951 by Mr. Egly, which
included a used block of thirteen of the 1881 1 Fr. on granite paper! Don Symonds had brought along
some very early Newsletters, containing interesting and stimulating articles by some of the founder
members dealing with matters philatelic rather than the operation of the Society.
The morning's display was presented by Tony Hoyle, and entitled "Switzerland Seen Through Her
Stamps". We were treated to a wonderful thematic show, from a collection built up over some twenty
years. Presented 'geographically' and consisting of stamps of all eras, complemented by postcards,
maps, and photographs taken during Tony's many visits to the country, the subjects ranged from
History and Culture to Fauna and Flora; from Mountains to Lakes; and from Railways and other forms
of transport to Bridges. This superb display was warmly received by all members, with many
commenting on its appeal equally to philatelists and non-philatelists alike - a feat that is very rarely
achieved and much appreciated by the wives present.
During the lunch period, 'static' displays by Eric Lienhard, Ken Reeves and Richard Donithom were
mounted on the frames for members to view. These included "Stamps on the Reverse" (various cachets
& covers), airmails, and recent acquisitions.
Following a most enjoyable buffet lunch, members' wives were taken on a very interesting and
informative tour of Salisbury by Rowena Ingram, the hotel's proprietor and Blue Badge guide, visiting
principle landmarks such as the parish church of St Thomas (named after Thomas a Becket), with a
mural of the "Day of Judgement". The talk in the church providing welcome respite from the heat
outside and an insight into the City's mediaeval origins. --er
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For the main display of the afternoon members were treated to an immensely absorbing and revealing
presentation by David Colman a member of our Northern Group, entitled "Standing Helvetia - Errors
& Irregularities". This was a real treat for both the casual and connoisseur collector of this issue. Flaws
are often difficult to display by conventional methods. However, David's innovative display brought
the latest technology to bear on this 'challenging' subject. A projector and laptop computer (with
PowerPoint software) enabled David to show enlarged images, so that each variety could clearly be
seen. 'Retouches', 'Worn Plates', 'Plate Flaws' and 'Errors' were all covered and some fine examples
of the 'Flaming Spear' variety were magnified for our benefit. Examples of Paper Folds on the 20c,
25c, 1Fr, and 3Fr. values together with various perforation errors were also clearly illustrated.
This excellent display, providing new insights into this popular series of stamps, was followed by a
brief but illuminating series of hints from Werner Gattiker as to how best to sort and identify the
various Standing Helvetia issues. Members came away too with a most useful handout prompting one
to remark that "scales had fallen from his eyes".
The meeting closed with the Chairman, Claude Mistely, proposing a vote of thanks to the Speakers,
and to those members who had travelled long distances to attend the meeting, which everyone agreed
was a great success. The only regrets expressed were that several members, originally intending to be
present, had for various reasons been unable at the last moment to make the journey.
For those staying overnight at the CloveIly, the celebrations continued into the evening, with sixteen
members and their wives enjoying a meal, organised by Ray Harris, at Harper's Restaurant in the city.
Conversation ranged over a wide range of subjects with both established and new friendships being
enhanced.
The *lowing is based on the combined contributions of Martin Mantell, Fred Hoadley and Peter
Vonwiller. The latter would like, on behalf of all who were present at Salisbury, to extend grateful
thanks to Fred Hoadley who made the arrangements for what, by common consent, proved to be a
fitting celebration on this particular milestone in the Society's existence.
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from Bob Medland
CANCELLATION QUERIES
Recently a collector in the USA asked me to help with four mystery cancels and duly sent me
photocopies - see attached. Despite carrying out several hours of research I was very frustrated to
come up with a score sheet of 0/4 so I wonder if someone else can help.
Figure 1 shows a 20c 'sitting Helvetia' bearing a straight-line cancel 'ENGI Glarus' in plain typeface. This should be in AW Group 46 but it is not listed. Cantons are not normally indicated on
cancels unless there are several places of the same name and indeed there are several instances of
Engi. Perhaps this is an omission in AW?
Figures 2 & 3 show a boxed cancel (I think the same one) containing italicised script ending in '-1'
or even '-h1'. This should be AW Group 62 of which there are only 36 listed but only one ends in 'L'
(Giswil) which doesn't appear to fit. Is this another addition to the published list?
The final poser is a Chaux de Fonds cds dated 28 Juin 68 on a 2c sitting Helvetia that unfortunately
is too poor to copy. It looks like AW Group 103 or similar and the bottom left-hand segment
contains the word 'Voyageurs'. However, there is no post office listed as Chaux de Fonds
Voyageurs in Karl Gebert's PostelChronik although there are four other 'Voyageurs' offices, listed
as follows:
• Biasca gare Voyageurs (TI) (coach ticket office 1877)
• Le Chable Voyageurs (VS) (coach ticket office 1953-66)
• Martigmy Ville Voyageurs' (VS) (coach ticket office, 1933-39)
• Orsierres Voyageur& (VS) (coach ticket office, 1947-49)
So, it appears to be an unlisted coach ticket office cds. Can anyone provide more background
please?
Once again I've been playing cancel-sleuth but failed so I wonder if some eagle-eyed reader of the
Newsletter can help with either of the two part-cancels. Both cancels are straight-line style in
'Elzevie or serifed type-face, hence belong to AW Group 30. The Strubel cancel is 4nnnn high and
comprises the letters _THEN_U_ and Rothenburg is the only possibility that I can find.
However, the only such cancel listed in AW is 4%mm high and it is not known to have been
used later than the 'Rayon' period. The second problem and another Elzevir cancel, ending in
_THAL, this time 41/2mm high and in a heavier type-face. Possibiliies include Langenthal,
Hemmenthal, Hospenthal and Laschenthal but none of these is listed in AW in the style or size
of the example. If there is someone else who enjoys tracing these old cancels and could help me
in labelling my collection I will be very grateful - it's all part of the fun of the 'hunt'.
HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY NEWSLETTER
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SOME ANSWERS FROM MEMBERS TO PREVIOUS QUERIES
Rigi-Scheideck Hotel block - Norman Thompson writes: "Further to the article in
the June Newsletter I am unable to ascertain with certainty the size of the hotel
block. However, I have a complete sheet of the Rigi Kaltbad stamp. This is 10x10.
I think that it is certain that the Scheideck sheet had ten stamps vertically.
My sheet of ten stamps horizontally measures 200mm across the stamps. The stamp
size of the Scheideck appears to be about 30mm. To obtain a sheet of comparable
size the printer would have to print at least six stamps horizontally, which would
give a width of 180mm, but more probably seven stamps, which would give a width
of 210mm. The photocopy shows a block with five stamps horizontally. I think the
two outer vertical strips have been removed, giving a width of seven stamps."
(There must be more members, and readers, who can help with this query. Ed.)
A Tessiner Valeur Letter, more from Michael Rutherfoord. "After sending off the
text on the letter from Auressio (p42/2006) I discovered in 'that old box in the
corner' the parcel label shown here, addressed to the same man in Vergeletto! Dated
Sat.15.VII.14 from Locarno, with 90c paid for the COD for 21.70fr. The rates of
1911 require: COD up to 50fr is 20c. This leaves 70 for the weight, for the step
5 to 10kg. This seems to line up with the scribbled '10kg' below the yellow parcel
label with the number, for the registration (for all parcels) and the COD collection."
/GIUSEPPE BERTINI in A. L arno

4

ra

Tell BOy label query from Stuart MacKenzie - Michael Rutherfoord says: "When the
new stamps came out in 1907, every man, and especially newspaper editors, considered it their duty to pour out the most stupid remarks on the new stamps, very
little was justified. The example shown was part of the rubbish from one of these
papers; I think in only one colour. This led to the issue of the 1909 better designs
of the Tell Boy."

1930s Mail to the States

John Cordingley

You either like it or you don't. You either collect it or you don't - mail generated by the
Sekula family that is. Much of their mail is very philatelically stamped and by that I
mean the use of stamps from sheets designed for booklet production. We have all
seen covers with 'exotic' tete-beche combinations and sometimes wondered if they
have a place in our collections. So to find a cover from Eugen Sekula with a single
stamp must be a bit unusual.
Picked up for the proverbial 'song' at auction such a cover has me wondering how to
describe the stamping. Dated August 20 1931 and posted in Luzern with a 60c
Helvetia with sword the stamp has the typical roller cancellation used on the firm's
philatelic mailings. With the foreign letter rate of 30c for letters up to 20g and a
registration fee of 30c the cover has the correct postage. A typical pale green
rectangular label showing 'NOT DUTIABLE - STAMPS FOR COLLECTORS ONLY' was
applied to the address side. It arrived in Chicago on August 31 and has a couple of
circular date stamps to show this. However,the cover gained various cachets: 'Passed
by US Customs, Chicago', 'Supposed liable to custom duty', 'Letter Package, Collect
ten cents'.
The postal authorities in Chicago applied a pair of US 5c postage due stamps which
remain uncancelled. I find the stamps interesting because they are overprinted at top
and bottom with black tramlines and have a two-line CHICAGO ILL. printed centrally.
Can anyone tell me why the stamps were applied? Is this a case of a Swiss letter
becoming a US packet and so being liable for extra postage?

July 2006
(from p27/2006)'.
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The Cantonal coatJ o4 /km

ST. GALLEN (1803)
Arms: Vert, a fasces erect argent, banded on
the first. The Canton was formed in 1803
from the eight loosely linked areas:
1.The town of St. Gallen, already allied to
the Confederation.
2.The FOstenenland, an area subject to the
rule of the Prince abbots, including part of
the Toggenburg, also under the suzerainty
of the Abbey.
3.The District of Gaster, subject to Glarus
and Schwyz.
4.The Rheintal, a bailiwick under Appenzell.
5.Saxe, a bailiwick attached to Zurich.
6.The Commune of Sargans.
7. Werdenberg, attached to Glarus.
8.Rapperswil, a free bailiwick under the joint
suzerainty of Zurich, Bern and Glarus.
These various districts were combined into
one Canton and for arms were granted a
shield of eight silver lictors rods with the axe
in the centre, bound with a green ribbon,
signifying the union of the eight districts. It
is interesting to note that the green was the
revolutionary colour, not red as now. On the
stamp of 1925 the design of the border is
made up of embroidery motifs, the region
being famous for exquisite embroideries.
ST. GALLEN fEiTY) St. Gallen city has the arms of a black bear,
on a silver field, the arms the same as the
Abbey. For services rendered to Emperor
Frederick, the Abbots were granted gold
collars from which hung black bears and this
gold collar was added to the arms: 'a bear
sable, tongued gules, and ducally gorged or'.
Symbols of the learning as shown on either
side of the shield.
GRAUBUNDEN (1803)
Arms: Party per fesse, the chief party per
pale.
1.Party per pale sable and argent (The Grey
League).
2.Quarterly or and azure a cross quarterly
counter-changed (The League of the Ten
Districts).
3.Argent, a raised Ibex sable (God's House
League).
The most complex of all the Swiss arms and
heraldically the most interesting, with a long
history. Graubunden (the Grey League)
arose from the merging of three federations
formed in the 14th and 15th centuries for
economic and military reasons following the
collapse of the feudal lordships. The oldest
League was formed in 1367 by vassals of the
Bishop of Chur and having a Cathedral of
Chur for their first meeting place they named
it 'God's House League' (Gotteshaus Bund) Cassa Del or Cadee and the adopted arms of
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the Bishopric 'Argent a raised Ibex stable'.
The 16th century seal used until about 1795,
shows the shield supported by the Virgin, a
patroness of the Cathedral.
The Grey (Grise) League was founded in
1395 and soon became the dominant partner,
eventually giving its name to the whole area.
The original coat of arms, mentioned in the
grant of Pope Julius ll in 1512, is unusual:
'Gules, a cross quarterly, grey and argent',
said to be derived from the grey scarf worn
by its adherents. Grey, however, is not a
colour for enamel, and in very old drawings
is sometimes shown as 'Vaire (azure and
argent), since according to some authorities
grey is represented by the heraldic fur 'vair'
(squirrel) and indicated by bell-shaped
segments fitting one into the other in blue
and white. Later the arms were changed to
'Party, sable and argent' with as supporter
St. George in armour killing a dragon. In
1486 the last count of Toggenburg died
without heirs, resulting in the splitting up of
the Countship, part being allied to the Abbey
of Glarus, as mentioned earlier, and part
becoming the 'League of the Ten Districts'
Early seals and
(Zehngerichten Bund).
banners show a cross of variable hue, but
were established in 1643 as Quarterly or and
-azure; -e--e-ross--quarterly-c+ranged- with,
supporter, a Wild Man holding a pennant of
the arms and an uprooted tree. It has been
said that the cross is taken from the Roman
'X' - for Ten - and should by rights be in the
form of a saltire and not a cross.
After being in close alliance for some
centuries the three Leagues joined the
Confederation as one Canton in 1803. Then
began the difficulty of deciding on the coat
of arms, since each wished to retain its own
emblem. For a time a compromise was
reached whereby the shield and supporter of
the Grey and the Ten Districts League were
depicted side by side with the shield of the
Senior League, 'God's House', in an oval,
placed overall, the whole on a large shield
argent. The somewhat cumbersome arrangement became the subject of much criticism
and curiously the present representation must
have crept into use gradually, since it is
shown on the Pro Juventute stamps of 1925,
and yet it was not until 1932 by a decree
dated November 8th, that the Cantonal
Government adopted it. No supporters are
used and on the Great Seal the name of the
Canton in the three official languages
surround the shield: Graubunden (German),
Grigioni (Italian) and Graischun (Romanch ).
The border of the stamp shows maple leaves,
a reminder of maple trees planted at Truns to
commemorate the union of the Leagues.
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AARGAU (1803)
Arms: Per pale sable a fesse wavy argent and
azure three stars per pale, argent.
The Hapsburgs, who by the 12th century had
already become Counts in Upper Alsace,
inherited extensive properties in Aargau
which thus became a dependency of the old
Confederation. The major part of the Canton
which became the former Bernese Lower
Aargau, is represented by the first half of the
shield, the fesse wavy signifying the River
Aare which waters the fertile country. The
other half represents the three districts
added to the Canton in 1803: the Freimt,
Baden and the Fricktal (detached from
Austria). On official monuments and documents the three stars are not always shown
in the same positron. Sometimes they are
shown as 2:1 in two rows, but more often per
pale, usually with the centre star a little to
the sinister on the stamp and in the window
in Bern. The border of the 1926 stamp shows
the humble carrot, indicating the rich
agriculture in the area.
THURGAU (1803)
Arms: Per bend vert and argent, two lions
passant, or. This region was also a subject
area of the early Confederation. The arms of
its original rulers, the Landgraves of Thurgau
and Counts of Kyburg - whose line became
extinct and whose possessions passed to the
house of Hapsburg through marriage - were:
'Argent, a bend between two lions passant of
the second' (already described as the arms
of Winterthur). When the newly-formed
Canton had to decide on arms the original
coat was altered to argent and vert, with the
bend omitted (again the use of green, the

revolutionary colour), and the lions in gold.
Depicted thus one of the lions infringes the
heraldic rule of not placing metal on metal,
and for this reason the lions are sometimes
shown 'proper', ie, in their natural colours.
The border of the 1926 stamp is composed of
pears, since the region abounds in orchards.
TICINO (1803)
Arms: per pale gules and azure. A striking
though perhaps not such a harmonious
design, but little is known about the reason
for the combinations of colours. Some say
that long having been under Italian jurisdiction an earlier shield was a silver cross on
a red field - the reverse of the arms of
Savoy - but this would have been too akin to
that eventually chosen to represent the
Confederation. From the 12th century until
1403, because of its importance as a key to
the passes into Italy, it was jealously guarded
by the Dukes of Milan and Como, who built at
Bellinzona three superb fortresses to protect
the Gotthard, Lukmanier and San Bernadino
Passes.
Later the area was dominated by the
Visconti. The Val Leventa went over to Uri,
which led to endless quarrels between the
Milanese and the Confederation.
In 1798 Tessin gained independence and
joined the Confederation in 1803 and some
allege that as it was through Napoleon that
freedom was obtained, red and blue - the
colours of Paris - were chosen for the new
arms. The bricks shown in the border of the
1920 stamp symbolise the fact that building
is the principal occupation of the inhabitants.
To be continued

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wwvv.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin@igstamps.com
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Did you know?

M Rutherfoord

- that the 'Postal Coaches' are to split off from the main SP and become an 'AG', to
improve their chances of getting more long-term contracts from cities and cantons
in a more competitive world. Generally approved, and keeping their 'yellow'. Just in
time for their centenary; among many attractions there is quite a good exhibition
running in the Postal Museum in Bern until 3.9,06.

g

- that I have come across a book in English 'A Century of Swiss Alpine Postal
Coaches', printed in Geneva in 1932, starting in about 1832 when tage-coaches became
better organized as the cantons took responsibility for providing a good service.
Then the first motor coaches of 1906, where one of the trial coaches was provided
with a special frame at the front - so that horses could easily be hitched on to
complete the journey! Another trial route had to revert to horse-drawn diligences.
But slowly the reliability improved so that in time the snow-covered Alpine Passes
could be conquered. An exciting story. Another book, 'Unser Auto ist gelb' PTT Museum,
by Karl Kronig, 1993, in French and German, contains many excellent official photos.
Yellow has always been the colour, taken from the Thurn and Taxis coaches.
- that the FDC for the new 2.40fr selfstick stamp, 7.3.06, has only now been
delivered by the Philatelic Bureau, but the FD cancel shown in figure 1 is remarkable. It symbolises that in one house all 'Birdwatching' activities (in the widest
sense) are combined in the one word 'Sempach', as there all efforts are co-ordinated,
from counting the number of birds in Switzerland to plotting migratory patterns.
A world-known institute for ornithologists.
- that cancel collectors are having a hard time, numerous new cancels are introduced,
but seldom found on cover. Few firms provide a comprehensive stock of old and new
cancels, too few customers and prices are high. There is one exception - the firm
'Ful-Philatelic, Case postale 144, CH-2074 Mann'. They cover all special, 'K',
machine slogans, and ordinary cds, and have many on special covers. Ask for the list
of stock items. An eldorado for thematic collectors.
- that the Biauk -Mountain-, or Clua -Gore, or to you--and---me-- Muryteugro ' has--regained
its freedom, not only that the Euro has been the official currency for a number of
years, but they have issued stamps to prove it. Collectors of this country should
keep their eyes open for covers with any of the four cancels shown in figure 2 (90%),
as they were made by GUller in 1911. Why the rather undeveloped country should have
ordered such expensive de Coppet flexible cancellers at that time is a mystery. It
took me a long time to find the places on the map, until I discovered that Podgoritza
had been re-named Titograd for a time. Guess why.

T

- that some new stampless 'marks' have appeared, see figures 3 & 4. Figure 3 is
curious as I have found two covers from the same sender, the airich police! Why do
they use English? Priority' is used only for foreign letters. If undeliverable etc'
then why Genve as CC stands for 'Centre Courier' the MLO, and 'PP' is for 50 or more
identical letters at the same time, or, from a recent change, 100 per month. Figure 4
is the first registered PP letter I have seen of the new system with 'R' and note
the date and time, down to the second. That is precision, and I think privately
printed. '98' is for a letter and '40' indicates a bulk customer. This letter came
to a PO Box, and had not been fetched after the first notice, hence the 'II Avis'
made on 22 May.

Figure 2

PRIORITY
If undeliverable
pleas* return to:
CC International
CH-1200 Geneve 2
Switzerland

8021 ZOrioh S hlpost

F!R
Swiss Post
CH4021 Zurich
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For more than 50 years Zurich has had the "Expovina" (Wine Show) during the first week of every November,
held in the docked ships of the Lake of Zurich fleet. This year in 12 ships 4000 sorts of wine from 25 countries,
could be tasted, drunk, or ordered by the case, but more importantly for ship fans a great range of ships could
be photographed and studied, from the 1909 restored "Stadt Zurich" and the other paddle-wheeler of 1914
the "Stadt Rapperswir, to the modern "Albis" motorboat from Holland, one of three for going under the bridges
over the Limmat River. There has never been a special cancel or slogan for this private, but popular event.
What I did find in the GOIler record book, Vol. 1, are the 12 cancellers supplied in 1882 to the NOB (Nord-Ost
Bahn) which had taken over the whole fleet in 1874. Were other cancellers used before? Has anyone a rare
postcard from this time? In 1890 the NOB sold the fleet to the ZDG (Zurcher Dampfboot Gesellschaft).
These cancels were non-postal, they only advertised the ship, but are collectable. Those shown below, and
modified examples, were in use until 1902 when the SBB was formed, and no goods or mail could be
transported. See Fi g. 1. showing GUller Nos. 4954 to 4965. See also AW Gr. 88A.
Only the name of the first one is not clear, it commem orates the deceased young son of one of the founders
of the ship-building firm" Escher-Wyss" of ZUrich. This firm built many lake and river boats all over Europe,
steam and diesel powered.
The first paddlewheel steamboat in Switzerland was the "Minerva" on the Lake of Zurich in 1835. See Fig.2
which shows a private rubber stamp, and Fig.3, a machine slogan used in 1985, both depicting the "Minerva".
This boat was built in Manchester by a Scotsman William Fairbairn in 1834, taken apart and transported
across to Selby in Yorkshire, put together again and sailed down to Hull, under the name "Vulkan", and in test
runs achieved 12 miles per hour, well above the speed of other steamboats of the time. Autumn storms
delayed the crossing to Rotterdam and the Rhine. Low water in the Rhine caused further delays.
On the 23 rd February 1835 Basel was reached, and once again the ship was dismantled and transported to
Zurich (by ox-cart ?). On the 30 th June the ship was launched in Zurich, and named the "Minerva" What a
story. It had a length of 35 m, width of 8 m, 2 engines of 25 HP each, and could carry 500 persons.
As far as I know it was

the first ironclad paddlewheel ship for this purpose. Please correct me,via the

Editor, if you have the details.
I have only 2 books on this subject, both in German, but well illustrated.
"150 Jahre Dampfschiffe auf dem ZOrichsee", Josua DUrst, 1985, Th.Gut & Co. Verlag, Stafa. 170-pages.
„Schiffspost auf dem arichsee im 19. Jahrhunderr, Thomas Keller, 1994, Stafa, 248 pages.
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ANOTHER "ODDBALL" from Martin Mantell - A new postage due discovery?
This cover was sent from Basel at 7am on 19th May 1954, unstamped! The due charge
was indicated under the two 1954 20c Publicity stamps. The charge was tied to the
cover with both a T in circle and the cds of Turgi at 2pm (14 hours). According to
the Amateur Collector Catalogue the start date for T cancels on definitives, and
other issues was the middle of 1955. What has happened here?

The 'POSTAGE DUE WITH A DITTERENCE' shown on page 45 of the June Newsletter seems
to be "unusual" to say the least. A Herr A Wyss was for 24 years the Director of
the PTT Museum and is the author of 'La Poste en Suisse' published in 1987. Can
a member who is conversant with the postal rate tables calculate the correct rate
for the cover with the PJ stamps and determine if it is "made" or did it really
go from Bern to Basel?
For more postage due items turn the page.
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"A TALE OF TWO TEES" - see April Newsletter (HNL 06:32). Stuart MacKenzie's mystery
commercial reply-card, bearing two successive postage cble stamps, may have another
solution. Rather than posting the card back to the issuing company at Herisau, the sender readdressed the card to Dr Kaiser in Rorschach and posted it at Goldach on 7/4/62. Gcdclach
PO applied their cds to the cover but correctly noted that the reply-paid card was being
misused: hence they affixed the 15c stamp (actually under-charged) and hand-stamped it
with the 'open-T' to indicate postage due. On arrival at Rorschach the card was redirected to
Herrn. BaumannatStGallen. RorschachP0applied their cds on10/4/62butnotedthatthe
postage due was under-stated, hence they wrote ' - 20' inmss, cancelled the first postage due
stamp with the hand-stamp and affixed the correct 20c postage due stamp which
was hand-stamped with the 'circle-T'. The latter amount would have been paid by BAIT'.
Bauman in St Gallen. If this is the correct interpretation then, the question that arises, "How
did Goldach PO account for the unpaid 15c postage due?" Would Rorschach PO have
advised them that their 15c stamp had been under-rated and had been cancelled? Also, why
did they not simply affix a further 5c postage due? Possibly the Rorschach P0 clerk did not
have 5c stamps available for this purpose or was he strictly interpreting PO accounting rules
for cancelling and collectionofpostage due? Bob Medland
NEW MEMBERS- The Society is pleased to welcome: Mr Martin Hill of Aberfeldy,
Mr J W Mervyn Smiles of Newcastle upon Tyne, Mr Adrian Keppel of Dundrennan in
Kirkcudbrightshire, Mr Jack Kington of Midford in north Somerset. We must thank
Werner Gattiker for his efforts on behalf of the Society. Can any other member
find new members for what must be the best bargain in the country. You get an exchange
packet, an excellent library, regional meetings, and 12 Newsletters per year
'
THE GENEVA "BULGES" - this table was published recently in the SBZ and is an update
on the one shown in the Newsletter on page 4 of the January 2006 issue.

Description des six cachets

Types

1

Tom
du bas

Largeur
de Valise

LET. EXP.

13 mm

Hauteur Hauteur Hachures
totale des lettres haut / bas
263/4 mm

Emploi conau
a) avec PD
b) sans PI)

Autres caracteristiques

17
18

du 15 avril 1871 *
an 8 octobre 1875

*La première date connue
du 18 janvier 1877 LInsertion de lame dans le cercle
an 14 Wrier 1888
est align& avec de E de EXP.

2mm

18
18*

du 6 mat 1871
au 27 jUillet it175

du 6 decembre 1880 L'insertion de Fame dans le cercle
arrive 1 mm avant le E de EXP.
. au 9 avril 1888

2 mm .

19
19

du 7 octobre 1873 du 16 decembre 1881
au 11 mars 1875 au 16 juin 1888 **

2 mm
•

2

LET. EXP.

3

EXP. LET. 103/4 mm 251/4 mm

4

EXP. LET.

2 3/4 mm

18
18

pas connu a ce jour du 22 janvier 1880
au 18 avril 1888

5

EXP. LET. 8 1/4 mm 26. 1/4- nun 2 3/4 mm

19
19

du 19 avri1•1875 • --du , ler mars 1876 ,au 9 octolxe 1875 au 18 decembre 1887

EXP. LET. 6 3/4 mm 261/2 mm 2 3/4 mm

20
20

pas coma Ice jour du 30 decembre 1881
an 30 mars 1888

12 mm

9 mm

263/4 mm

26 mm

** La derniere date connue

Le plus frequent de tous•
ces cachets (Sans PD)
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ALPHABET SOUP continued by Michael Rutherfoord
Of the 'Big Five', Basel, has perllaps the most interesting postal cancellations.
Those concerned with the railways are sometimes difficult to decipher. Here are
some examples: Figure 1 SCB stands for 'Schw.Central Bahn, as shown in figure 2 in
full; figures 3 and 4 as well, used at a Customs station in the goods yard.
Figure 5 shows Zollamt Basel B.B. Post-T; this is for the 'Badische Bahnhof' ie,
the German station, and transit or exchange for mail between Switzerland and .
Germany and vice-versa. After the victory of Prussia over France in 1870/71 Alsace
and Lorraine came under German jurisdiction, so that the French station in Basel
became German, as shown on the 'rare' station cancel, figure 6, for the ReichsEisenbahn in Elsass-Lothringen.

BASEL S.C.B.

(SCHW.CENTRALBAli

31 AUG.89

14 JAN. 86
LAGERHAUSBASEL

Figure 1

Figure

EIDG ZOLL
BASEL S.O.B. WOLF

c

Reichs-Eisenh.

- 20 JAN. 90

.•

;4.

BASEL.;

1/4 FrsI Figure

5. JAN.91

4

. Figure

5

Figure

6

THAT at last I have found the meaning of "DPF" as shown on page 37 of May 2006 Newsletter. In French it
stands for" Department politique federal"; See figure
the end, but what does that mean?

/

dated 29.11.72C. All examples seen have a "C" at
above right

THAT in my little article on the Ibex of GraubOnden I left out a stamp which no sharp-eyed Member had
reported. Check No 993. Who will find the next one in this popular series?.
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Writing-upl - some thoughts - part 21

August 2006
John Cordingley

AUTUMN STAMPEX did produce one interesting idea that I am adopting - the use of
double sized sheets. Instead of a display panel of 16 sheets now only 8. The horizontal
format of the page changes the nature of writing up and display. For instance; the 3
covers with 1932 St Gotthard Railway issue that needed 3 separate single sheets now
go on a double sheet; the multi redirected cover to French Indo China that I had been
struggling to mount now fits well with the photocopies of its cancellations. It looks as
if the next talk I have to give will now have a mixture of sheet sizes.
All is not straightforward. I haven't found any double sized album sheets so as a
compromise I have bought A2 sized cartridge paper and cut to size. 130gm thickness
paper isn't thick enough; 250gm might be. Leaf protectors are a problem. One of our
members uses 2 large sized Venus leaf protectors taped together but I am not happy
with the join down the centre of the page. Tiger Stationery Ltd make a 20 pocket
Display Book at a reasonable price and I am cutting out individual pockets for each
written-up page. Lindner also make Crystal clear pages which include a black paper
interleaving but at £2.60 each they are expensive. What about storage of these double
sized sheets? The Display Book has a firm plastic cover and is the right size. It's going
to need some sort of tie round but ....... no real problem there! And Tiger Stationery Ltd
make an A3 storage box that should hold at least 20 sheets.
So how about the write-up on each page? Having taken note of a superb display at
Stampex several ideas were worth trying. My 'usual' write-up uses the same type that I
am using in this article. I find it easy to read and it has some resemblance to
handwriting. However I do usually use this size of print, and on display sheets use a grey colour.
Why? The smaller text is readable and the grey instead of the black does not detract
from what is being mounted.
On the larger sheets at STAMPEX the text was even smaller and in a non-serif font. I was surprised
how easy it was to read. However with the larger page there is a danger of 'overloading'
the page with text. The exhibitor had:
2

2

divided their text into smaller blocks
and boxed each in a rectangular frame

and I thought the display 'worked' - it was easy to read and I wasn't overwhelmed with
the amount I had to read at any one time - the information was 'digestible'.
The transition to
using the larger sheet
hasn't been an easy
one for me. - I am set
in my ways. The first
sheet took ages and I
had several 'goes'
before I was happy
with the result. The
time spent has been
worth it but not all
my material is going
to be written up in
this format. It has
possibilities for the
larger cover or for a
group of covers.
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NOW A PLEA FROM THE EDITOR - you have heard it before but as it is 29C in the
'Editorial Office' I feel entitled to repeat my request for items to publish in
YOUR Newsletter (not 'mine' as I am often told). Look back through recent months
and your should find it is the same few members who provide the 'meat' from which
I assemble the salade russe you are reading this month If there is someone out
there who can help then please ring me or send some copy. If you use a computer
then do not trust your 'spellcheck', check it again yourself. The Editor.
/
(next morning is best)
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(from p53/2006) The Cantonal coat/5 oly 14477vs Part five
VAUD (1815)

Arms: Party per fesse argent and vert, in
chief the words 'LIBERTE ET PATRIE' or
outlined in sable.
This district was a subject area for a long
ti me, having been conquered by the Bernese
in 1536 during the period of the Reformation.
In 1798 it proclaimed its independence,
accepted French 'protection' and adopted the
green flag of the Revolution, resulting in
occupation by the French, but in 1803
Napoleon decreed that Vaud should rejoin the
Confederation. The green flag passed into
the arms of the Canton, which are the least
heraldic in design of all the Cantons. At first
the words 'LIBERTE ET EGALITE' were adopted
in sympathy with France but this device was
speedily abandoned and replaced by 'LIBERTE
ET PATRIE'. Vine growing is the principal
industry and is shown by bunches of grapes
in the border of the stamp of 1919.
LAUSANNE the chief town has for its arms
'Gules a chief argent'. It is an ecclesiastical
and educational centre and traces its history
back to the 4th century. As with the stamp
of the Cantonal arms, the border design of
the 1928 stamp is composed of bunches of
grapes.

central building and the two towers, and for
proof cite the ancient seals which show the
castle of two towers separated by a pointed
roof. The shield of the House of Neuchatel
remained in use for a long time, despite
changes of the dynasty, for in 1767
sovereignty passed to the Kings of Prussia,
and although the territory became a Swiss
Canton in 1815 the ties with Prussia were not
finally broken until 1848. In 1818 however
the Grand Council of Neuchatel decided to
abolish the old arms recalling the ancient
regime, and one of the Deputies presented to
the assembly a flag of green, white and red,
which he proposed in its place. He justified
his choice of colours by saying that red
represented the blood which the
Neuchateloise were ready to shed in defence
of their new flag, the white the symbol of the
purity of their intentions, and the green
representing the forests and meadows of the
Jura mountains.
The new flag was adopted with enthusiasm,
and a small white cross was added to
indicate their alliance to the Federal State.
On the stamp of 1923 the border is composed
of watches, signifying the principal industry
of the Canton, with its world famous centres
of La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Lode.

VALAIS (1815)
Arms: Per pale argent and gules five mullets
of as many points in pale between on either
side four such mullets in pale, all counter
changed. The district was originally a
republic governed by a bishop whose family
arms figured on the banners, together with
the arms of the Bishopric which appears on
early seals and monuments. From 1628 to
1798 under a new constitution, the old
colours of red and white were adopted: 'Per
pale argent and gules seven stars counter
changed', representing the seven districts of
the Valais. From 1802 to 1815 the shield
bore twelve stars to include the five districts
of the Lower Valais, arranged on the shield in
three rows of four (all counter-changed). In
1819 a 13th star was added for the district of
Monthey, and the stars are now arranged per
pale 4-5-4. The clusters of fruit on the
stamp of 1921 are a reminder that parts of
the Canton have highly developed orchards
and vineyards.

NEUCHATEL (1815)
Arms: Tierced in pale vert argent and gules,
in the sinister chief point a cross couped of
the second. Neuchatel was long dependent
on France and was governed by the House of
Orleans Longueville, Counts of Neuchatel.
The family arms of the Principality were: 'Or,
a pale gules charged with three chevrons
argent', which now comprise the arms of the
City of Neuchatel. The heralds interpret this
me ranramomntinr, +km ',meth:, kf +km+ rtnrnm fikm

GENEVE (1815)
Arms: Per pale dexter a demi eagle displayed
sable, armed and crowned gules: sinister
gules, a key wards upwards and to the
sinister or.
This is one of the most beautiful of all the
heraldic shields. Although adopted officially
for use as Cantonal arms only in 1814, their
use of arms of the city of Geneva date back
to 1446. The eagle signifies that it was an
I mperial City, and was on coins as well as
monumental sculptures.
Geneva was also governed by a Princebishop who bore the arms of the Cathederal
Chapter, dedicated to St Peter: 'Gules two
keys or a saltire'. So the Cantonal arms are
composed of half of the Imperial arms and
half of those of the Chapter, which exactly
represent the political situation.
This form of shield was in use from the 19th
century. Prior to that, according to ancient
seals going as far back as 1342, the arms
were shown as: 1. the two keys in saltire and
2. the demi eagle. Finally the two halves
were removed to conform to the heraldic
rules relating to banners. The arms are often
shown with a golden sun, and the letters
'I HS or the motto 'POST TENEBRAS LUX'
( After darkness light) which dates from the
ti me of the Reformation. The necklaces of
pearls shown in the border of the 1918 stamp
signify that Geneva is the centre of the
jewellery trade.
Tr, km rsr,k+intImri
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The next meeting in Salisbury will take place on Saturday 28 th October, at the CloveIly
Hotel from 10:30 to 4pm. Ray Clegg will be giving a display of early Postal Stationery up

to 1915, together with items into Switzerland from other countries, under the title "To and
from the Alps ". Ray will also be showing postcards depicting railways and paddle
steamers, again up to 1915. This promises to be a very interesting show.
Early postal markings will make up the second half of the day, with Fred Hoadley
displaying his collection of entires and covers from the period of the Franco/Swiss Postal
Treaties (1828/29 & 1845). Members who have items from this period are invited to
bring them along for inclusion in a discussion session following the display.
All members, together with their partners and friends, are warmly welcome. This is an
opportunity to meet with other Society members and share your philatelic interests in the
pleasant surroundings of this delightful hotel. Teas, coffees, and a light buffet lunch will
be available.
Enquiries to: Fred Hoadley 01403 711987 (email: fred.hoadley@btinternet.com)

On the left labels produced for Hungarian Refugees, 1956-7, showing both flags
printed in red and green on a white background.
On the right labels printed for Tibetan Refugees, 1968, perforated and rouletted.
Printed in black and pale brown with red lettering on white paper.
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I. G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wwvv.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate FIG1 1SL,
England

E Mail adminigstamps.com
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M.Rutherfoord 15.07.06

Did You Know ? 806

THAT on the 12 th July 1806 Napoleon gave Liechtenstein its independence. Figure 1 shows the two lowest
values of the set of four stamps commemorating this event, and the FD cancel of 6.6.06, which was also
used for two other issues, ie, no special cancellation for the 200th Anniversary. The usual attractive brochure
from Vaduz gives more details.
THAT several Members who work with the AW (Abstemplungen-Werk: 8 volumes published in 1969/73 by
comp
the Union of the Swiss Phil. Sacs.) have asked about any updates of tables etc, which are obviously intlete.
The answer is no. Since publication not one word has been mentioned, neither asking for notification of new
information, nor of issuing any form of up-date. To me a very sad situation. Years ago the active SVPS was
told that they were to restrict their research and publication to post-1907 cancellations. Perhaps one day
someone will try to catch up.
THAT followers of "RL" aspects of postal history (Rayon Limitrophe = border areas with reduced letter
rates if the POs are within a fixed limit, of say 30km, with the border anywhere inbetween) will be interested
to know that Hilmar Sturm has written a five-page article on this complex subject in the latest (No. 60/2006)
issue of the German ArGe "Schweiz". Copy would be available, but only in German.
THAT according to Zack Vol 2, pages 49 and 157, the "RL" service for letters only, existed from 1.7.1876 till
30.6.1971, and that from 1.10.1907 only for letters of the first weight step. In the PTT Archive in Bern there
are examples of the rare lists which were displayed in every PO on both sides of the border, giving the
names of all the POs to where letters could be sent at the reduced rate at that time, if any, according to the
latest cross-border agreement.
THAT recently the SwissPostCard has been given a further attraction, not only can one send one's own
photograph for the main-pieturer-butoan also use this for the-actual "stamr—See-figure 2 for an example, I
think the first day was the 20.06.2006,as shown cancelled in Bern. Photo was taken in Switzerland by digital
camera, then sent electronically from London to Bern, and delivered to me the next day. Collectable, yes.
THAT there is a new term to get used to" WSP", WebStamp Private, introduced on 11.04.06, and shown on
a separate sheet in "Focus on Stamps". The two examples were not very exciting, but now many more are
appearing, see figure 3 from another SP publication, and figure 4 from the Commune in 6675 Cevio using
the local publicity canceller. Not all such letters received by me have been cancelled, ie, no date; an error?.
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Bob Medland hirundoesIsl.pipex.com

Forgeries and fakes always make for an interesting and controversial topic. A few years ago Prof
Anton Kofranek published (only in CD format) his lifetime's study into the forgeries of the 18501854 issues. It is an incredibly in-depth work that includes many examples including those by the
infamous Sperati and Fournier as well as less-skilled forgers, together with guidance on how to
spot the rogues. Contact the following link if you are interested: amkofranek@ucdavis.edu .
Recently there has been a spate of forgeries offered for sale on Ebay. Figure I shows a supposed
Orts Post cover that was part of a lot including poor-quality Rayons and Strubels. Clearly the
stamp isn't 'tied' to the cover by the federal grille cancellation and had • been stuck on the
stampless cover subsequently. An innocent lot? I don't think so as the dealer (in Argentina) tried
to promote interest by putting in a series of anonymous bids to promote interest and start the
price at £600. This is the same as an auctioneer taking bids 'off the wall' in an auction room which
is strictly illegal in this country. Fortunately no one was sucked in by this scam.
Figs. 2 and 3 show Rayon I and II forgeries that sold for £5 and £23 respectively. The former is an
obvious forgery and the price reflects this. However, the Rayon II is a better effort by the
unknown forger and obviously it fooled a number of bidders. Fig. 4 shows a copy of a sisterforgery from my collection bearing the same fake cancellation — beware any stamp with a
`KIENBERG' boxed straight-line cancel. Some collectors are of the view that forgeries have no
place in a collection but it cannot be denied that watching out for duds is an inherent part of
collecting older stamps. This extends to the need for care to be taken when checking postmarks
— as Michael Rutherfoord has pointed out on numerous occasions, fake cancellations are often
used to purport that stamps were used in cases where postally-used examples are much scarcer
than mint. Perhaps we should have this as a theme for one of our Salisbury meetings before long?

Figure 3
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TALES OF THE UNEXPECTED No. 2 (see over for No.1)

Callum Watson

Sometime towards the end of last year, I had turned my mind to Dienstmarken, an area of collecting where I
still have some yawning gaps, and had purchased quite a varied selection from Ian. As is the way of such things, I
arranged them in a stockbook and set them to one side 'for the time being', which actually turned out to be a couple of
months. Then one morning (I get up seriously early to escape interruptions) I sat down with a massive mug of coffee,
and began to prepare pages for mounting, including some Dienstmarken. One of them looked a bit funny, so I cleaned
my glasses and took a doser look; then I reached for the catalogue; then I reached for the Spezialkatalog; then I got up,
took an enormous gulp of coffee, re-polished my glasses and looked again.
The stamp I was looking at is Zumstein No.17 of D VII - the "Nations Unies Office Europeen" - the 2 Fr
brown-red. Now I have several copies of the original stamp, Z.No: 251, both unmounted mint, used, and on cover, all
with the lesser double print, listed as Pf.2.01. What I had never had the good fortune to possess was an example of the
major double print, Pf.2.02. Yet here it was, with an overprint!! As you can imagine, there followed no small amount of
gibbering, then a lot of some careful checking and re-checking of the catalogues, but to no avail. It just wasn't there.
So I sent it off to a friend in Zurich, Reiner Wanner, hoping that I wasn't making a complete fool of myself, but
he called back asking (in German of course): "Where the hell did you find this? I'm sending it off to Zumstein straight
away. It looks good!" Then there was the predictable pause, and when I was next over, Reiner produced the said stamp,
certificate and all.
As far as is presently known, it is unique, as apparently - at least according to the Speziallcatalog - Pf.2.01 is only
known with overprint DII, DM and DIV, and Pf.2.02 only with overprint DM. Neither have yet been seen with DVII. As
only 83.000 of a total of some 4,4 million stamps that were printed (ca. 0,2%) received this overprint and they (mostly)
may not even have come from the same run or machine as the sheets numbered B3, the odds against another turning up
are pretty astronomical, but you never can tell....I don't know if PIT records run to such detail - or if they even still exist.

Bern, don

20.01.2006

Nr.

021327

Schweiz 1950, Dienstmarken far das Europgische Ann der Vereinten Nationen in Genf, Historische Elilder, Oberst Joachim comer, Neu St. Johann, 2 Fr.
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TALES OF THE UNEXPECTED No, 1 - from April p29 & June p41 continued here!
Getting Stamps Certificated. It appears that it is becoming more diffic
ult as time
goes by to get cert -iffcates for stamps. One of our collections
is 'Hotel Posts'
and some years ago T had two of the Ail-Ten stamps proved by
Mr Nan de Weld of
Geneva, These we sent to him 2 or 3 weeks before we skied in
the "Valais area; he
posted then to us therefore while we were in Switzerland,
This year we have had two -more blocks we wanted proved. As we
have been in
Switzerland for a-month we brought our stamps ourselves, Before
going Mr Katcher's
office gave us a contact at Rotkreuz by lake Zug. We telephoned
Herr TrUssel to
ask if he could deal with our Hotel Posts. Later we phoned our
'very special' man
in Switzerland, Michael Rutherfoord, who put out the feelers.
Much to our delight
Michael met us in Baden from whence we drove over to Rotkreuz
to see Herr TrUssel.
It was very nice to have a bit of real experience and suppor
t for this trip
as we were a bit apprehensive about leaving our stamps.
Herr TrUssel of Birkenmatt 13, CH-6343 Rotkreuz, tel: 041 790
78 18 is a charming
gentleman and filled us with confidence. We left our stamps
with him on July 20th
and arranged for them to be sent on to us at our hotel in Kloste
rs with an expected delivery of 7th or 8th August, Having spent a few days
in the Arosa valley
and another week at Morcote on Lake Lugano returning to Kloste
rs on 4th August
this date was just right, On the 8th August by registered post
our stamps arrived,
complete with two certificates, They are good certificates,
all that we could
have hoped for, in German of course! The price we paid for each
was 75 Sfr,
Although Herr Trtissel only speaks German he can accept corresp
ondence in either
French or English as he has friends who can help him with transl
ation, Before
sending stcrwps it is perhaps best to phone or write to ask if
he can deal with
the particular part of your collection. We hope this information
will be of use
to-members.
Are there any more 'Tales of the Unexpected' out there? Ed,
NB It is best if possible to get any stamps dealt with totall
y in Switzerland,
because if they have to be posted to England then a customs
declaration and value
may have to be attached, which is perhaps asking for trouble!
DD

An odd piece!

John Cordingley

This item was picked up on Sheldon Koski's stand at a stamp fair at Worce
ster. At the
time I wasn't sure what I was looking at, but after some negotiation and good
humoured
banter with the dealer who I have known for a number of years, the cover
changed
hands.
Back home, and a closer examination doesn't help a great deal either. The
envelope is
clearly printed 'An dos Postbureau' and has no indication of any officia
l status or
printing. There is nothing on the back either printing or cancellations. Clearly
directed
to WIIVTERTHUR which has been struck through at least twice. GRUZE (bei
Winterthur)
is left as a destination. The envelope has seen service on six occasions!
First from WATTWIL on:
15 April 1932 with a 50c Helvetia
with sword. Then on five further
instances from OBERWINTERTHUR:
29 June 1932,
26 September 1932,
10 February 1933,
26 April 1933 and
6 May 1933.
Postage every time was 50c using a
remarkably consistent denomination
of stamps, first from the 1932
Disarmament series, and then
William Tell issues.
So for what was the envelope used ?
Why 50c postage?
And how did it return each time to wherever it started?
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M Rutherfoord

In a pile of old covers I noticed this, to me, a strange watermark below and to the
right of the red 10c impression, shown on figure 1, below.
First check in the Zumstein Der Ganzsachensammler gave the details of the Kz V on
page 27 of the 2002 edition; Kz stands for Kontroll-Zeichen (=Control mark. The difference between a Watermark and a Control mark has always been a mystery to me, as
the method of production is practically identical). On page 34 the mark is shown again,
but in negative, again without any dimensions which could be used to compare with the
mark shown faintly in figure 1. The 22 stars around the cross represent the 22 cantons.
I turned to Ingo Debrunner editor of Der Ganzsachensammler for help, sending him
an enlargement of the above mark, as shown in figure 2. He confirmed that this, with
the dimensions of 31 x 31mm was correct, and that the negative picture was incorrect
and confusing.
This watermark was used on only two covers, namely Nos 24 and 25, as follows:
No. 24 10c Carmine red, FD 15.3.1875
15.- 1.- (Unused/used)
No. 25 10c Analine red, FD 23.8.1877
30.- 3.Both can have the watermark in the usual eight positions, normal plus a to g, but
not all have been found. Not clearly shown,
I also asked about the Kz IV and was told the height was 47mm for the 'big 5', on
No. 20, and probably also for the extremely rare 'big 10', No. 21; see page 33, note
that page '16' on page 27 should read '20'.
Also found were covers with the 1879/83 watermark Wz 1, which has a band diagonally
across the front part of the cover, in various types and positions. The width of this
band is not given in the catalogue, but my examples have a width on 32mm. See pages
28, 35-37 for details of types Nos 29, 30, and 31. Prices range from 8 to 2fr.
After 1.7.1877 all covers were sold for lc above the impressed value. In spite of
the large quantities sold before, sales then dropped dramatically, as seen in the
prices asked today for Nos 26 to 34. Not being able to learn from the past the SP has
made the same mistake by asking an extra 10c for their attractive covers, after about
2 years of good sales, following their introduction in November 2000, for the A and
B rate in various formats.
You may add the above information to your Postal Stationery Catalogue,

NEW AHPS PUBLICATION
The American Helvetia Philatelic Society is pleased to announce publication of Charles
LaBlonde's new book, "The Suspension of United States Mail to Switzerland 1942 to 1944/1945
— A WW II Postal History Monograph." This is a subject that has baffled US and Swiss postal
historians for many years due to lack of sufficient information. At Washington 2006 Charles
found both the necessary covers and the relevant US Archive information to finally solve the
mystery, after 15 years of study. The book documents a number of discoveries, including first
publication of the actual date that US mail to Switzerland was stopped. The book is richly
illustrated with covers that clearly show the fate of the various types of suspended mail.
Retail cost of the book is
Newsletter.

£15

postpaid in the United Kingdom. See order form enclosed with this
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A GALLERY OF LABELS I attended the Robert Murray (Edinburgh) auction in October when the David Jefferies sale
took place. The first part was his Cinderella collection, some 230 odd lots (150 vols). Competition was keen but I did
manage to obtain the Swiss volume. I thought that members might like to see a selection of the labels pre 1931.
STUART R. MACKENZIE.
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INDUSTRIELLE KRIEGSWIRTSCHAFT (FEDERAL DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC
AFFAIRS - INDUSTRIAL WAR ECONOMY SECTION) from Bob Medland
OVERPRINTS ON TELL BOY ISSUES
An apparently very rare cover sold on interact auction recently, comprising a postal-stationery
envelope franked additionally with a 5c Tell Boy Industrielle Kriegswirtschaft over-print. It sold
for only £22 so possibly was One That Got Away. Forgeries of these overprint stamps are infamous
so that makes the genuine item, tied to a cover, all the more valuable. Whilst I have come across a
number of examples of these stamps for sale I have never seen one on cover before. The SBK and
Zumstein (specialised) catalogues list them on covers at premiums that are possibly modest.
What intrigues me is why, in 1918, this government department - apart from all others - should
have had authority (presumably from PTT) to overprint the issue. The general 'official' overprints
for federal departments did not commence in use until 1935. Can anybody throw more light upon
these issues?
Schweiz. Yolkswirtschaftsdepartemed
Ableilung fOr industrielte KrlegswIrIscha

Amtlich

Officio,

Further information on the 'Oddball' from Martin Mantell, p57 August

I was interested in Martin Martell's Postage Due item in the August issue. The manner of the levy of
postage due on Swiss correspondence
1st after the general issue of postage due stamps ceased to post offices
in early 1954 was a grey area until June 1955 when the use of ordinary postage stamps franked with a
"T" cancel was officially sanctioned. I believe Geoff Hubbard covered the subject in a News Letter article
some years ago.
For the first few months, it seemed postmasters used their own discretions. Stamps to the value of the
postage dues were affixed to the bottom or side of the envelope or card, usually prompted by a "T" mark
or by a pencil note showing the amount made by the post office of origin. The stamps were normally
franked with the receiving office's date cancel but sometimes they were also marked with a manuscript
"T" often roughly drawn or, exceptionally, as in the example shown by Martin, franked with a "T" cancel.
I would imagine this early usage is quite scarce. However, a few weeks later, I understand the Swiss Post
for postage due to
Office granted approval for a provisional period (one year?) for postage stamps affixed
st

be franked with a "T" cancel. I do have a few covers treated in this way before 1 June 1955 but not one
as early as Martin's.

Hopefully, you will receive a more informed response to Martin's query,
Claude Mistely
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Northern Group Syllabus 2006 - 2007
2006

Sept 9
Oct 7
Nov 4
Dec 2
2007
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr

Postal Treaties/Postal Rates/Bundesfeier
Postal Stationery
Route Marks
From Post Coach to Jet Plane

6
3
3
14

Chairman's Display
New Acquisitions
Why I like Zermatt
AGM and competitions

Fred Hoadley
All members
Cedric Dry
Dennis Cairns

David Colman
All members
Tony Hoyle
All members

Meetings in the Leeds Institution for the Blind and Deaf, Centenary House, North Street, Leeds
commencing at 2 p.m. Enquiries to David Hope 0161 303 0091.
The London Meetings for the 2006-2007 Season will again be held on the third floor of Macmillan House,
B Block, in Paddington Station, London W2 but in different rooms. The Programme is as follows:

2006 Wednesday ll th October at 6.30pm in Room B328 -"Swiss Railways" — led by Derek Doling
11th

Saturday

November at 1.00pm in joined Rooms B327 and B328 - AGM and Auction

2007 Wednesday 14th March at 1.30pm in Room B328 - Cup Competition and Moore Trophy
11th

Wednesday

April at 6.30pm in Room B328 - "Odds and Ends" — All Members

The Salisbury meetings for 2006-2007 at the Clovelly Hotel from 10.30 to 4pm.
Saturday 28th October, Early Postal Stationery, 'To and from the Alps', and early
railway and steamer postcards, by Ray Clegg. The afternoon
will be postal markings of the Franco/Swiss Postal Treaties
(1828/29 & 1845) by Fred Hoadley. (See p62 in August.)
Saturday 24th February - further details to be announced, watch this space!

I. G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wvvvv.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail adminigstamps.com
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THAT my contention about picture postcards fading away is confirmed by the statistics from the printers. In
30 years the number of cards sold has halved (and the price doubled). The most popular card bought in
Zurich today is the view of the 4 main churches and the lake with the faked-in background of the Eiger,
Mench and Jungfrau, plus Matterhorn! Said to be the 5 th most sought after card in Switzerland.
THAT the other day in Zurich I saw a foreign tourist using her digital camera to take close-ups of individual
postcards in a stand, which she could then send by MMS immediately to her friends on the other side of the
world, for tuppence.
THAT I have discovered yet another new parcel label used by smaller POs, with the main label separate
from the "stamp". The former is taken from a preprinted sheet, the later being generated at the counter. See
figure 1 below, and page 87 of November 2005 HNL.
THAT I have been told quite definetly that the yellow Ymago labels used in smaller village grocery shops
etc, are not to be sold to the public loose, ie only to be used stuck onto the letter or parcel presented at the
cash desk. Therefore "unique" items with such labels cancelled at other places is proof of shady practice!
THAT nevertheless the good news is that this type of substitute for the closed local PO has proved its worth
during the year's trial period and will now be introduced in further rural areas. There were 16 such trial
"POs". See also article on page 47 of June 2005 HNL.
THAT a paddler, well-known to Helvetia Members visiting the Lake of Thun, the "BlOmlisalp", has just
celebrated it's centenary on Monday 31 st July. "Happy Birthday" as the newspapers said.
THAT an interesting sideline is to collect the "divided" Swiss villages by their date cancellers, eg Oberuzwil
and Niederuzwil, also Oberhallau and Unterhallau. There seem to be more Upper villages (88) than Lower
(67), in 1912. This could be examined in depth and compared with earlier and later data. However one
pair has had me worried for many years, Obervaz and Untervaz Gratibtinclen, with about 30 km between
them, obviously not a divided village. This is further confused by the fact that there is no such place as
Obervaz! The canceller (see figure 2) was used in the PO of the village Zorten. This name was shown in
the canceller until 1.5.44, when on request the Romansch name was added to many cancellers. In this
case Vaz is ahead of Obervaz, which was the German version. See Karl Gebert's Chronic. The solution I
have now had explained to me by an historian. The Freiherren of Vaz (Barons) were the leading family in
GraubUnden from about 1160 to 1337. Their territory was in 2 separated main areas, Untervaz just north of
Chur, and Obervaz south of Lenzerheide. Untervaz is a village (see figure 3), but Obervaz is a distrct with
several villages having their own names. Perhaps there are other curiousities here? Usually these "twin"
villages split apart hundreds of years ago with each a political entity, but mainly each had its own PO.

99 .00.7 430 00.10 002 471

Figure 2
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The Cantonal COC1 t oj,
'

THE CONFEDERATION (1848)
Arms: Gules a cross couped argent. Prior to
the French Revolution there was no central
administration and, therefore, no one coat of
arms representing the country as a whole.
When the upheaval of the Revolution imposed
a united government on Switzerland the
occupying powers introduced a flag of their
own of green, red and yellow. Arms were not
in favour at that time and seals of the epoch
were invariably engraved with the image of
William Tell (together with his son and the
celebrated apple), or other revolutionary
emblems, while the coins bore a warrior
waving the three coloured flag. The detested
colours were abolished under The Act of
Mediation of 1803, but it was not until the
restored Confederation came into being that
the need for one flag as a rallying point for
the Federal Army arose. It was put forward
in 1830 by General Durfour (then a Colonel
of Engineers) who insisted on the
organisation of defence forces at the time of
the Confederation's first declaration of
neutrality. The idea was greeted with
hostility and jealousy by many Cantons,
justly proud of their own individual flags.
The plan was studied in 1830 and 1832 and
by 1835, 17 Cantons voted in favour. In
1839 it was again put to the vote and the
Federal flag, also serving as a national coatof-arms was adopted on July 21st. 1840.
By a curious coincidence the newest emblem
is also the most ancient. Historically the red
flag with a crucifix in the upper corner was
the emblem of Schwyz under Imperial favour.
From 1339 at the battle of Laupen it is stated
that the Confederation wore a 'cross of white
stuff upon a red field (Emn wiss cruz in einem
roten velde). This applied to Swiss soldiers
in general, not merely those from Schwyz
(the Canton). The cross on the 'ecu'
( money) is mentioned officially in 1553 under

MMA

Conclusion

the name of a Federal Cross ('Eidgenossen
Cratz') and a gold medal of 1547 shows a
straight cross with the arms of equal length.
(It is not known whether the reason for this
was to distinguish it from the Danish flag:
'Gules, the white cross of Danneborg').
In order to make the sketch clear the cross is
shown in a frame but is in fact never shown
thus in colour since, heraldically, this implies
a debasement and was the reason for the
removal of the frame line around the cross
on early Federal stamps.
In the 'Pro Juventute' series the top value of
each set from 1921 to 1926 shows the
Federal cross, in five cases flanked by
figures from history on either side: 1921 Rudolf of Hapsburg and William Tell: 1922 Winkelried the hero of the battle of Sempach
and Duke Leopold of Austria: 1923 - warriors
from the battle of St. Jacob an der Birs: 1924
soldiers from the Burgundian Wars: 1925 soldiers from the Milanese wars: while in
1926, below the cross is the Lion of Lucerne,
which commemorates the Swiss Guards who
were massacred defending the Tuileries
during the French Revolution.
It can thus be seen that in a total of 31
stamps the origins, political and industrial
history of the country have been combined in
this very popular and attractive series, which
not only served their prime purpose of postal
use but by the small surcharges have
contributed large sums to the Pro Juventute
Foundation which have been used for many
charitable purposes.
In 1978 a new Canton was formed. This
Canton was JURA which comprises an area
north-west of the Canton of Berne to the
French border. It contains land from that
Canton, and land from the Canton of BasleLand. The capital is Delemont, and the
Canton has a population of some 65,000
inhabitants.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
In accordance with the Society's rules notice is hereby given that the sixtieth
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held on
Saturday, 1 l th November 2005 at 1.30 p.m. prompt in
Rooms B327 and B328 Macmillan House B Block Paddington Station London
AGENDA
1. Apologies for absence
2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 19 th November 2005 and published in
the December 2005 edition of the Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter
3. Matters arising from the Minutes
4. Chairman's Address
5. Hon. Secretary's Report
6. Hon. Treasurer's Report and Statement of Accounts
7. Appointment of Auditor
8. Hon. Packet Secretary's Report
9. Librarian's Report
10. Election of Officers and Members of the Society's Committee for 2006/2007
11. Proposals to amend Society Rules as follows
Rule 3b Subscriptions — substitute "may be" for "shall be automatically".
Rule 7b Finance and Assets — substitute " 1 st January to 31 5' December" for ,c1st
September to 31 st August".
Rule 8a Meetings - delete "but to be arranged as far as possible with the Society's
season of October to May".
Rule 8b Meetings — delete" in November" and replace with "by 31 st May".
12. Motions and Resolutions
13. Any Other Business
NOMINATIONS Nominations for the election of Officers and Members of the
Committee i.e. Chairman, Vice-chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treasurer and (not
exceeding) twelve members of the Committee, should be sent to the Hon. Secretary in
writing to reach him not later than Thursday, 9 th November 2006.
RESOLUTIONS Any member desiring to move a Motion or Resolution at the Annual
General Meeting must give notice in writing, enclosing the text, to the Hon. Secretary
not less than 14 days before the Annual General Meeting.
Peter Vonvviller Hon. Secretary.
Claude Mistely Chairman.
Immediately following the AGM Claude Mistely will conduct an auction
Members submitting material should ensure that lots have an identifying reference
and submit a list in duplicate with individual short selling descriptions for the benefit of the Auctioneer.
th
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It is with great sadness that we report the death of John (V J) Mitchell in his 90 th year.
John had been an active member of the Society for some 30 years and frequently presented
at the London meetings. He had an outstanding collection of the 1900 UPU issue, which he
was continually enhancing. This won him a Silver Medal at the 1985 Stampex and the
Helvetia Silver Cup in 2001. He was runner-up in 2005 for a display of unusual usage of this
issue. He also had significant collections of 20 th century postage dues, which won him
medals at Stampex and the British Philatelic Exhibition in 1983, 1984 and 1985, and he was
awarded the Helvetia Silver Cup for his collection of StrubeIs in 1996 and 2003. Other special
interests were the 1961 Evangelists issue for which he was the 1998 runner-up for the
Helvetia Cup and the Lake Lucerne Steamer posts with which he won the Moore Postal
History Trophy. He had recently embarked on a fresh interest in building up a collection of
Second World War Soldier Stamps. John's last major presentation was when he showed his
1900 UPU display to the Northern Group to much acclamation in November 2003. He was a
knowledgeable philatelist and had many friends in the Society. He will be greatly missed. CPM

SOCIETY PRESS OFFICER

The response to the recent Survey carried out amongst members living in London and the
Home Counties provided evidence yet again of our need to recruit new members.
Whilst there are one or two existing members who successfully seek out potential new
members we do need to promote the Society's activities on a wider scale. It is many years since the
Society enjoyed the services of a Press Officer. As a result we do not obtain the publicity we
require. The need is for a member who would undertake to submit information concerning the
Society to the Philatelic Press with a view to arousing interest amongst a wider audience of
philatelists.
It is envisaged that, liasing with The Newsletter Editor, The Secretary and other Society
Officers, the Press Officer will write short articles and obtain their publication in those philatelic
magazines that still circulate.
Would someone willing to undertake this not over onerous but important task please contact
the Secretary whose address appears on the front page of this Newsletter.

NEWSLETTER EDITOR

Peter Hobbs took over the Editorial chair from Mrs. Rawnsley back in 1987 and since then
has been responsible for some 1920 pages or 240 editions of the Society's monthly Newsletter. In
all these years not one issue, of what for many members is The Society', has failed to appear. An
incredible record.
Peter would be the first to admit that that he has gained considerably from his duties — a
fund of philatelic knowledge apart, he has made and maintained numerous friendships both in the
UK and overseas. Month by month he has enjoyed the job, and the Society has benefited from the
fact that his wife Joan has painstakingly proof read all the copy before it has gone to the printer. We
owe so much to them both.
After so many years it is hardly surprising that Peter's thoughts are now beginning to turn
towards the day when he will no longer be able to meet the monthly deadline. To ensure a smooth
hand over when that day arrives, we do need to have an Editor Designate in place. Among our
membership with its multitude of talent there must be someone who has the ability and would like
to take on this very rewarding position. Like all Society posts there is no honorarium but all
expenses incurred are fully met.
Please do give this serious thought — don't leave it to someone else to come forward — and
either contact Peter direct, or initially the Secretary, (addresses and telephone numbers at the top of
the front page of this Newsletter).
Knowing that he has a successor in place will be a great relief to the present incumbent and
ensure that a Newsletter continues to find its way on to every member's doormat for some time to
come.
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THE ORGANISATION OF THE SOCIETY.

The continuing low attendance at London meetings, associated high costs, the results of the
recent London Survey and the success of this year's Sixtieth Anniversary weekend celebrations
have prompted your Committee to consider how best to reorganise the Society's activities to widen
its appeal and ensure its future success.
Traditionally London has been seen as the centre of the Society's activities. However, with
meetings held in Leeds and Salisbury attracting greater numbers and offering varied and attractive
programmes, it is felt that the time has come when all three Groups should independently assume
responsibility for their own activities. The Honorary Treasurer will, when presenting the Society's
Budget at the AGM, advise as to how much money is available for each Group's activities. In 2007
a further meeting will be held in Worcester in conjunction with WORPEX. It's future will be
dependent on the support it receives. Individual members keen to establish meetings/study groups
for like-minded members will be encouraged to do so.
Mindful that our membership covers the UK it is proposed that a National Annual Meeting
be held during April or May in the form of a weekend organised to incorporate a number of
displays, the AGM, the Society Competitions, an Auction, together with social events. The
programme will be structured so that those members wishing to attend for one day only will be able
to enjoy maximum participation. To facilitate attendance by members and their partners from
around the country, the venue for this event would shift from year to year with locations being
chosen to provide a relaxing and congenial atmosphere. The National Committee will assume
responsibility for this event. Subject therefore to approval at the forthcoming AGM of the proposed
amendments to the Society's Rules (see the penultimate paragraph of this article), the first of these
National Annual Meetings is planned to take place in the Spring of 2007, with the first
incorporating an AGM in 2008.
For so many members, The Newsletter is the Society and elsewhere in this edition of The
Newsletter will be found an article appealing for a member to offer their services as Editor against
the-day when Peter Hobbs decides to "hang up his hat".
Thanks to two members it is anticipated that an Annual Postal Auction will take place with
details appearing in future editions of The Newsletter.
We have a magnificent Library with books, journals etc. available to all members for the
cost of postage. It is the Librarian's plan to publicise its contents from time to time, indicating for
instance what particular items relate to a specific subject. Again watch The Newsletter for details.
The Society's Website has regretfully fallen into disuse but thanks to a member
volunteering; it is hoped to have it up and running relatively shortly.
To bring the Society's Financial Year in line with the Subscription Year it will be proposed
at this year's AGM, to be held on Saturday 11 th November, that it should run from e t January to
31 st December. To facilitate this, the Financial Year 2006/2007 will be extended by four months to
31 st December 2007. Minor revisions to the Society's Rules will also be proposed at this year's
AGM — see AGM Agenda included in this edition of The Newsletter.
Those patient enough to have read this far will be aware that your Committee is very
concerned to ensure the continuing success of the Society and believe that the proposed actions will
prove to be a "step in the right direction". It is though, your Society so please do let us have your
comments, suggestions — anything that will help more people to enjoy and benefit from
membership of a Society devoted to their particular interest — Swiss philately.
Peter Vonwiller — Hon. Secretary

With deep regrets the Society reports the deaths of:
John Mitchell, Bill Straw, George Weber, and Allan Young.
Letters of condolence have been sent.
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Yet Another Odd Item!

October 2006

John Cordingley

There are odd items around.
This is one of them! It's the
postally interesting end of an
11 inch long bag envelope
with a folded end secured
with a fastener inserted
through holes before opening
the tags and flattening them.
Clearly marked Peickchen it
has been sent by Precisa AG
in SEENGEN to what seems
to be The American Writing
Machine Co.' in New York.
I'm not too sure about the
'Writing' because the lettering
Hier obtrennen bej Verwendung ciner
A stetacher ici,
Zon FY a i a;
is difficult to decipher. The
Neruldoi dun e dfclaration en
douane. --Dt t ccgre qui. se st
Precisa cachet describes the
pie W4 dteldarozione deganak.
Gutting der Waro — Nature de la
firm as:
Genett delta [tierce:
rtrattatandist
Wechenmaschinenfabrik'
which I thought was a
calculating machine maker!
The Customs label states
that the contents are:
`Gummiwalze als Muster'
weighing 60g and worth the
princely sum of 50c!
US Customs in the Port of New York have passed the package free,
but the NY postal
authorities have applied a cachet 'Small Packet - collect 15 cents'. Now that
is what I
have - goodness knows how it gets written up but that issue can wait. Can
any
member shed light on what might have been in the packet, and then explain
the
postage of 50c. I think the US cachet requesting 15 cents can be discounted
in
working out the postage applied in Switzerland. Perhaps misguidedly I assum
e that
as a Customs label was applied some care had been taken in assessing the
postage.
ti

i tar nt

riwaize....

I. G.STAMPS

SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://www.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin@igstamps.com
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THE FIRST SWISS INLAND "RETOUR" LABEL

M Rutherfoord

Two provisos have to be made to the above title. Firstly, five Retour (Return to sender)
labels for undeliverable foreign letters had been introduced in 1887, upon recommendation from the ITU and, second, that the label to be discussed below was not for an
undeliverable item. It is generally accepted in the Retour group, as it was for an
item 'on approval to be returned to the sender. On the 12th September 1888 it was
announced that the above five labels should also be used for inland letters.
The reason for this new inland label was given in Circular No. 50 of 14th March 1888,
as the new service introduced in 1884 for allowing 4 days to view an ordered book (or
similar printed matter) before sending it back at no cost, would benefit from a clearer
instruction to the 'back office' when applied by the counter clerk in the form of a
bi-lingual label, instead of the previous handwritten instruction, see figure 1. If
returned after the 4-day period had elapsed then the full postage had to be paid by
the sender.
The new label, Form No. 203, was white with red lettering, with the clear statement
Rechtzeitig refftsirt, Refuse' A temps (Returned in time), ie, refused within the 4 days
allowed. It was then date stamped as shown and stuck on to the item to be returned
by the counter clerk.
The first printing, by Stephan Collin in BUmpliz (near Bern), in March 1888 was for
60 000 sheets of 20 labels each. Before the end of the century a further four printings
were made of 30 000 each. All told about 11 million labels were printed until 1923
when the system changed. Today less than ten examples are known to collectors; where
are the others? This is understandable as the labels were applied by the PO staff and
then went straight back to the original sender who had no reason to keep the packing
paper and the, probably, torn label. These labels were never to be used on letters,
if one dare say 'never' in philately.
Rechtzeitig reffisirt.

Reohtzeitig reftisiert.

Refuse k temps.

B,efuso 6, temps.

Reohtzeitig rethsiert.
• Refuse d temps.
•Iliflutato a tempo.

Reohtzeitig zurackgewiesen.
Refuse a temps.
Rifintato n

tempo.

/

• Reohteitig.
zuritoligewiesen:
riefUke
Riftitato
, atemPP.

<tr.gr

Form. Nr. 2021.

0. B. M. 88. 60,000 BI.

Form. Nr. 908.
A. B. L VB. 80,000 Bl.

Fortz.Nr.100.
_ • -• •-•
A. 0. M. 01. 80.000

For.,.

Fr. 008.

B.

B. VI.

12. 00.000.

Figures 1 to 4 have been reduced in size; Figure 5 is full size.

Each label had to be cut from the gummed sheet of 20 labels, only the label in the
lower left-hand corner would perhaps be used with the printing details still attached,
as shown in figure 1. A cancel having the small diameter of 22mm fitted exactly. When
the label was introduced date stamps were already getting bigger, soon to be 28mm.
Illustrations
Figure 1 shows the original label, first printed in March 1888 by Collin in Blimpliz (CB)
Figure 2 rensirt modernised to rensiert, five printings from December 1891 till
October 1903 (CB).
Figure 3 Italian text added, two printings by the new owner Albert Benteli October 1905 and 1907 (AB).
Figure 4 rensiert replaced by zurDckgewiesen in its first printing by the renamed
firm Benteli A.C. in June 1912. Two further orders followed in 1913 and 1915
(coded B,A-G.B.).
Figure 5 In January 1918, and in four further printings till 1923, the new style of
smaller perforated labels, 40 to the sheet, in black, was used. Printing
still by the firm of Benteli, 20 000 sheets each.
Note that orders were for 30 000 sheets each, except for figure 1 with 60 000 and for
figure 5 with 20 000 each. The number of labels per sheet is usually 20, but for
figure 1 could be 40, however for figure 5 it was 40•
Literature: Les etiquettes postal Suisse, pp95,96, G Guignard, L Vuille, 1998,
Zack, pp 132,133, in Vol. 2, 1995.
'The London Philatelist', Vol 113, "Return to Sender', pp 363-390,
Douglas N Muir FRPSL, Dec. 2004.
(Essential for printing details obtained from the PTT Archives in Bern.)
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Northern Group report: The new season got off to a fine start with the visit of Fred Hoadley. Fred
began with the Franco-Swiss Postal Treaties of 1828-29 and 1845. He pointed out that in 1818 France
had cancelled existing treaties because the Swiss did not always put postal markings on items thus
causing accounting problems. This changed with the 1828-29 treaties. Fred explained the exchange
office system and showed a variety of items to illustrate this. Included were entry marks applied by
the French, paid to frontier and paid to destination, unusual as it was still the custom at this time for
the recipient to pay the postal charges. Fred also explained other transit marks which appear on entires
such as TF (Transit Francaise), TZ (Transit Ziirich), TB (Transit Bale or Bern), FF4 (Fisher post by
Fernay 4 Kreuzers). With the coming of the railways ambulant cancels acted as transit marks. Finally
in this section came examples of transit marks on mail coming into Switzerland. The next section
dealt with postal rates during the 19th-century. Pointing out that postal rates were based on weight
and distance Fred showed examples of the three rayon system. Examples of registered mail and mail
to foreign countries followed. Fred pointed out that items for Great Britain cost 30c if despatched in
a sealed bag but 50c if sorted on route. This section finished with several sheets of Nachnahme items
showing use of the correct definitives for the service.
The second half of the display was on the subject of Bundesfeier. Fred showed a fine display of the
cards issued from 1910 to 1937, including the rare Athletes card of 1920 which he had picked up on
E-Bay for 99c! Fred concluded this section with examples of the stamps issued between 1938 and
1988. Fred was thanked by Chairman, David Colman, for an excellent display which had led to much
discussion.
FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
IN 2006
_

Northern Group Meetings in Leeds on Saturdays at 2 p.m.
October 7th, Postal Stationery - All Members.
November 4th, Route Marks - Cedric Dry.
December 2nd, From Post Coach to Jet Plane - Dennis Cairns.
Wessex Group Meeting in Salisbury on Saturday from 10.30 to 4 p.m.
October 28th, Early Postal Stationery, 'To & From the Alps', and Early Railway &
Steamer Postcards - Ray Clegg. The afternoon will be Postal Markings
of the Franco/Swiss Postal Treaties 1828/9 & 1845 - Fred Hoadley.
THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE SOCIETY is in London on November 11th, see p73.
The First London Meeting of the New Season will be held on Wednesday 11 th October
2006 at 6.30pm in Room B328, Third Floor, Macmillan House B Block, Paddington Station,
London W2 on "Swiss Railways ". Derek Doling will lead the presentations, which, it is
hoped, will be backed up by further interesting material brought by other members. This
promises to be a first class evening especially if there is a good attendance of members
coming to look and learn. The Chairman looks forward to welcoming you!
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DID YOU KNOW?

THAT the Naba held in Baden was a great success, especially for the five exhibitors of the AHPS-team.
See separate report. I could not resist going on all 4 days (free entry and catalogue), and still didn't see all.
THAT as is usual at the time of a National Exhibition, a number of outstanding books have come out for
the event First place goes to the long-awaited Strubel book by the dedicated work of a group of specialists,
under the coordination of Urs Hermann. There are 2 volumes, the main and a supplement, A4, together for
CHF 340,-. At the end of each section there is a very useful résumé in German, French, , Italian, English and
Spanish. Essential for collectors of Strubels. Full of true-colour illustrations of all varieties. Volume VI of Swiss
Postal History Club (SVPG). English title: "Sitting Helvetia Imperforate", but text in German.
THAT Richard Schafer has produced Vol VII of the above set, "Handbuch Postgeschichte von Genf"
from the beginning till 1854. An amazing book, all in colour, over 600 covers explained, all cancels, lists,
history, pictures etc,

276 A4 pages, 7-page list of contents, and for only CHF 50.00. How can one resist?

THAT in the March DYK the new foreign Registration label was shown. Now I have found the new
inland label,also self-stick, black on white, 75 x 25 mm. First used 1

06, but not everywhere it seems.

See figure 1 below, and April DYK. It is possible that a combination with PP also exists. Keep looking!
THAT the main Philatelic Club in Winterthur celebrates its centenary this summer. Figure 2 below shows
the coloured cachet used on their letterhead and other publicity material this year. The first stamp with a
Winterthur connection was the PJ of 1928 (Z 46) showing the red lions of the Kyburg family, as used in the
town's arms. The two anchors signify the ship building activities of Sulzer Brothers. Many of the restored lake
steamers still have the engines of this firm, attracting young and old. Then the City Hall in 1980 (Z 638) with its
Greek columns and facade. Now only 2 stamps for the 6 th largest city in Switzerland is rather weak, so in 1981
another was issued (Z 656) for the Technorama, the Swiss Science Museum, especially attractive for its many
interactive experiments. For completeness we must add the PJ of 1945 .(Z 113) with Ludwig Forrer from
Winterthur who was the first President of the first Federal Council in 1849.
THAT another Local Publicity cancel for Aarwangen has been found. In 1999 the PO was renovated
and they decided that the well-worn K 313a, after over 30 years of service, should be replaced, see figure 3.
However, the maker of these cancels had changed, and now Ruedi Jordi (SVPS Member) has discovered four
easily recognised differences. We have not found out when the new cancel was first used, as the Philatelic
Bureau in Bern had not been informed, and so this new version was not delivered to subscribers. See figure 4
and note the different "4", "1", "E" and the adjacent "A"s touching feet. The drawing has been reproduced
correctly. Keep looking, there is always something new to be found.
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nota bene - Just in case you wonder what the Editor and Proof-reader do on holiday,
then the copy for this page was sent to our hotel. When we came back from going up
the north side of the Rothorn it was waiting for us. It was edited and checked
before dinner and returned by the 11pm post. The result you see above. Ed.
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Stuart MacKenzie

An interesting letter from High Wycombe in Buckinghamshire to St. Moritz in the
Grisons dated 7th August 1949 and franked with a KG VI 21/2d. This has been noted
for Surcharge by a London Postal Clerk and is backstamped with the scarce boxed
'SURCHARGED OWING TO / INSUFFICIENT POSTAGE / PREPAID 2 -1 -01. INSTEAD OF 3d. /
PLEASE ADVISE SENDER'. Further to this a lozenge taxe '7c / FS' (Foreign Section)
struck on the front.
The Swiss Postal Clerk has calculated the taxe as '15c' and endorsed it in blue
crayon, then added three 5c postage dues and cancelled them 11.VIII.49. , On arrival
at the hotel it is marked abgerist (gone away) and the letter returned to the PO.
The PO invalidates the three postage dues with the UNGOLTIG sl canceller, adds
the three-language 'gone away' label and cancels this with its K.10 publicity
canceller on the 11.VIII.49 and returns it to London.
It receives the London backstamp for 13 AU 49 and a further Surcharge is struck,
a 1d./I.S./F (Inland Section Stamper F) in red, which is very unusual. In all a
nice wee story! (The boxed '17' is a hotel reception mark.)

TELL BOY LABEL -query from Stuart MacKenzie on p45 in June
Stuart writes 'When I sent the Tell Boy label I should have sent the postcard
that lampooned the issue of the 5c stamps (needs translation). The card is known
used as a Maxim in 1907 - have never been offered one! Also shown is another card
by the same publisher,

0111MmMP'"'"!..'!'MPIWITI
a tt,..
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Schou, Voter, flier, den Apf el in der Hand.
ts gibt kein schonres Obst im Londe Uri.

44
Mr
- 011r
LP

Erzahlen wird man von den Knaben Tell,
So lane die Berge stehn ant ihrem Grundc.
Derglei ellen Tater, bringet jeder Tag,
1C,ein Wzulderzeichen bcaucht sic zu verhiinden.

Berne !tea tout pris.
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INK CANCELLATIONS AND THE PATRIOT OF SEEBERG

www.swiss-stamos.org.uk

by Evert Poel

Reproduced, with permission, from Jungfraupost the organ of the 'Studiegroep Zwitserland', our sister society in the NetherJands. Translated by Bob Johnson.
Apropos of Old Switzerland. Editor's note: This is about a small PO in Canton Bern
which, between 1852 and 1864 cancelled letters in an unusual way.
The postmaster of Seeberg, just southwest of Herzogenbuchsee, began his job in 1852,
and was there for at least 12 years. His was only a small postal agency, Postablage,
and all these years he had neither a diamond bar or datestamp to cancel his letters.
He therefore used a pen and ink. Nothing unusual as 10 to 15% of stamps on letters
were cancelled this way. The Seeberg office was not worth special mention were it
not for the fact that the postmaster had a special way of cancelling the stamps.
Now look at figure 1. But first a few words about pen cancelling. In the Postblatt
(PTT circular) No. 26 of 1st August 1851 was the instruction "Stamps, if a stamp
canceller is not available, can be cancelled by two strokes of the pen (black ink)",
This was the usual method but the instructions were broadly observed and red ink
was used, also parallel lines or a stroke, see figure 2.
Letters and stamps with pen cancels have for a long time been unpopular with
collectors. An unpleasing mark on the stamp and so relatively little of such material
has survived. In the last decades the valuation has increased considerably and now
pen cancels are regarded as something extra.

However, back to our main character. He had only the straight-line canceller of
Seeberg at his disposal, but this was simply an indication of place and was
not to be used for cancelling stamps. It is known that he used this canceller in red,
blue and black alongside the stamp according to instructions, He cancelled the
stamps with a diagonal stroke and wrote the date to the side '52.2.11' as can be
seen in figure 3. a letter of 11th February 1852. As a Patriot it upset him to put
a pen stroke across the middle of the Rayon stamp. Therefore after a short time he
changed this to cancel the value number of the stamp only with his pen by making a
circle round it, see figures 4 & 5, These letters are from June 1862; in figure 4
the letter to Summiswald also remains uncancelled and figure 5 is a COD letter
(Nachnahme-brief) with a Rayon III which was cancelled with the diamond canceller
by the transit office in Bern. Pm"'
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With the introduction of the Strubels in 1854 he decided to avoid cancelling the
'Sitting Helvetia' with his pen, see figure 6 from 1.860 and figure 7 from 1861,
Depending on the direction of transport - to the north at Herzogenbuchsee, figure 6,
and to the south at Burgdorf, figure 7 - the letters were cancelled with a place
name and date cancel, as per the instructions. In fact uncancelled pen cancels
were not allowed; that they often exist is due to incomplete knowledge of the
regulations at the post offices.
When the Sitting Helvetia perforated were introduced in 1862 he did the same for
this lady, the symbol of his country. Figure 8 shows how he did it. This letter of
the 27th September 1864 from Seeberg to Hash i is, as far as is known, the latest
date with the 'hand inscription' of our Patriot. As you can see he always wrote the
date clearly on the address side of the letter - because he did not have a date
canceller to hand. (A circular date stamp was issued to Seeberg 1.5.1864, Gebert.)
To complete this story we should like to know more about this person, but alas.
Perhaps a dip into the old postal archives of Seeberg can help us? The figures used
are taken from various auction catalogues 1979 to 2005.

I
Figure 7
(Now you can look at your pen-cancelled stamps with a different eye. Ed.)
SI_
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Can any reader give some technical advice on the inking/printing eccentricities of this stamp? I have a
first day cover for the issue, on which the 5c — and all the other values — are normal, i.e. there are no
inking or printing flaws.
I also have two blocks of 4 of this stamp on plain paper, both Cancelled to Order on the first day — 2'
November 1936. On each block there are some extreme examples of inking. On the first block, three of
the four stamps exhibit the well-known 'destruction' of the watchtower to varying degrees (Fig 1 is an
example of it). Combined with that there is some diagonal streaking of ink in the lake.
On the second block, the upper two stamps have heavy 'rain' above the mountains falling from right to
left (Fig.2), and only the left-hand stamp shows some destruction of the tower. The lower stamps exhibit
the reverse characteristic of 'rain' falling from left to right, with an almost solid block of colour to the left
of the big cloud (Fig.3) Additionally the streaking continues down into the lake (Fig.4).
How can it be that such inking flaws occurred on the first day of issue? Why should it be only on CTO
issues; were they issued on a separate press to the 'ordinary' stamps? Or, heaven forbid, were they issued
at a later date and back-dated?
And how can there be such marked variations within a block of 4, with streaking changing through 90°
between two stamps on a run?
I am sure that someone out there will have some theories, especially Fred Pickard, that they would be
willing to share with me.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

A LATE REPLY TO JOHN CORDINGLEY'S ARTICLE IN THE AUGUST NEWSLETTER - E Quinton
At Congress in Derby last year a company 'Conservation By Design' showed album
pages, storage boxes and Stamptex (like Hawid or Prinz) and other items. Their
address is: Timecare Works, 5 Singer Way, Woburn Rd Ind, Est„ Kempston, Bedford,
MK42 7AW, Tel. 01 234 85 35 55. Protective sleeves are made by Secol Ltd of Howlett
Way, Thetford, Norfolk IP24 1HZ, Tel, 01 842 75 23 41. (Excellent archive quality
transparent material used by the Editor for years.)
The August issue of Stamp Lover (NPS Magazine) had a similar article and two more
addresses: Preservation Equipment Ltd, Vinces Rd, Diss, Norfolk 1P22 4NO, Tel. 01
379 64 74 00; Conservation Resources (UK) Ltd, Units 1,254 Pony Rd, Horspath Ind.
Est.,Cowley, Oxford, 0X4 2RD, Tel. 01 865 74 77 55.

WITH DEEP REGRETS the Society reports the death of Michael Atherton.
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Looking through my small
e o:ostunp. hq,
cover accumulation of the
60c Helvetia with Sword
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let
I find I have several where
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the stamp has been used to
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uprate an item for the
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EXPRESS fee. Here is a
rather different example.
Posted in PRAGUE on
September 16 1938 the
cover has a 2.50K stamp
showing Strecno Castle, a
stamp familiar to many of
us as we probably had a
copy in our very first stamp
collections. The machine
cancellation has two
different 'flags' and two
'crowns' similar to the
designs used for the Swiss
1920 and 1921 Mustermesse in BASEL.
Addressed to ZURICH the intended recipient had clearly moved so the item was
readdressed to PARIS. Clearly there was some urgency to the communication so on
September 19 the cover was forwarded EXPRESS so incurring a 60c fee. The back
flap has a printed name and address of an `ADVOKAT' so this was possibly the
inspiration to send the item EXPRESS.
On the back the cover has a variety of timed PARIS cds receiving marks all dated
September 19, PARIS-AVIATION ETRANGER at 1.30, PARIS AVIATIOAT INTERIEUR at
17.35, PARIS XVIII RUE DUC at 18H, PARIS III R.STE-ANNE at 19H. This seems to
be an extraordinary amount of handling in such a short time between Paris offices.
Can any member help with an explanation for this?
A rather battered item not for exhibition but a slightly unusual use of the 60c stamp
Is

-

k

I. G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND

Please visit my Web site
[AtP' Jr_ ja.§:igiii2§2.&gp_
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England
E Mail admin@igstamps.com
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Group report: Postal Stationery was the topic for the October Meeting. David Hope

began with a display covering the period from 1973 to 2005. He pointed out that Swiss Post were still
producing ordinary postcards which today are used by people sending in competition entries. As a
result of market research A-post cards have been introduced as well. He then went on to show the
various commemorative and special issue postcards. These included the Day of the Stamp cards
issued since 1996 where he pointed out that the imprinted stamp design is the result of a public vote.
He also pointed out that between 1998 and 2003 most cards were designated `Taxe Percue'. This
evidently had caused some confusion amongst the public and so the imprinted stamps now have a
value on them. Finally he showed examples of postal stationery envelopes with imprinted stamps
reintroduced by Swiss Post in 2000. Norton Wragg then showed a selection of the postcards produced
during the period 1900 to 1930s. In particular he showed the cards with pictorial vignettes illustrating
various scenes throughout Switzerland. The used cards showed a variety of destinations. David
Whitworth then showed examples of the various envelopes with imprinted stamps from the 1860s to
1880s. He explained the various types and showed a variety of usage. Then came a display of postal
wrappers from 1871 to 1959 followed by examples of private stationery and one produced during
1915 designated 'Occupation of the Frontiers 1914-15'. Finally Tony Hoyle showed examples of
complete sets of cards with vignettes from various periods including the Postal Coach series 1944-45.
He also showed strips of seven cards for use in typewriters which members had not seen before.
Chairman David Colman thanked those who had displayed commenting on the variety of material
shown.
NABA Baden '06 - What a great National exhibition this was for collectors of Switzerland. Held at the Sport Halle Baregg in Baden from 7th to 10th September it covered all the disciplines of philately with imaginative ideas for showing material. The
opening day was hot with restaurant and bar under pressure to satisfy thirsts.
Members of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society were present in some strength
and had contributed some mouthwatering entries. Readers of their journal 'Tell' will
no doubt have a more detailed report for their members, but mention should be made
of what took my eye. In the Master Class Harlan F.Stone showed a superb collection
of-lhe 1862-1883-7ertorated -Sitting Helvetia. It covered the production and use
of the 25 stamps issued; Proofs, shades, varieties, postmarks, frankings, (single,
combination, mixed) to worldwide destinations. Our own Bob Medland would have been
excited by the seven frames of IKW overprints of 1918-1919 by Ralph Soderberg, and he
did have some amazing covers showing usage of this issue. Ralph was there in person
to answer questions.
Die Post had a good stand providing excellent service not only with stamps and
covers but cancelling items to individual needs. Can you imagine the British Philatelic Bureau offering this service! There were 38 dealers and country stands present.
Noteworthy was the number of boxes with covers priced upwards of 1 franc.
These exhibitions always give one the opportunity to meet old friends and make new
ones. Our own Special Correspondent Michael Rutherfoord was there, while members who
visit our Philatex would have met Rolf Weggler. It is your reporter's firm belief
that all collectors of Switzerland should try once in their lifetime to visit a Swiss
National, even if it takes 10 years to save up for it, What you see and learn will
open your eyes greatly.
F P
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The Meeting opened with a minute's silence in memory of John Mitchell who died last month.

SWISS RAILWAYS - Led by Derek Doling
A visit to Switzerland and Swiss Railways as a professional railway man, inaugurated Derek's
Swiss philatelic interest. His subsequent coverage of many of the Swiss private railway
systems was the source of the material that formed the subject of the first part of his display.
The first railway featured was the Waldenburgerbahn running between Liestal and
Waldenburg, the narrowest in Switzerland with a gauge of 75 cm, which Derek was fortunate
to have visited during its centenary celebrations in 1980. He showed a selection of cards
covering both the steam locomotive hauled trains and the later electrical units. Other railways
covered were the Gomergrat Bahn, the Sudostbahn, the Wengemalp Bahn, the
Jungfraubahn, the Luzem-Stans-Engelberg Bahn and the Trogenerbahn. For all these
railways, pictures of a wide variety of stock were shown including the former East German
electric locos of the SOdostbahn and some early locos of the former Stansstad-Engelberg
Bahn. There were also some related covers.
The second part of the display was a nice selection of traditional postcards dating from the
early part of the 20 th century including historic railway station scenes and stock from the
Gotthard, Simplon, Bn.inig, Loetschberg, Montreux Oberland, Albula, Bernina and the Brig to
Zermatt lines. Derek's display concluded with views of construction and early operations on
the Rochers de Naye, Wengen Alpine and Jungfrau railways.
The Chairman gave a brief review of Swiss railway history. The first railway into Switzerland
was actually a French line from St Louis into Basel which provided the origin of the current
French railway station in Basel. A selection of cards and covers was shown induding a
centenary photograph of the SBB-built copy of the "Limmat" locomotive from the first railway
colloquially known as the "Spanish Bun Railway", pictures of some early steam locomotives
from the pre-Federal Railway period before 1901, covers for the centenaries of the LausanneEchallens-Bercher (the oldest Swiss private line) and the Val de Travers railways, photos of
early electric locomotives used on the Gotthard and Simplon lines and reproduction of 1920's
posters advertising these lines. He showed complete sheets of the 1947 Railway Centenary
set (the Sc value having the stamp with the missing spoke variety) and the 1962 Trans
Europe Express stamp together with philatelic material for anniversaries of the Gotthard and
Simplon tunnels, the Rhaetian Railway centenary, the Vereina Tunnel inauguration and the
Zurich S-Bahn opening.
Other railway history items shown by Derrick Slate included some early Federal Railway
handstamps and station cancels, covers for the opening of the Luzem-Stans-Engelberg
Railway, the 75th anniversary of the first electric locomotive on the Burgdorf-Thun line,
Travelling Post Office cancels and cards between 1863 and 1920 and illustrations of early
TPO coaches as well as goods notification cards for the period 1900 to 1934.
The Vice-Chairman, Eric Lienhard, gave a personal account of the railway history of
Degersheim (his birth place) on the Bodensee-Toggenburg Bahn which his great uncle had
helped to plan. Cards of BT early locos and the construction of the Sitter viaduct were shown.
He showed several 1947 commemorative cards of the reproduction "Spanish Bun Railway"
train, cards depicting the construction of the Simplon Tunnel and the early electric locos that
ran through it and also of the building and early operation of the Jungfrau Railway. Finally, he
showed a page of the scarce Jura Industrial Railway stamps with appropriate postcards.
In proposing the vote of thanks, the Chairman praised the interesting and educative overview
given by Derek Doling which was well backed up by the other presentations.
CPM

REMINDER
The ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held on
Saturday 11 th November 2006 at 1.30pm
In Rooms B327and B328, Macmillan House B Block
Paddington Station< London
This will be followed by an AUCTION

THAT a peculiar result of "Liberalisation" of the Post Office is causing a furore. The separate Post Coach
"firm" is now under the jurisdiction of the Cantons, and Aargau has decreed that all the yellow buses based in
Aargau are to be painted white, with a black and blue logo, ie, the colours of the Canton. Legally there is no
way of stopping this. But the tourist industry is trying hard, as yellow signifies Swiss, and that is valuable.
THAT figure 1 shows something of interest to collectors of foreign postmarks which mention Swiss in
some way. Here we have a local publicity slogan for Sackingen, just over the Rhine, advertising their health
spa. St.Fridolin was one of the group of Irish monks who brought Christianity to southern Germany and
Switzerland in the

6

th

century (another was St.Gallus who founded St. Gallen). Because the monastery he

founded in Sackingen later became the owner of the valley named Glarus, his picture was carried on banners
used in religious procession there, and so became accepted as the emblem of the Canton, see PJ 26, 1923.
THAT one would expect the Tax required for an unstamped letter to be 85 plus 50c = 1.35 fr., but why
only 85 as noted on this cover, posted on15th.Sept 2006, which was as usual not collected, see figure 2.
THAT in the October SBZ there is a comprehensive 6-page article on the Galler Elzevir cancels by Pierre
Guinand in French. For any Member who would like a copy of the list, please ask your Editor (with SAE).
THAT another new parcel label has come to me, see figure 3, on the usual monthly pouch of philatelic
literature circulated by the Postal Stationery Society, but the sender had had to pay an additional fee of 3fr for
" Manual Handling". Why? It never happens at my local PO. I think it is because these pouches have a window
through which the address shows. Now the new fully automated parcel sorting offices have a standard way of
looking at the data presented, and require that the coded label be above the address. It was not, so had to be
manually sorted. Not every PO clerk worries about checking this properly.
THAT when I first saw the cancel shown in figure 4 in the SP Archive nobody could say into which group
it would fit. Later it was declared a Local Publicity Cancel and given the No. K 1536b. So we have the first K
without an outside circle. Have you noticed that in "Focus", page 5 of 3/2006 issue, there is the mention of "the
locality cancellation" . What do they mean? The stamps shown thus cancelled are the best of this year I think.
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Re: Yet Another Odd Item! (HPS Newsletter October 2006)
Unfortunately, I am not able to assist with the query as to the posta
ge
packet illustrated in the Newsletter but may be able to cast some light applied to the
on the contents.
In the event that no other member has better information, the follow
ing
may be of help
to Mr Cordingley.
Precisa AG was founded by Ernst Jost in 1935 at Seengen (Aargau)
mechanical calculating machines following his development of to manufacture
a lo key printing
calculator five years earlier. Production was subsequently moved
(in
depending on the source of information) to Zurich-Oerlikon and in 1964 1941 or 1943,
the typewriter
manufacturer Hermes SA acquired the company.
While Precisa certainly expanded eventually into other areas of precis
ion engineering
(including dile cameras, weaving and sewing machines), it does seem
likely that in 1938
it was still firmly centred on calculating machines, as witne
by the cachet Rechenmaschinenfabrik does indeed mean a manufacturer of calculssed
ating machines.
The American Writing Machine Co, Inc was a manufacturer of typew
(when it ceased production of its New Century Caligraph machines) riters until 1906
and from then until
1919 (when manufacture of the Remington Junior was transferred
) it performed only
rebuilding of machines of all makes and styles. In 1911 it was adver
Broadway NY (which may be the address on this packet, having previotising from 345
usly been at 237
Broadway) as 'the oldest and largest rebuilt typewriter concern in the world
'.
Turning to the packet in question, the description Gummiwa
lze als
translated as 'Rubber rolls (or rollers or cylinders) as samples'. Both Muster can be
printing calculators use rubber rollers to support the paper against typewriters and
the
printing head but it seems unlikely that with a weight of only 6og these impact of the
were full typewriter size. Without access to the archives of either compparticular rollers
least some material relating to The American Writing Co is in the any (although at
Hagley Museum,
Wilmington, DE), it is unclear why Precisa would have sent sample roller
s to the USA but
two possibilities suggest themselves.
It is feasible that the two companies were involved in sharing techn
rubber compound for calculator rollers would almost certainly ology - Precisa's
have had different
properties from the compound used by the Americans for typewriters.
would have been providing assistance to the Americans (sending their Whether Precisa
product for testing
or examination) or, in this particular case, returning a sample previ
ously provided for
their own benefit is an open question.
Alternatively, given the general similarity of the internal mechanism
mechanical calculators, perhaps The American Writing Machine Cos of typewriters and
was experimenting
with rebuilding or servicing calculating machines, possibly as an
agent for Precisa.
Certainly by 1958 (twenty years after the date of this packet), Precisa
boasted of a world
network of agents and service centres.
I hope that this may be of interest.

Peter R Allen

(How much more interesting a cover becomes if you
know something about the contents.
With pre-stamp entires the contents are often more
interesting than the cancels. Ed.)
HELP - Correctable ribbons for IBM golf-ball typew
riters are scarce now, If you have
even one then the Newsletter can continue for
a few more months, can you help? Ed.
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No. 12 December 2006

Query on the 50 Landscape stamp Z202 - page 83 of the November Newsletter.
Fred Pickard writes that: 'The heavy rain shown on the illustration in Neville
Nelder's enquiry is a wiping mark. Reference to Fundamentals of Philately by
L N Williams on page 252 reads "Wiping Mark. Coloured Flaw. Term used to ,designate
a variety exhibiting a coloured mark or coloured marks caused by the failure to
remove all the ink from, and properly wipe clean and polish, the surface of the
printing base before printing takes place from line-engraved printing bases. Wiping
marks are, of course, inconstant, and take many forms."
In the writer's view it is entirely a matter of chance whether sheets used for
the first day cancel bore this flaw. Remember that the SSR1 printing machine used
to produce the first stamps of this issue was made by Goebels of Darmstadt, Germany
and the printing cylinder No.2 was made in June 1936 using the damaged transfer
roller with the white triangular flaw. A new cylinder was not made until 1940.
Regarding the watchtower near the steamer this is possibly a 'Peeled Ink Flaw'.
It is difficult to be precise because the flaw showing 'destruction of the tower'
varies from stamp to stamp. An ideal way to observe the flaw is to examine a sheet
of the stamps in vertical format.'
The Editor discussed this with other members and the consensus of opinion was that
as stamps are printed well in advance of the first day the chances of errors being
used for the FDC covers was 'chance'. The covers for issues have to be prepared in
advance, and distributed to Philatelic bureaux in advance. Ordinary POsirmst also
be stecked with stamps for sale. For many years the printing date was stamped in
one of the corners of the margin paper of a sheet. The Editor has Z204 dated 6IV46,
Z367L dated 1311166 and "SPECIMEN" print 010 large size dated 24XI64; other members
must have similar stamps in their collections which could show how far in advance
the various issues were printed. As to the cancel date use your imagination!
Our member C K Karsten would appreciate help to find information on military postal
stationery. He has been putting to one side covers with 'Feldpost' and 'Militarsache'
printed on them; some are cancelled with 'Feldpostnummer', others 'Feldpost Geb.
TG.KP + Teldpost 14 +' but no date. Does anyone else collect them? Is there a catalogue on this subject and has there been an article on them in the Newsletter?
The Editor will pass on any information that you can "dig up".
TELL BOY LABEL - query from Stuart MacKenzie p80 in October. The translation of
the text on the Sc has•been made by Eric Lienhard and is as follows:
Look father; here, the apple in the hand
there is no better fruit in the land of Uri
One will speak of the Boy Tell
as long as the mountains stand on their ground
Such activities brings every day
no seasonal sign needs to announce them.
Talking of things seasonal there is just room here to wish members a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year - from the Committee and the editorial staff.

I
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MINUTES OF THE SIXTIETH
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
held on 11 th November 2006 at 1.40 p.m.
in Room B327 Macmillan House B Block Paddington Station London with 10 members present.
Mr. Claude Mistely chaired the meeting.
1. Apologies were received from Messrs. Richard Akers, A H T Clayton, Amis Goldingham, Fred Hoadley, Ray Jeal, Peter
Hobbs, HE Quinton, Don Symonds and Mrs Rosalind Wragg.
2. The Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting held on Saturday, 19 1 November 2005. It was proposed by Mr. Fred
Pickard, seconded by Mr. Norton Wragg and unanimously agreed that these, as published in the "Helvetia Philatelic Society
Newsletter" dated December 2005, should be taken as read.
3. There were no Matters arising.
4. The Chairman Mr. Claude Mistely in his address commented that the continued existence of the Society was due largely to
the efforts of a few loyal members. The problem of low attendance at London meetings had been addressed — it remained to be
seen though to what effect! Leeds and Salisbury meetings however continued to prove their popularity. The Committee's
plans, aimed at revitalising the Society, had been published in the October Newsletter and the necessary amendments to the
Rules would be put later to the meeting. The Chairman, in commending the plans for Regional meetings with one Annual
National Meeting over a weekend, pointed out that similar arrangements by other Specialist Philatelic Societies appeared to
work well. With the Newsletter central to the Society's activities it was particularly disappointing that pleas for a volunteer to
assume the Editorial mantle had to date fallen on "deaf ears". In concluding his comments the Chairman expressed thanks to
the Committee, and in particular to the Vice-chairman and the Honorary Secretary, for their ongoing support.
5.

The Honorary Secretary Mr. Peter Vonwiller said that in addition to routine matters of administration two Committee
meetings had been called. The first concerned itself mainly with the Society's Sixtieth Anniversary celebrations. Whilst
various members had made considerable contributions to these, particular thanks were due to Mr. Fred Hoadley for his
organisation of the Salisbury Weekend in May. The second Committee meeting had concentrated on addressing the poor
attendance at London meetings and considering as to how the Society might in the future be made more attractive to a greater
number of members. Details of the committee's recommendations appeared in the October Newsletter. To accommodate the
proposed changes, necessary amendments to the Society's Rules would be taken under Item Number 11 of today's agenda.
The shut down of the Society's Website had been unfortunate. However a long-standing member had now come forward
offering his services as Webmaster and had already initiated action to get the Website up and running again. Details of the
address etc. would appear shortly in the Newsletter. Regrettably the deaths of six members had been recorded since last year's
AGM and resignations received from four members. Seven new members had joined and once again we were indebted to
Werner Gattiker for his efforts in recruiting members. The year ended with a reduced membership of 158. With an ageing
membership, the recruitment and retention of members remained a priority. To date there had been no response to the request
that members offer their services as the Society Press Officer — an essential position if we were to recruit "new blood". The
Honorary Secretary reiterated the Chairman' comments concerning attempts to recruit an Editor Designate. Without the
Newsletter the Society would cease to exist and it was unreasonable to expect Peter Hobbs to continue his sterling efforts
forever. The plans recently announced would only prove successful if they were to receive the support of the membership.
Complacency would lead to the demise of The Society and it was incumbent on the membership to build for the future.

6.

The Honorary Treasurer. Referring to the Income and Expenditure Account for the Financial Year ending 31

4

August Mr.
Norton Wragg commented that this showed a deficit of £288.67 compared with a surplus of £498.50 in the previous year. The
Committee had earlier made a decision to subsidise from accumulated surpluses the Sixtieth Anniversary Meeting held in
Salisbury. This subsidy, for an event enjoyed by all whom attended, amounted to £571.00. Library purchases (see Librarian's
report) amounted to £158.00 as against nothing in the previous year. Additional expenses associated with the running of the
Society's affairs stemmed principally from long distance travelling expenses incurred in attending committee meetings.
Regarding Income, revenue from subscriptions had remained steady whilst the Sales Packet showed a decrease compared with
the previous year when material previously purchased by the Society had been auctioned. The committee had agreed
advertisement rates and advertising revenue was now organised accordingly. Referring to the Balance Sheet the amount held in
Bank Accounts totalled £4233.65 and whilst this was £376.20 less than twelve months previously this not a matter of great
concern. The subsidy mentioned earlier had been provided by the Society and there was outstanding some £324.00 due from
the Packet and advertising. The Treasurer was grateful to the new Auditor who had ensured that everything was in order.
Turning to the Budget, requested by the Committee and in view of the likelihood of the change to the dates of the Society's
Financial Year, this had been broken down into two. One to cover the twelve months to August 2007 and the other the
remaining four months of that year. Inevitably the extended period would show a deficit since only one year's subscription and
Packet income would be included. In terms of the Society's ongoing position this would not however make any actual
difference to our assets. In preparing these Budgets income had tended to be understated and variable expenses overstated
Included were costs for updating and running the Website. The adoption of the Accounts and Report was proposed by Mr.
Derrick Slate, seconded by Mr. Neville Nelder and carried unanimously. The Treasurer was thanked for his efforts on behalf of
the Society with the comment being expressed that the clarity of reporting had seldom been equalled.

7. Auditor/Examiner to the Society's Accounts. Mr. Norton Wragg expressed the Society's thanks to Ms Julia Tibbles for

examining the Accounts. The committee at their February meeting had ratified her appointment. A proposal that Ms Tibbles be
appointed for a further year was made by Mr. Fred Pickard, seconded by Mr. John Turner and accepted unanimously.
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8. The Honorary Packet Secretary Mr. Richard Akers had apologised for his unavoidable absence and Mr. Norton Wragg read
his report. Accounts as submitted to the Honorary Treasurer revealed that Revenue from Sales had amounted to £404.07
against expenses of £199.74 leaving an excess of £204.33. During the current year 18 Packets had been circulated to a total
value of £9625.22 with sales to date amounting to £1554.51. More books were needed from members for the Packets to be
circulated in the New Year. Soldier stamps were currently the best sellers. Members sending Packets on via the post were
reminded that large envelopes tended to be bent when put through letterboxes with subsequent damage being caused to the
contents. Non bendable packets would save expensive material being damaged with resultant claims having to be made to the
Society's Insurers. It was proposed by Mr. Derrick Slate and seconded by Mr. Derek Doling that the report be accepted with
grateful thanks to Richard Akers for all the work he had done as Packet Secretary during the past year.
9.

The Librarian's Report. The Honorary Secretary read this report. The Library currently contained 476 books and articles

culled from magazines. Additionally there were a number of relevant travel books. During the year there had been notable
additions. The three new catalogues in full colour written and published by Marcus Wittwer covering the Soldier Stamps and
Postal Stationery issued in both World Wars — the German/English Philatelic Dictionary issued by the German Philatelic
Society — The Postal History of World War II between New Zealand and Switzerland (kindly donated by Charles La Blonde).
The same member had also donated a copy of his recent book "The Suspension of United States Mail to Switzerland 1942 —
1945". Other additions were "Balloon Mail in Switzerland" by Peter Muggier and "Aids to Sorting the Standing Helvetia
Issue" by Werner Gattiker. During the past year only nine members had taken advantage of the wealth of information available
just for the price of the postage involved. As already reported in the Newsletter greater publicity would in future be given to
the Library and the benefits to be derived by members. The possibility of making details additionally available via the Internet
would also be considered. Thanks were expressed to the Librarian Mr. Derrick Slate.
10. Election of Officers and Committee Members for 2006/2007. Following on the various changes to the committee the

previous year, and with only one new nomination having been received, the Chairman suggested that the existing members be
considered by the meeting for re-election with the addition of Ian Gilchrist to the post of Webmaster.
Chairman
Vice-chairman
General Secretary
Honorary Treasurer
Packet Secretary
Newsletter Editor
Librarian
Webmaster
Committee Members

Claude Mistely
Eric Lienhard
Peter Vonwiller
Norton Wragg
Richard Akers
Peter Hobbs
Derrick Slate
Ian Gilchrist
Fred Hoadley David Hope
Doug Houtris Bob Medland Don Symonds

It was proposed by Mr. Fred Pickard and seconded by Mr. Derrick Slate that these be elected en-bloc to serve as Officers and
committee members for the year 2006/2007. Agreed unanimously.
11. Proposals to amend Society Rules as follows
Rule 3b Subscriptions — substitute "may be" for "shall be automatically".
4
4
4
Rule 7b Finance and Assets — substitute "1 4 January to 31 December" for "1 September to 31 August".
Rule 8a Meetings - delete "but to be arranged as far as possible with4 the Society's season of October to May".
Rule 8b Meetings — delete" in November" and replace with "by 31 May".
The Hon. Secretary stated that the alteration to Rule 3b would enable the committee to exercise discretion on those occasions
when renewal of a membership fee had been inadvertently overlooked. The proposed change to Rule 7b would bring the
Society's Financial Year into line with the Membership Year. The change to Rule 8a would give local Area Groups the
freedom to organise their meetings to accommodate the majority of members. An amended Rule 8b would link the AGM to
the New Financial Year. A proposal to make these changes to the Society's rules was made by Mr. Derek Doling seconded, by
Mr. Neville Nelder and unanimously approved.
12. Motions and Resolutions. None submitted.
13. Any Other Business. Mr. Derrick Slate enquired as to the breakdown between UK based and overseas members. The

Honorary Secretary advised that this information would be published later. The potential benefit of the Society's Website as a
recruitment vehicle was stressed. The Librarian envisaged being able to sell surplus books at the proposed Annual National
Meetings. Mr. John Turner raised the possibility of distributing the Newsletter via e-mail to those members on line and it was
recognised that this was something to be considered for the future. Mr. Norton Wragg advised that plans were well under way
for the 2007 Annual National Meeting and it was anticipated publishing details early in the New Year. An invitation to
promote the Society at the 2008 Philatelic Congress of Great Britain would be given serious consideration.
The meeting closed at 14.58 hours.

Peter Vonwiller - Hon. Secretary
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Salisbury Meeting — Saturday 28 th October 2006.

Tony Hoyle, Ray Harris and Don Symonds had sent their apologies.
Group members who passed away recently were remembered, including Bill Straw and
Michael Atherton.
A total of 19 members and friends attended on a rather grey and muggy day. A day though
that was lit up by no less than seven sparkling displays on a variety of postal history topics.
Fred Hoadley kicked off by showing a 63-sheet display of the Franco-Swiss Postal Treaties
(1828-29 and 1845), as presented to the Northern Group in September (see page 78 of the October
Newsletter).
Prior to the treaties between France and Switzerland, the French had difficulty in defining
the exact amount to be refunded to the Swiss, for transporting mail from the point of origin to the
French Exchange Offices across the border. Until the 1828/29 Treaties were signed the Cantons did
not always co-operate with each other and there were considerable variations in their currency
values and postal charges. Swiss markings indicating the location of the sender or the postal charge
were rare.
The treaties, signed by the cantons of Basel, Bern, Neuchatel, Vaud and Zurich, established
designated links between Swiss and French Exchange Offices, such as: Basel-Huningue;
Porrentruy-Delle, Orbe-Pontarlier; and Geneve-Femey.
Many fascinating pre-stamp entires, illustrating how the system developed were shown. It
was clear that considerable research had been undertaken by Fred and his predecessors to decipher
the complex range of markings on pre-paid (PP, PD), higher weight and ambulant material, and on
post in transit crossing France to other countries. Hand-stamps shown included AED (payment to
the destination), AEJF (payment to the frontier) and a variety of red or black straight-line, boxed,
single-circle, double-circle, or unusual 'Zurich horseshoe' numeral handstamps.
Picking out just four covers, members learnt that:
(a) numerals in the later French entry marks represent various destination points, e.g. rural,
Paris, or Calais.
(b) the FF4 mark represents the postal charge, in Kreuzers, owing to the Fischer Post for
carrying the mail to Ferney.
(c) many of the large 'manuscript marks' showing the final charge to be paid by the recipient,
were applied by a rubber hand-stamp -- hence their uniform size and shape.
(d) The T B transit mark was used at Basel, whilst a similar mark T.B. was in use at Bern.
The speaker emphasised that the collection and study of these covers was very much a 'learning
process' and acknowledged the extensive research carried out by other members, past and present,
including Dennis Wilson, Christopher Rauch, Charles Le Blonde, and Edythe Rawnsley. Also
acknowledged were the handbooks by Andres & Emmenneger, and, more recently, James van der
Linden.
Our Honorary Newsletter Editor, Peter Hobbs, illustrated some of the problems involved in
producing the Newsletter as a result of the wide range of formats adopted by contributors.
Members were also privileged to a peep at the 'camera-ready copy' of the November Newsletter
before it was forwarded to the printers. Peter emphasised that he relied more on 'cut and paste'
than any 'high-tech' editorial methods.
He then showed four early covers with interesting transit markings and suggested that more
time should be devoted to the translation and study of the contents of early mail, citing the
invaluable historical information that had been gleaned when the famous 'Corsini Correspondence'
had been transcribed for the auction catalogue.
The busy morning session was concluded by Bob Medland who put in a plug for the Newsletter
Index that he was developing (available for reference on the Society's website as well as in hard
copy). Bob then showed five examples of stamps which had passed through one of the 39 Swissrun postal agencies in Italy, set up to process post to and from Switzerland in the early 19th
Century. Some of these agencies operated the Diligence services across the various Alpine passes,
most of which were phased out in the 1850s. For a short time one agency actually operated a postal
service for mail within part of the Kingdom of Sardinia.
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During the lunch break members were able to view Allen Payne's 16-sheet display on the
'Postal Markings of the Lake Lucerne Area' which had been awarded a silver-medal at the recent
Association of Sussex Philatelic Societies' (ASPS) Annual Convention.
In the afternoon members were treated by Ray Clegg to three full displays from his extensive
Swiss collection. Beginning with the theme `To and From the Alps'. Ray first displayed a selection
of Switzerland's very attractive miniature pre-paid cards; with those issued in the 1870's being
some of the first in the world. They proved very popular, not least because, initially at least, the
postal charge was half that for a letter. Thanks to individuals and companies such as Jacob Isler of
Wohlen, who had retained much of their correspondence, Ray was able to show examples of prestamped cards, envelopes and newspaper wrappers of all periods to destinations throughout
Switzerland and the wider world. Among the numerous 'gems' were an 1894 entire to Sumatra via
Penang with no less than three squared-circle marks, a wrapper to the last King of Hungary and a
card to Alexandra in Egypt which had inadvertently been mis-sent to Yokohama!
Continuing on the above theme, the second display covered postal stationery entering
Switzerland from all parts of the World. Ray certainly proved he had an eye for the unusual, not
least of which were the places of origin of the mail — including British Guiana, Czechoslovakia,
Haiti, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Poland, Mexico and Bulgaria. Notable addressees included
several Swiss manufacturers (including private correspondence with the founder of Nestle) and
censored mail to King Karol of Romania who was living in England during the Second World War.
Ray's third contribution, entitled 'Swiss Paddle Steamers', was a beautifully evocative
collection of 80 plus postcards (both coloured and black white), depicting early steamships.
Included in the display were cards published by Goetz of Lucerne, Jullien Freres of Geneva and
Photoglob of Zurich; with famous vessels such as `La Suisse', 'Victoria', 'Lac Leman', `Stadt
Rapperswil' and 'Unterwalden' plying the lakes of Geneva, Lucerne, Lugano, Neuchatel, Thun and
Zurich. The cards prompted many present to recount cherished memories of this very civilised and
romantic form of transport.
It had been a thoroughly enjoyable, entertaining and informative day — if only one could
absorb and retain the virtual encyclopaedia of Swiss Postal History knowledge that had been
presented in such an attractive way and grateful thanks were expressed on behalf of everyone
present by our Chairman Claude Mistely.
December 2006

R.D.
Provisional information on the Group's 2007 meetings in Salisbury.
February: 'Zeppelin Mail ', 'Introduction to the Newsletter Index (incl. website display), an
'Instant Auction' and 'Members Choice' (one or two-frame displays by members - voluntary).
Early July (date to be advised): Fakes and Forgeries' and 'Rayon Plating'.
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Northern Group report: ' Route Marks' was the subject of Cedric Dry's presentation. He explained

that these marks were current mainly between 1803, when the Helvetic Republic and its centralised
postal system was dissolved and 1862, when postal distance zones ceased to exist. The purpose of the
marks was to identify the origin of unpaid mail so that the destination post office could calculate the
postage based on distance and weight. Between 1803 and 1849 no standard rates appeared because of
the different postal systems in operation. Cedric explained that one of the problems in collecting this
material is that there are no records of the rates used. Post offices receiving this mail for forwarding,
either from a messenger or diligence, applied a route mark to indicate the direction, town, valley,
district or region from which it had come. This was necessary even after the setting up of the Federal
Postal Service in 1849 and the introduction of Federal postage stamps in 1854 as there was no
requirement until 1862 for the sender to prepay the postage. Cedric pointed out that although the
route marks appear throughout Switzerland most of them are from the western, French-speaking area.
The earliest known item is from Sumiswald in 1802 and the latest from Sihlwald in 1890s. This latter
one was a four kilometre stretch between two railway lines. In total there are some 85 marks referring
to local routes, 6 to local messenger services in Canton Aargau, 50 to valley, district or regional areas
and 5 to entire Cantons. Some marks exist as handstamps or manuscript and some as manuscript only.
Taking into consideration varieties and colour variations there are some 225 items to collect ! Cedric
showed a large number of these marks all beautifully illustrated with maps showing the routes or
probable routes. It was a very instructive presentation enjoyed by all present and as Cedric pointed
DH
out a area where much research remains to be done.

1.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wvvw.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin@igstamps.com
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M.Rutherfoord

Did You Know ?

THAT another service is losing its yellow brand-mark. The newest parcel delivery vans are white!
No longer "Paket Post" (Parcel Post), but now PostLogistics, new, modem and faster, they say.
THAT this is, however, completely overshadowed by the real major reorganisation of the whole Postal
Service being proposed, with only about 200 real POs, having the full service, but each is the "leader" of a
group of 2-20 depots with a somewhat limited range, and lower-paid staff. A major strike is threatened ahead
of the Christmas rush. This is the dilemma; "Progress" against unemployment, and all European POs are
facing the same choice. In 5 years letters in Switzerland have dropped 40%, also parcels and counter services,
that is the real world. Privatisation does not help.
THAT at the Sindelfingen Exhibition and Bourse, with lots of lectures mainly on Postal History,
Reinhard Stutz received a gold medal for his excellent book on TP0s. Well deserved. See figure 1 for the
special cancel obtainable at the Swiss Philatelic stand there, to promote the ubiquitous Swiss Army Knife.
THAT the next 2 labels were taken from an Amazon parcel from Germany, probably ordered by email.
In addition to the German parcel labels there were these two, both new to me. Figure 2 is required to make the
delivery data available to the Swiss sorting and delivery systems, PRI indicates Priority (which seems to be
given to all foreign parcels). SI means a Signature must be obtained, and NOM that it must be from the
adressee or his Nominee. The Swiss PO will then be able to inform the sender that the correct person has
received the goods. Figure 3 states that no custom fees need be paid; with the lower half green. Both 70%.
THAT fig ure 4 is of special interest to those philatelists (the majority?) who collect as much printer's
waste as possible. Just what we have all been waiting for, a 2-D matrix gone wrong, with only 3 specks of
white showing amid the solid black. This should have indicated a fake, and been rejected immediately,
otherwise why have the high-tech 2-D check at all.
THAT as expected the PP version of the new internal R-Label has appeared. See figure 5.
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THERE IS STILL TIME TO ADD THIS TO YOUR LIST OR CHRISTMAS

A review of the new book by our member Charles LaBlonde can be found on page
67 of the September Newsletter, and an order form was sent out for you.
This Postal History Monograph of "The Suspension of United States Mail to
Switzerland 1942 to 1944/1945" is available from Charles at '15901 Ridgefield
Lane, Colorado Springs, CO 80921-3554 USA - don't miss it!
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Odd spaces such as this could be filled with 'For Sale' or 'Wants' advertisements.
On the other hand you could send in small comments or queries - don't waste space!
Published by The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Design & Print, Chichester GB

